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Statement before the 
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Washington, DC 

June 12, 1995 

Senator Dixon. Members of the Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

Thank you for providing me with this opportunity to comment on the Defense Department's 
decision to include the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville (NOSL) on its 1995 base closure list. 

Before I begin my formal testimony, I want to thank Senator Dixon and Commissioner Kling 
for taking the time to visit Naval Ordnance on April 6. I am pleased that you could meet with 
Captain Cummings and the employees and managers at the Ordnance Station, and see first hand 
the outstanding work done at the installation. 

I oppose the Defense Department's decision to close the Ordnance Station. My preference 
would be to remove the Naval Ordnance Station from the closure list. In the alternative, I would 
urge the Commission to endorse the establishment of a Naval Gun Center of Excellence at Louisville. 

)I Keeo Louisville Ooen 

I would initially like to express my support for keeping the Naval Ordnance Station off the 
closure list. 

First, the Naval Ordnance Station is the Navy owned facility capable of gun system 
design, prototyping, manufacturing and remanufacturing. Were Louisville to be closed, the Navy 
would lose that capability as well as the ability to reconstitute a full industrial base capacity in time 
of emergency. 

Second, the Ordnance Station has had a superb record of service to the Navy and the country. 
Its engineering capability -- in design engineering, in-service engineering and advanced gun system 
management and development -- is a tremendous asset to the Navy. It can perform its work in a 
cost-effective manner, and has an outstanding workforce. 

Third, closing the Ordnance Station would have an adverse impact on communities in my 
congressional district in Indiana. 320 of the 1,836 employees at the installation reside in Indiana, 
and putting them out of work would cause them hardship and cost the State millions of dollars in lost 
income. 

Fourth, Indiana should not have to sustain additional cutbacks in the base closure process. 
Indiana has taken the brunt of the base closing process over the last seven years. Jefferson Proving 
Ground, Indiana Army Ammunition Plant, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, and Grissom Air Force have all 
been listed for closure or inactivation. Thousands of jobs are being lost. 

I understand that the Base Closure Commission has explored the possibility of establishing 
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inter-service depots. I believe Naval Ordnance has the capabilities to provide depot work for the 
Navy as well as the other services. I ask that you give this option every consideration. 

Naval Gun Center of Excellence 

If the Commission decides to support the recommendation of the Defense Department, I urge 
that it then consider endorsing the creation of a Naval Gun Center of Excellence at Louisville. 

As Senators Ford and McConnell and Congressman Ward will discuss in more detail in their 
testimony, the City of Louisville and Jefferson County have proposed establishing a Naval Gun 
Center of Excellence at NOSL. The proposal includes the following elements: 

-- The Navy would close the Naval Ordnance Station, with language in the BRAC report to 
assure that the Navy will work to privatize in place the majority of the work performed at 
the Station. 

-- The City of Louisville and/or Jefferson County would assume ownership of the facility. 

-- One contractor (United Defense) would lease part of the facility to perform the 5-inch gun 
work and other activities. 

-- Another contractor (Hughes) would lease part of the facility to perform work on the 
Phalanx system. 

-- The Navy would lease part of the facility to maintain an engineering presence. 

-- The contractors would hire NOSL employees displaced by the closure. 

I understand that the City of Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky recently signed 
agreements with United Defense and Hughes to operate portions of the proposed Center. 

This proposal has several benefits. 

It would allow the Navy to centralize Navy gun system capability at a single location; lower 
overhead costs; and save the Navy the cost of relocating NOSL activities to other installations around 
the country. 

Most importantly, the proposal would keep jobs at Naval Ordnance. Ideally, I would like 
to see the facility stay a government facility and the workforce remain a government workforce. 
But, if the Commission decides to close NOSL, I want to do all I can to keep good-paying jobs in 
the Louisville area. The "Center of Excellence" concept would offer such an opportunity. 

I ask that the Commission give every consideration to this proposal. 

I appreciate having this opportunity to testify. I commend you for your efforts. I would be 
happy to answer any questions you may have. 



Statement of Representative John N. Hostettler 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

June 12,1995 

Introduction: 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, I appreciate your attention to today's 
testimony. Having sat through a number of hearings in recent months, I know how hard it can be 
to remain focused in long hearings even when the issues being presented are exceedingly 
important, as they are today. 

I represent the 8th Congressional District of Indiana, located in the Southwestern part of 
the state. Its two largest cities are Evansville, a leading industrial city along the Ohio River, and 
Bloomington, a city located 45 miles South of Indianapolis and the home of Indiana University. 
The District covers a large rural area of Indiana, composed of rolling forested countryside in the 
East and large tracts of fertile farmland in the West. It also contains a number of wholesome 
Indiana towns like historic Vincennes, founded in 1732, Bedford, the "limestone capital of the 
world", and French Lick, the hometown of basketball legend Larry Bird. Finally, and the reason 
for my being here today, the District is also the home of the Crane Naval Surface Warfare 
Center's Crane Indiana Site - located in Martin County, Indiana. 

ur Purpose of Testimony: 

As you know, the Secretary of Defense has recommended that several activities at the 
Indianapolis Naval Air Warfare Center and the Crane Naval Surface Warfare Center's Louisville 
Kentucky site be transferred to the Martin County facility. My purpose today is not to enter into 
the ~rivatization debate which mv colleagues and friends are bringing to your attention. I will 
only say that I, like my constituents, want the very best decisions to be made for America. As a 
member of the House National Security Committee, I fully appreciate that decisions regarding 
our military force structure must be made as free of politics as possible. 

My testimony is, however, to help assure you that if you should decide to follow the 
Secretary of Defense's recommendations, the Martin County site of the Crane Navd Surface 
Warfare Center is ready, available, and in good condition, to be the receiving location. I also 
want to assure you that the local communities are fully capable of implementing the Secretary's 
recommendations, and that the facility has ample capacity to absorb the consolidated missions. 

Crane Site Physical Dimensions: 

The Crane site in Martin County, Indiana, is a unique national asset. To truly appreciate 
this base a person really needs to visit there. The base's physical statistics are amazing and 
sound more like the description of a National Park than a military base. It contains over 62,000 
rolling acres, which translates to 97 square miles and includes over 50,000 acres of beautifid 
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forest. In fact, the United States Navy has recently informed me that its Crane, Indiana, site is 

w' among its ten largest facilities in the world. 

The size of the base has proved to be an ideal location for the storage of munitions. For 
that reason, the Martin County site is also home to the United States Army's Crane Army 
Ammunition Activity, a tenant of the Navy. Because of the facility's size, munitions can be 
safely stored and all security needs easily met. 

Crane Site Infrastructure: 

The base's infrastructure reflects its physical dimensions. It has approximately 75 miles 
of perimeter fence, 185 miles of paved streets and highways, 226 miles of unpaved roads, and 
170 miles of railway. It also has a large variety of facilities, ranging from ammunition storage 
bunkers to state of the art technology centers supporting the well over 2500 current Crane 
engineers, scientists, and technicians. 

Since 1987, there has been approximately $34.4 million in new construction completed at 
the site, resulting in state of the art product support facilities. Approximately $12.06 
million in new construction is currently underway, including a $7.9 million Electro-optics 
Center. 

Given its physical size and up-to-date infrastructure, it is my view that the Crane, 
Indiana Site would, if called upon, meet the needs of the Navy for the foreseeable fbture as a 
premier product engineering and industrial activity. 

The Southwestern Indiana Community: 

The people of Southwestern Indiana are by nature patriotic Midwesterners. We 
wholeheartedly support the work of Navy at Crane and, if the Secretary of Defense's 
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According to an Indiana University study requested by the South Central Indiana 
Coalition immediately prior to the last BRAC round, the local communities surrounding Crane 
are fully capable of absorbing even a 100% expansion in the Crane workforce. There exists 
ample housing, schools, transportation, and utilities to handle the projected influx. I believe that 
this conclusion continues to be valid. I also believe that this area has a trained workforce with an 
excellent work ethic. 

I would be remiss if I did not add that Southwestern Indiana is a great place to live. The 
cost of living in the area is low, as is crime. In addition, there exists a choice between living in a 
relatively remote rural area or in a sophisticated urban environment. 



Conclusion: 

w I hllv support the concept of the Midwest Navy. I think that the history of the 
Indianapolis, Louisville, and Crane. Indiana. sites have shown the value of these Midwest 
facilities. I thank you for your work on the difficult task you face in determining the region's 
hture force structure. 



Statement of Senator Richard G. Lugar 
Submitted for the Record to the 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
on Behalf of the Naval Air Warfare Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 

Washington, D.C. 
June 12,1995 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, I am pleased to submit testimony today to share 
with you my continued interest in the Department of Defense's (DoD) recommendation to the 
Base Closure Commission to close the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 

As you recall, I testified before the Commission's regional hearing in Chicago on April 12th. At 
that time, I highlighted the important work performed at NAWC - Indianapolis, and expressed 
my support for an alternative partnership proposal prepared by Indianapolis Mayor Steve 
Goldsmith. To re-emphasize my main points made at the April 12 hearing, I have included a 
copy of my original testimony to be included with this statement in today's record. 

I strongly support Mayor Goldsmith's plan because I believe it achieves real cost savings for 
DoD, reduces the economic impact on the local economy, and provides growth opportunities for 
Indiana's technology and manufacturing industries. It is my hope the Commission will carefully 
examine the merits of this partnership proposal and consider recommending the Mayor's plan as 
the preferred closure option in the Commission's final base closure recommendations to the 
President. I hope also the Commission will establish a period of time for negotiations between 
the City of Indianapolis and the Navy to structure an agreement that will serve as the basis for 
implementation of the partnership plan 

The Naval Air Warfare Center has a long and distinguished record of service to our nation's 
military forces. As a former mayor of Indianapolis, I am familiar with NAWC and have visited 
the facility many times. I have met with many of the skilled, dedicated professionals whose hard 
work and career service contributed to NAWC's special role in maintaining U.S. military 
readiness. I understand the valuable role they play in preserving a core technology research and 
knowledge base for our national defense. 

I support the Base Realignment and Closure process as a careful and systematic evaluation of our 
nation's military requirements and assets. Within this process, however, I believe creative 
solutions can be found to reduce defense spending, protect our nation's technology base and 
lessen the economic impacts on communities affected by a facility closure. 

I understand the Mayor's partnership proposal reduces DoD's overall facility closure costs from a 
recently revised figure of $226 million down to $20 million, and eliminates all military 



construction costs, saving at least an additional $20 million in costs to house workers slated for 
transfer. 

The Mayor's partnership proposal complements the President's National Performance Review 
goals and current DoD policy objectives that include development of a lower cost, higher value 
national defense for the 2 1 st Century through a variety of means, including privatization and 
acquisition reform initiatives. The Mayor's plan combines these elements into an innovative 
closure alternative developed outside the traditional, outright-closure-oriented planning model 
used by DoD to determine base closure recommendations. 

Throughout its history, NAWC - Indianapolis performed a unique mission for the Navy. 
Whether in peacetime or in crisis, dedicated NAWC professionals have met the Fleet's readiness 
requirements and served as an engineering and product development resource for the Defense 
Department. I believe Mayor Goldsmith's future growth plan is a viable proposal that addresses 
the community economic hardship and industrial base issues common with today's defense 
closures. I believe this alternative partnership proposal will promote cooperative publiclprivate 
sector initiatives to ensure our national defense, protect the U.S. technology base, and encourage 
investment in dual use technologies. I also believe this proposal will help the U.S. maintain its 
leadership position in engineering and technology development for the defense and commercial 
sectors. 

During my April testimony before the Commission, I asked that every consideration be given to 
the merits of this partnership proposal for the future of the Naval Air Warfare Center in 
Indianapolis. I am hopeful now the Commission has reviewed the details of the plan and will 
exercise its authority to act in the long term interest of our nation's defense by including the 
City's plan as the preferred closure option, and by recommending a negotiation period between 
the City and the Navy to occur as part of its final base closure recommendations to the President. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony before the Commission today. 
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Statement of Senator Richard G.  Lugar 
Before the Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

on Behalf of the Naval Air Warfare Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
April 12,1995 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, I am pleased to testify before you today to 
discuss the Department of Defense's @OD) recommendation to the Base Closure Commission to 
close the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

I appreciate the opportunity to share my thoughts on the important work performed at NAWC - 
Indianapolis, and to express my support for an alternative partnership proposal prepared by 
Indianapolis Mayor Steve Goldsmith. I strongly support Mayor Goldsmith's plan because I 
believe it achieves real cost savings for DoD, reduces the economic impact on the local economy, 
and provides growth opportunities for Indiana's technology and manufacturing industries. I hope 
the Commission will carefully examine the merits of this partnership proposal as the 
Commission prepares to make its final base closure recommendations to the President later this 
year. 

The Naval Air Warfare Center has a long and distinguished record of service to our nation's 
military forces. With its beginnings in 1942 as an naval ordnance plant producing the Norden 

1111 Bombsight, NAWC over the years has changed, functions, missions and even its name to meet 
the evolving requirements of the U.S. Navy. 

As a former mayor of Indianapolis, I am familiar with NAWC and have visited the facility many 
times. I have met with many of the skilled, dedicate~professionaIs whose hard work and career 
service contributed to NAWC's special role in maintaining U.S. military readiness. I understand 
the valuable role they play in preserving a core technology research and knowledge base for our 
national defense. 

NAWC can and should play a significant role in the development and maintenance of our 
nation's defense for the 21st Century. NAWC - Indianapolis is a leader in the design, 
development and limited manufacturing of high technology airborne electronic systems for the 
Navy. 

As a "knowledge factory," NAWC is a unique and dynamic engineering and technology center 
that provides today's downsized Navy the opportunity to outsource and develop dual use 
technologies critical to our nation's industrial base. As a "smart buyer" for the Navy, NAWC 
provides acquisition support and rapid prototyping of new equipment to assure the Defense 
Department buys the right equipment at the lowest possible cost. 



To maintain core capabilities and specialized workforce in an era of diminished defense 
spending, NAWC streamlined its management structure, expanded its customer base, and forged 
partnerships with the private sector and academia. Recently designated a "Reinvention 
Laboratory" by the Defense Department, NAWC strives to maintain the defense technology base 
by leveraging investment for dual use initiatives through entrepreneurial partnerships with 
private industry. NAWC and Crane have also developed a working relationship with Purdue 
University, a premier engineering school in Lafayette, Indiana. 

As a result, NAWC benefits fiom Indiana's strong manufacturing industrial base and academic 
resources, finding new and better ways to serve its customers while reducing overhead costs. 

As a Defense Base Operating Fund activity, NAWC is a cost contained, pay as you go, facility 
. generating most of its revenue fiom its government customers. NAWC- Indianapolis is the most 

productive of all the Navy's warfare centers. Reimbursable revenues have remained steady since 
FY 1992, with inflows projected to average over $335 million per year through FY 1996. Despite 
its steady workload, NAWC - Indianapolis managed to reduce overhead costs by 28% since 
1992. 

NAWC - Indianapolis has proven its ability to adjust to the changing demands of the Department 
of Defense while delivering essential engineering and technology services to the. Fleet. While 
defense spending continues to decline, the core capabilities, facilities and institutional knowledge 
found at NAWC continue to be vital to the increasing demands of the 2 1st Century Navy. 

Prior to the Defense Department's February 28th announcement to recommend closure of 
NAWC - Indianapolis, I worked with the Indiana Congressional Delegation to demonstrate to the 
Navy the value of maintaining a strong "Midwest Navy" presence in Indiana through the 
combined hc t ions  of NAWC, the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), Crane, Indiana, and 
NSWC Crane, Louisville, Kentucky. I believed it w& important to highlight the complementary 
equipment development, maintenance and testing work performed by these three sites, and to 
urge the Navy to review carefully the vital integrated role these facilities can play in meeting the 
Navy's air and surface warfare requirements for the next Century. 

I support the Base Realignment and Closure process as a careful and systematic evaluation of our 
nation's military requirements and assets. Within this process, however, I believe creative 
solutions can be found to reduce defense spending, protect our nation's technology base and 
lessen the economic impacts on communities affected by a facility closure. 

Anticipating the Defense Department's 1995 closure recommendations, Indianapolis Mayor 
Steve Goldsmith proposed his alternative partnership plan using privatization and administrative 
consolidation to meet Defense Department spending targets and to address local community 
concerns. Mayor Goldsmith has been a leader in the tffort to downsize government and improve 
service efficiency through privatization. 



t On February 28, the Defense Department recommended closure of the NAWC facility and called 
for elimination of 1,300 positions and relocation of 1,600 additional jobs to bases in California, 

V Maryland and southern Indiana. Under the Mayor's partnership proposal, the NAWC facility 
building would be transferred to the City of Indianapolis or to the General Services 
Administration at no cost. The positions slated for elimination would be transferred to private 
sector defense organizations but would remain located in the NAWC facility. This approach 
permits DoD to reduce overhead costs but retain the vital knowledge and capabilities base to 
meet fbture technology development needs and crisis response requirements. 

After learning of the Mayor's partnership alternative, I met with Defense Secretary William 
Perry to express my support for the plan and request a Defense Department review of the 
proposal. I also arranged for Mayor Goldsmith to present his plan to Deputy Secretary John 
Deutch on March 8, 1995. Secretary Deutch expressed interest in privatization as a worthy 
alternative to outright closure and gave assurances that the Defense Department and the Navy 
would l i l y  evaluate the Mayor's plan. 

The Mayor's innovative proposal features several components I believe are attractive to the 
Defense Department as it seeks ways to do more with less. In addition to assuming closure of 
the NAWC facility as a DoD site, the Mayor's partnership plan also provides significant cost 
savings by: I) removing 1,300 employees fiom the federal payroll; 2) avoiding relocation 
expenses for 1,600 employees currently slated for transfer to NSWC Crane, California, and 
Maryland; and 3) consolidating certain NAWC administrative and personnel records functions to 
Crane. 

In addition, the Mayor's partnership proposal reduces DoD's overall facility closure costs fiom at 
least $78 million to $20 million, and eliminates all military construction costs, saving at least an 
additional $20 million in costs to house workers slated for transfer. 

r 

Throughout its history, NAWC - Indianapolis performed a unique mission for the Navy. 
Whether in peacetime or in crisis, dedicated NAWC professionals have met the Fleet's readiness' 
requirements and served as an engineering and product development resource for the Defense 
Department. With a changing national security environment and fewer dollars for defense 
programs, I believe Mayor Goldsmith's future growth plan is a viable proposal that addresses the 
community economic hardship and industrial base issues common with today's defense closures. 
I believe this alternative partnership proposal will promote cooperative public/private sector 
initiatives to ensure our national defense, protect the U.S. technology base, and encourage 
investment in dual use technologies. I also believe this proposal will help the U.S. maintain its 
leadership position in engineering and technology development for the defense and commercial 
sectors. 

Despite reduced defense budgets, I believe we can still put our best minds to work in addressing 
the engineering challenges of today and tomorrow, and do so at less cost to the taxpayers. 



, I urge the Commission to give every consideration to the merits of this partnership proposal for 
the future of the Naval Air Warfare Center in Indianapolis as the Commission makes its final 

W recommendations to the President later this year. 

Thank you for the opportunity to test@ before you and your committee today. 



TESTIMONY OF REP. DAN BURTON (R-IN) 

TO THE BRAC COMMISSION 6/13/95 

CHAIRMAN DIXON AND BRAC COMMISSIONERS: 

THANK YOU FOR PERMITTING ME TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU THlS EVENING. I 

APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT A VERY INNOVATIVE AND UNIQUE 

PRIVATIZATION PROPOSAL FOR THE NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER IN 

INDIANAPOLIS. 

THlS PROPOSAL WAS DEVELOPED BY AN INDIANAPOLIS TASK FORCE WHICH 

INCLUDED MAYOR GOLDSMITH, AND HAS RECEIVED POSITIVE REACTION FROM 

THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF THE PENTAGON, AND I BELIEVE FROM BRAC 

COMMISSIONER LEE KLING. IN FACT, I HAVE IN FRONT OF ME, A LETTER FROM 

RICHARD DANZIG, THE UNDERSECRETARY OF THE NAVY, THAT HE HAS 

FORWARDED TO CHAIRMAN DIXON, WHICH EXPRESSES THE NAVY'S INTEREST 

IN WORKING WITH THE CITY OF INDIANAPOLIS ON THlS PLAN. 

AS SOME OF YOU MAY KNOW, I HAVE BEEN A FISCALLY CONSERVATIVE 

MEMBER OF CONGRESS, AND I CONSISTENTLY LOOK FOR WAYS TO ELIMINATE 

THE WASTEFUL USE OF TAXPAYERS' DOLLARS. THE PARTNERSHIP PLAN FOR 
THE NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER, I BELIEVE, DOES EXACTLY THAT. IT 

ACTUALLY SAVES MORE MONEY THAN THE D.O.D.'S RECOMMENDATION TO 

COMPLETELY CLOSE THE FACILITY. 

THE ACTUAL COST FOR CLOSING THE NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER IN 

INDIANAPOLIS, IS $226 MILLION. OR ALMOST THREE TIMES WHAT THE D.O.D. 

FSTlMATEa IN ITS MOST COSTLY COBRA ANALYSIS. WE ARE NOT TALKING 

ABOUT SMALL CHANGE HERE ...y E ARE TAL-ABOUT AN UNNECESSARY 

EXPENDITURE OF $1 84 MILLION TAXPAYERS' DOLLARS IF THE D.O.D.'S PLAN ISd 

USED!!! 

1 



ON THE OTHER HAND, 0 w COSTS OF CLOSURF ARE RFDUCED BY THAT $184 MILLION. UNDER THE 
PARTNERSHIP PLAN, THE IMPLEMENTATION TlME IS ALSO MUCH SHORTER. 

IT IS HARD TO UNDERSTAND IMPLEMENTING A PLAN WHICH WlLL COST 

TAXPAYERS AN UNNECESSARY $150 MILLION WHEN THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE 

PLAN WHICH WlLL SAVE $184 MILLION. 

I HAVE TWO REQUESTS FOR THE BRAC COMMISSION TODAY: 

FIRST, I REQUEST THAT THE COMMISSION ALTER THE PRESENT D.O.D. 

RECOMMENDATION BY INSERTING THE PARTNERSHIP PLAN IN ITS PLACE. AT 

THE VERY LEAST, THE COMMISSION MUST MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THE 

PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL IS THE PREFERRED CLOSURE OPTION. THE 

COMMISSION HAS NOTHING TO LOSE BY DOING THIS. THE PLAN SAVES 

TAXPAYERS' DOLLARS; TECHNICALLY A CLOSURE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED; AND 

THE PLAN WlLL PROTECT AND PRESERVE A VERY VITAL PART OF OUR 

NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE JOBS OF NEARLY 2.500 OF MY CONSTITUENTSI! 

SECOND, I REQUEST THE COMMISSION ESTABLISH A TlME FRAME IN 

WHICH THE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE ClTY AND THE NAVY MUST 

OCCUR ... PERHAPS A YEAR. THlS WOULD SET A TlME PERIOD WITHIN WHICH 
THE NAVY AND THE ClTY WOULD BE REQUIRED TO STRUCTURE THE 

AGREEMENT UPON WHICH THE PARTNERSHIP MUST BE BASED. 

THESE ARE TWO SIGNIFICANT REQUESTS, BUT ARE BOTH WITHIN THE 

SCOPE AND JURISDICTION OF THE BRAC COMMISSION. I HOPE YOU AGREE 

THlS ALTERNATIVE MAKES GOOD SENSE AND THAT YOU WlLL LOOK WITH 

FAVOR ON THlS PROPOSAL. 

THANK YOU AND GOOD NIGHT. 



THE UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350 

22 May 1995 

The Honorable Dan Burton 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 205 15 

The Honorable Steve Goldsmith 
Mayor of Indianapolis 
Suits 2501, City-County Building 
200 East Washington Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3372 

Dear Mr. Burton and Mayor Goldsmith, 

I am glad that the three of us have had the opportunity to talk about the future of the 
Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) if it is closed as a military facility, as this Department 
has recommended. Thank you, particularly, Mr. Burton for arranging the airport meeting 
between the Mayor and me, and thank you, Mr. Goldsmith, for your clarity, candor, and 
sensitivity to the public interest in our discussions at that meeting. 

I am persuaded that the two of you are correct in urging that we should seriously 
consider an option of privatizing work now done at NAWC, Indianapolis in the event that 
the BRAC commission supports the Defense Department's recommendation that NAWC 
should be closed as a military facility. 

I believe that, if adopted by the BRAC, the language recommended by this 
Department will preserve that option as well as the more traditional option of a transfer of 
assets and personnel in the wake of a closure decision. You are welcome to enter this letter 
in the record before the BRAC commission to convey this view. To assist that, I am also 
taking the liberty of providing a copy of this letter directly to Mr. Dixon, the Chairman of 
the BRAC. Beyond this, though we do not think it is necessary, we will be supportive 
should the BRAC Commission desire to record that privatization is one of the post-closure 
alternatives. 

In saying this, it is important to recognize, as we have discussed, that any such 
resulting entity would compete for Navy business and not be assured it on a non-competitive 
basis. 

We all agree that the city should have some time to develop its proposal. At the same 
time, I am concerned that the question of how we proceed promptly be resolved so that the 
government can secure the efficiencies of closure and the employees of NAWC can make 
long-term plans. Balancing these considerations if the Base Closure and Realignment 
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w Commission approves our recommendations, I will ask the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
for Installations and Environment, Robin Pirie, to take responsibility for evaluating 
alternatives in the Fall, and reaching a decision by the New Year. 

With appreciation for your energy and thoughtfulness on this matter, 

Yours sincerely, 

Copy to: 
Honorable Alan Dixon 



Statement of Senator Richard G. Lugar 
Submitted for the Record to the 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
on Behalf of the Naval Air Warfare Center, Indianapolis, 

Washington, D.C. 
June 12,1995 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, I am pleased to submit testimony today to share 
with you my continued interest in the Department of Defense's (DoD) recommendation to the 
Base Closure Commission to close the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 

As you recall, I testified before the Commission's regional hearing in Chicago on April 12th. At 
that time, I highlighted the important work performed at NAWC - Indianapolis, and expressed 
my support for an alternative partnership proposal prepared by Indianapolis Mayor Steve 
Goldsmith. To re-emphasize my main points made at the April 12 hearing, I have included a 
copy of my original testimony to be included with this statement in today's record. 

I strongly support Mayor Goldsmith's plan because I believe it achieves real cost savings for 
DoD, reduces the economic impact on the local economy, and provides growth opportunities for 
Indiana's technology and manufacturing industries. It is my hope the Commission will carefully 
examine the merits of this partnership proposal and consider recommending the Mayor's plan as 
the preferred closure option in the Commission's final base closure recommendations to the 
President. I hope also the Commission will establish a period of time for negotiations between 
the City of Indianapolis and the Navy to structure an agreement that will serve as the basis for 
implementation of the partnership plan 

The Naval Air Warfare Center has a long and distinguished record of service to our nation's 
military forces. As a former mayor of Indianapolis, I am familiar with NAWC and have visited 
the facility many times. I have met with many of the skilled, dedicated professionals whose hard 
work and career service contributed to NAWC's special role in maintaining U.S. military 
readiness. I understand the valuable role they play in preserving a core technology research and 
knowledge base for our national defense. 

I support the Base Realignment and Closure process as a careful and systematic evaluation of our 
nation's military requirements and assets. Within this process, however, I believe creative 
solutions can be found to reduce defense spending, protect our nation's technology base and 
lessen the economic impacts on communities affected by a facility closure. 

I understand the Mayor's partnership proposal reduces DoD's overall facility closure costs from a 
recently revised figure of $226 million down to $46 million. This includes elimination of all 



military construction costs and saves at least an additional $20 million in costs to house workers 
slated for transfer. 

The Mayor's partnership proposal complements the President's National Performance Review 
goals and current DoD policy objectives that include development of a lower cost, higher value 
national defense for the 21 st Century through a variety of means, including privatization and 
acquisition reform initiatives. The Mayor's plan combines these elements into an innovative 
closure alternative developed outside the traditional, outright-closure-oriented planning model 
used by DoD to determine base closure recommendations. 

Throughout its history, NAWC - Indianapolis performed a unique mission for the Navy. 
Whether in peacetime or in crisis, dedicated NAWC professionals have met the Fleet's readiness 
requirements and served as an engineering and product development resource for the Defense 
Department. I believe Mayor Goldsmith's future growth plan is a viable proposal that addresses 
the community economic hardship and industrial base issues common with today's defense 
closures. I believe this alternative partnership proposal will promote cooperative publiclprivate 
sector initiatives to ensure our national defense, protect the U.S. technology base, and encourage 
investment in dual use technologies. I also believe this proposal will help the U.S. maintain its 
leadership position in engineering and technology development for the defense and commercial 
sectors. 

During my April testimony before the Commission, I asked that every consideration be given to 
the merits of this partnership proposal for the future of the Naval Air Warfare Center in 
Indianapolis. I am hopehl now the Commission has reviewed the details of the plan and will 
exercise its authority to act in the long term interest of our nation's defense by including the 
City's plan as the preferred closure option, and by recommending a negotiation period between 
the City and the Navy to occur as part of its final base closure recommendations to the President. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony before the Commission today. 
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Statement of Senator Richard G. Lugar 
Before the Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

on Behalf of the Naval Air Warfare Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Chicago, Illinois 
April 12,1995 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission, I am pleased to testify before you today to 
discuss the Department of Defense's @OD) recommendation to the Base Closure Commission to 
close the Naval Air Warfare Center (NAWC) in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

I appreciate the opportunity to share my thoughts on the important work performed at NAWC - 
Indianapolis, and to express my support for an alternative partnership proposal prepared by 
Indianapolis Mayor Steve Goldsmith. I strongly support Mayor Goldsmith's plan because I 
believe it achieves real cost savings for DoD, reduces the economic impact on the local economy, 
and provides growth opportunities for Indiana's technology and manufacturing industries. I hope 
the Commission will carefully examine the merits of this partnership proposal as the 
Commission prepares to make its final base closure recommendations to the President later this 
year. 

The Naval Air Warfare Center has a long and distinguished record of service to our nation's 
- - - 

military forces. With its beginnings in 1942 as an naval ordnance plant producingthe Norden - - 

Bombsight, NAWC over the years has changed, functions, missions and even its name to meet w the evolving requirements of the U.S. Navy. ' 

As a former mayor of Indianapolis, I am familiar with NAWC and have visited the facility many 
times. I have met with many of the skilled, dedicatedprofessionals whose hard work and career 
senice contributed to NAWC's special role in maintaining U.S. military readiness. I understand 
the valuable role they play in preserving a core technology research and knowledge base for our 
national defense. 

NAWC can and should play a sigdicant role in the development and maintenance of our 
nation's defense for the 21st Century. NAWC - Indianapolis is a leader in the design, 
development and limited manufacturing of high technology airborne electronic systems for the 
Navy. 

As a "knowledge factory," NAWC is a unique and dynamic engineering and technology center 
that provides today's downsized Navy the opportunity to outsource and develop dual use 
technologies critical to our nation's industrial base. As a "smart buyer" for the Navy, NAWC 
provides acquisition support and rapid prototyping of new equipment to assure the Defense 
Department buys the right equipment at the lowest possible cost. 



To maintain core capabilities and specialized workforce in an era of diminished defense 
spending, NAWC streamlined its management structure, expanded its customer base, -and forged 
partnerships with the private sector and academia Recently designated a "Reinvention 
Laboratory" by the Defense Department, NAWC strives to maintain the defense technology base 
by leveraging investment for dual use initiatives through entrepreneurial partnerships with 
private industry. NAWC and Crane have also developed a working relationship with Purdue 
University, a premier engineering school in Lafayette, Indiana. 

As a result, NAWC benefits from Indiana's strong manufacturing industrial base and academic 
resources, finding new and better ways to serve its customers while reducing overhead costs. 

As a Defense Base Operating Fund activity, NAWC is a cost contained, pay as you go, facility 
generating most of its revenue from its government customers. NAWC- Indianapolis is the most 
productive of all the Navy's warfare centers. Reimbursable revenues have remained steady since 
FY 1992, with inflows projected to average over $335 million per year through FY 1996. Despite 
ip steady workload, NAWC - Indianapolis managed to reduce overhead costs by 28% since 
1992. 

NAWC - Indianapolis has proven its ability to adjust to the changing demands of the Department 
of Defense while delivering essential engineering and technology services to the Fleet. While 
defense spending continues to decline, the core capabilities, facilities and institutional knowledge 
found at NAWC continue to be vital to the increasing demands of the 2 1 st Century Navy. - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 

Prior to the Defense Department's February 28th announcement to recommend closure of 
NAWC - Indianapolis, I worked with the Indiana Congressional Delegation to demonstrate to the 
Navy the value of maintaining a strong "Midwest Navy" presence in Indiana through the 
combined functions of NAWC, the Naval S d a c e  Warfare Center (NSWC), Crane, Indiana, and 
NSWC Crane, LouisvilIe, Kentucky. I believed it w& important to highlight the complementary 
equipment development, maintenance and testing work performed by these three sites, and to 
urge the Navy to review carefully the vital integrated role these facilities can play in meeting the 
Navy's air and surface warfare requirements for the next Century. 

I support the Base Realignment and Closure process as  a carem and systematic evaluation of our 
nation's military requirements and assets. Within this process, however, I believe creative 
solutions can be found to reduce defense spending, protect our nation's technology base. and 
lessen the economic impack on communities affected by a facility closure. 

Anticipating the Defense Department's 1995 closure recommendations, Indianapolis Mayor 
Steve Goldsmith proposed his alternative partnership plan using privatization and administrative 
consolidation to meet Defense Department spending targets and to address local community 
concerns. Mayor Goldsmith has been a leader in the effort to downsize government and improve 
service efficiency through privatization. 



On February 28, the Defense Department recommended closure of the NAWC facility and called 
for elimination of 1,300 positions and relocation of 1,600 additional jobs to bases in California, 
Maryland and southern Indiana. Under the Mayor's partnership proposal, the NAWC facility 
building would be transferred to the City of Indianapolis or to the General Services 
Administration at no cost. The positions slated for eIirnination would be transferred to private 
sector defense organizations but would remain located in the NAWC facility. This approach 
pennits DoD to reduce overhead costs but retain the vital knowledge and capabilities base to 
meet future technolog development needs and crisis response requirements. 

After learning of the Mayor's partnership alternative, I met with Defense Secretary William 
Perry to express my support for the plan and request a Defense Department review of the 
proposal. I also arranged for Mayor Goldsmith to present his plan to Deputy Secretary John 
Deutch on March 8, 1995. Secretary Deutch expressed interest in privatization as a worthy 
alternative to outright closure and gave assurances that the Defense Department and the Navy 
would M y  evaluate the Mayor's plan. 

The Mayor's innovative proposal features several components I believe are attractive to the 
Defense Department as it seeks ways to do more with less. In addition to assuming closure of 
the NAWC facility as a DoD site, the Mayor's partnership plan also provides significant cost 
savings by: 1) removing 1,300 employees from the federal payroll; 2) avoiding relocation 
expenses for 1,600 employees currently slated for transfer to NSWC Crane, California, and 
Maryland; and 3) consolidating certain NAWC administrative and personnel records functions to 
Crane. 

In addition, the Mayor's partnership proposal reduces DoD's overall facility closure costs k r n  at 
least $78 million to $20 million, and eliminates all military construction costs, saving at least an 
additional $20 million in costs to house workers slated for transfer. - 
Throughout its history, NAWC - Indianapolis performed a unique mission for the Navy. 
Whether in peacetime or in crisis, dedicated NAWC professionals have met the Fleet's readiness' 
requirements and served as an engineering and product development resource for the Defense 
Department. Wxth a changing national security environment and fewer dollars for defense 
programs, I believe Mayor Goldsmith's future growth plan is a viable proposal that addresses the 
community economic hardship and industrial base issues common with today's defense closures. 
I believe this alternative partnership proposal will promote cooperative publidprivate sector 
initiatives to ensure our national defense, protect the U.S. technology base, and encourage 
investment in dual use technologies. I also believe this proposal will help the U.S. maintain its 
leadership position in engineering and technology development for the defense and comm&ial 
sectors. 

Despite reduced defense budgets, I believe we c8n still put our best minds to work in addressing 
the engineering challenges of today and tomorrow, and do so at less cost to the taxpayers. 



I urge the Commission to give every consideration to the merits of this partnership proposal for 
the future of the Naval Air Warfare Center in Indianapolis as the Commission makes its final 

w recommendations to the President later this yea.. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you and your committee today. 
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Statement of Senator Wendell Ford 
Before the Base Closure Commission 

w June 12, 1995 

Chairman Dixon and members of the Base Closure and Realignment 

Commission, let me begin by thanking you for the opportunity to share my views on 

the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville. 

1 know that you've got some tough decisions to make in the next few weeks, 

but I hope that the homework your staff has already done on Naval Ordnance Station, 

Louisville, and the testimony that you hear today, convince you that Louisville should 

be taken off the base closure list. 

The Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville is considered an outstanding facility 

because of its quality work and its cost effectiveness. This was never more evident 

than during the Gulf War, when Louisville employees literally made house calls to the 

Persian Gulf war zone, providing critical, on-site assistance when the USS Princeton 

hit a mine. 

Louisville is a full service organization, and as the only remaining Major 

Caliber Gun Barrel manufacturing facility in the Navy and the only Close-In Weapon 

System Depot public or private, Louisville is the lead activity for the development of 
'0; . , \r 

the latest improvements to naval gunnery and the Congressionally mandated Naval 

fire support program. This activity does research and development to include design, 



production, in service support and depot functions. 

And as all the Commission members who visited Louisville know first hand, the 

state-of-the-art and environmentally compliant -- exceeding all EPA and state 

regulations -- plating facility is the most modern and effective in the entire Defense 

Department. 

In fact, in 1993, Former Base Closure and Realignment Commission Chairman 

James Courter called the station a modernized operation that does a range of 

overhaul, engineering and research work on Navy gun systems, and said he was 

"convinced that it is certainly not a facility we should close." He was supported by all 

of his fellow Commission members. 

They understood that the central location of Naval Ordnance, Louisville 

provides critical rapid deployment capabilities for the Navy of systems, equipment, 

material and technical personnel to the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf Coasts. 

Furthermore, your own staff has discovered that Navy numbers on 

the cost savings that would occur because of closure and moving equipment from 

Louisville were over enthusiastic. In fact, in terms of both military construction and 

labor rates, the costs of shutting down Naval Ordnance, Louisville will be much higher 

than the original Navy estimates. 



I understand that these tight fiscal times demand tough decisions. But, these 

w numbers alone should be a clear indication that even if the Commission makes what 

we consider an adverse decision, there should be no question that BRAC needs to 

direct the Navy in no uncertain terms to retain the equipment and current missions at 

Naval Ordnance, and negotiate with local officials to privatize the facility. In 

particular, I request that your Commission provide enabling language allowing the 

Navy work to continue at Louisville for two years until the privatization process is 

complete. 

Two companies -- Hughes and United Defense -- have each signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Louisville and Jefferson County, 

committing to do the work at Louisville. They have also met with your staff to outline 

w in detail their plans. So this is clearly no "pie-in-the-sky" proposal. 

As Louisville representatives testified back in April at your Chicago hearings, 

this plan to create the Naval Gun Center of Excellence would save the Navy in 

excess of $300 million - more than thev would save bv movina o~erations to 

another location, reduce the Navy's infrastructure in Louisville to nearly zero, while 

maintaining the world-class gun operations the Navy has come to depend on. 

Let me reiterate that every person who will testify today believes without 

question that Naval Ordnance, Louisville is a unique, integral part of our nation's 



defense and should be removed from the Base Closure list. However, faced with the 

fact that the Pentagon has put Louisville on the list, we have worked diligently to 

produce a plan to meet the overall downsizing BRAC is attempting to address. 

More important, the privatization plan will put Louisville on the forefront of 

recent recommendations by Dr. White, head of the Commission on Roles and 

Missions of the Armed Forces, a former chairman of BRAC, and now the man chosen 

by the President and Secretary of Defense to be number two in the Defense 

~e~ar t rnent .  In that document. Dr. White called for privatizing-in-place those depots 

with a highly-skilled workforce and significant expertise that could be capitalized in 

the commercial market place. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to enter into 

the Record the relevant portions of the Commission on Roles and Missions 

recommendations. 

Mr. Chairman, it has been brought to my attention that there are those who are 

wrongly questioning the legal authority of this Commission to direct the Department of 

Defense to privatize an installation. As the author of the original Base Closure 

legislation, you do not need reminding about the authority and reach of this 

Commission. I hope you will exercise that authority in the best interests of the Naval 

Ordnance, Louisville. 



Let me close by saying again, that I firmly believe all evidence points to taking 

Louisville off the Base Closure list. However, I think we have presented you with a 

viable alternative to the total loss of this highly skilled workforce and its long history 

of patriotic service to the Department of Defense. 



Fielded Systems 

When DOD owns sufficient t e h c a l  data to permit private/private compe- 
tition, a time-phased plan should be established to shft  ongoing DOD depot 

\IPY support to the private sector for systems already in use. For some svstems that 
are in or past the production phase, data nghts issues or the cost of needed tool- 
ing may prohibit the full benefits of competition. In these cases, DOD should at- 
tempt to acquire the needed techrucal data nghts, including t a h g  appropnate 
!egal action. 

In those few cases where es- 
tablishing competition bemeen 
private facilities would be too 

costiv, the alternatives are either 
to establish competition between 
the government depot and the OLV. or to compete the private management 
and operation (or ownershp) of the non-proprietary portions of the existing 
govenunent depot, as discussed below. 

Public-private competitions, however imperfect, are generally preferable to 
non-competrtive sole source contracts. public or private, tor long-term support. 
To permit more equitable competrtion between public and private sectors for 
those kew cases where private/ private competition cannot be established (and to 
improve cost management), DOD must develop a financial accounting system 
that permits accurate comparisons of total costs between existing depots and 
OEMs and must recogruse that the iundarnental disparity between public and 

- *C& =REm~\s private proht/loss mechanisms predudes a fully level playing field. 

4 \ 1 Depot Facilities 
w 

The privatization-in-place concept recognizes the value of a highIy skilled 
work force at heavily capitalized military depot facilities as assets in the corn- 
meraal market place. Effective transitions will be difficult, but the benefits will 
be worthwhile. These transitions could involve an outright sale to a private 
buver or could indude an interim fixed period of government ownership and'' 
contractor operation (GOCO), or possibly some form of employee ownership. 
Because these "privatized" depots would have sigruficant expertise, they may 
compete successfully for other types of work and become successful businesses. 

DOD is experienced at closing 
fa&bties through the Base Rea- 
li,-ent and Closure (BRA(-) 
Frocess, but rt has iittie experience 
with pnvatlzm,o faali ties and 
moving federal employees to the private sector on the scale envisioned here. 



Chanter 3. Efficient and Remsive Sunport 

Ge TAG XECOELD C ~ ~ J ' T )  
Thereiore, we recommend establishmg an office under the Assistant Secretary 
for Economic Security to ensure that appropriate legislation is prepared and 
that policies and procedures are established, and to oversee the DOD-wide fa- 
cility privatization effort. 

The materiel supply segment of the overail DOD logistics support xnfrastruc- 
ture includes the processes required to acquire and deliver supplies to the oper- 

' 

ating forces. This major industrial support enterprise involves the 
wholesale-level management of inventories in excess oi $7'7 billion and annual 
direct spending of more than 522 billion (94 bihon for operations, 518 billion for 
inventorv purchases). Major activities include estimating required quantities, 
purchasing and stonng inventories. processing orders, distribution, and dispos- 
ing of excess materiel. 

In the commercial world, competitive pressures and customer demand are 
causing private companies to optirmze logstics support processes. This routinelv 
results in shorter cycle times, as shown in Figure 3-1, and inventorv reductions 
ui 15 percent." l h s  is much better than DOD has done. Currently only about a 
quarter or DOD's operating expenses in this area go to the private sector, and 
most oi that pays for transportation. There is significant opportunity to take 
greater advantage of private-sector efficiencies, including the provision of anv 
needed "surge" capacity. 

\ WORLD CLASS BENCHMARK 
48 Hour Guarantee 
98% Reliability 

/ DOD HIGH PRlORliY 
3 Day Standard 

Avg 1 1 Day Performance 

I O oayr ~iapsoa 20 30 

Wholesale Supply System Performance 
for High Priority, In-Stock Repair Parts 

Figure 3-1. S~3olesale Supply System Performance for High Priority, 
h-Stock Repair Parts ----- -- 

:I Deianey. R. Cass Logistics Inc.. "It's All About Time," Fifth Annual Conierence, Na- 
honai Press Ciub, 6 June 1994. 



Statement of Senator Wendell Ford 
Before the Base Closure Commission 
June 12, 1995 

Chairman Dixon and members of the Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission, let me begin by thanking you for the opportunity to share my views on 
the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville. 

I know that you've got some tough decisions to make in the next few weeks, 
but I hope that the homework your staff has already done on Naval Ordnance Station, 
Louisville, and the testimony that you hear today, convince you that Louisville should 
be taken off the base closure list. 

The Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville is considered an outstanding facility 
because of its quality work and its cost effectiveness. This was never more evident 
than during the Gulf War, when Louisville employees literally made house calls to the 
Persian Gulf war zone, providing critical, on-site assistance when th,e USS Princeton 
hit a mine. 

Louisville is a full service organization, and as the only remaining Major 
Caliber Gun Barrel manufacturing facility in the Navy and the only Close-ln Weapon 
System Depot public or private, Louisville is the lead activity for the development of 
the latest improvements to naval gunnery and the Congressionally mandated Naval 
fire support program. This activity does research and development to include design, 
production, in service support and depot functions. 

And as all the Commission members who visited Louisville know first hand, the 
state-of-the-art and environmentally compliant - exceeding all EPA and state 
regulations -- plating facility is the most modern and effective in the entire Defense 
Department. 

In fact, in 1993, Former Base Closure and Realignment Commission Chairman 
James Courter called the station a modernized operation that does a range of 
overhaul, engineering and research work on Navy gun systems, and said he was 
"convinced that it is certainly not a facility we should close." He was supported by all 
of his fellow Commission members. 

They understood that the central location of Naval Ordnance, Louisville 
provides critical rapid deployment capabilities for the Navy of systems, equipment, 
material and technical personnel to the Atlantic, Pacific and Gu!f Coasts. 

Furthermore, your own staff has discovered that Navy numbers on 
the cost savings that would occur because of closure and moving equipment from 



Louisville were over enthusiastic. In fact, in terms of both military construction and 
labor rates, the costs of shutting down. Naval Ordnance, Louisville will be much higher 
than the original Navy estimates. 

I understand that these tight fiscal times demand tough decisions. But, these 
numbers alone should be a clear indication that even if the Commission makes what 
we consider an adverse decision, there should be no question that BRAC needs to 
direct the Navy in no uncertain terms to retain the equipment and current missions at 
Naval Ordnance, and negotiate with local officials to privatize the facility. In 
particular, I request that your Commission provide enabling language allowing the 
Navy work to continue at Louisville for two years until the privatization process is 
complete. 

Two companies - Hughes and United Defense - have each signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Louisville and Jefferson County, 
committing to do the work at Louisville. They have also met with your staff to outline 
in detail their plans. So this is clearly no "pie-in-the-sky" proposal. 

As Louisville representatives testified back in April at your Chicago hearings, 
this plan to create the Naval Gun Center of Excellence would save the Navy in 
excess of $300 million - more than thev would save bv movins o~erat ions to 
another location, reduce the Navy's infrastructure in Louisville to neariy zero, while 
maintaining the world-class gun operations the Navy has come to depend on. 

Let me reiterate that every person who will testify today believes without 
question that Naval Ordnance, Louisville is a unique, integral part of our nation's 
defense and should be removed from the Base Closure list. However, faced with the 
fact that the Pentagon has put Louisville on the list, we have worked diligently to 
produce a plan to meet the overall downsizing BWC is attempting to address. 

More important, the privatization plan will put Louisville on the forefront of 
recent recommendations by Dr. White, head of the Commission on Roles and 
Missions of the Armed Forces, a former chairman of BRAC, and now the man chosen 
by the President and Secretary of Defense to be number two in the Defense 
Department. In that document, Dr. White called for privatizing-in-place those depots 
with a highly-skilled workforce and significant expertise that could be capitalized in 
the commercial market place. Mr. Chairman, 1 ask unanimous consent to enter into 
the Record the relevant portions of the Commission on Roles and Missions 
recommendations. 

Let me close by saying again, that I firmly believe all evidence points to taking 
Louisville off the Base Closure list. However, I think we have presented you with a 
viable alternative to the total loss of this highly skilled workforce and its long history 
of patriotic service to the Department of Defense. 



Statement of Representative John N. Hostettler 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission 

June 12,1995 

Introduction: 

Chairman Dixon, members of the Commission. I appreciate your attention to today's 
testimony. Having sat through a number of hearings in recent months, I know how hard it can be 
to remain focused in long hearings even when the issues being presented are exceedingly 
important, as they are today. 

I represent the 8th Congressional District of Indiana, located in the Southwestern part of 
the state. Its two largest cities are Evansville, a leading industrid city dong the Ohio River, and 
Bloomington, a city located 45 miles South of Indianapolis and the home of Indiana University. 
The District covers a large rural area of Indiana, composed of rolling forested countryside in the 
East and large tracts of fertile farmland in the West. It also contains a number of wholesome 
Indiana towns like historic Vincemes. founded in 1732. Bedford. the "limestone capital of the 
world", and French Lick, the hometown of basketball legend Larry Bird. Finally, and the reason 
for my being here today, the District is aiso the home of the Crane Naval Surface Warfare 
Center's Crane Indiana Site - located in Martin County, Indiana. 

Purpose of Testimony: 

As you know. the Secretary of Defense has recommended that several activities at the 
Indianapolis Naval A r  Wadare Center and the Crane Naval Surface Warfare Centeis Louisville 
Kentucky site be transferred to the Martin County facility. My purpose today is not to enter into 
the privatization debate which my colleagues and friends are bringing to your attention. I will 
only say that I, like my constituents. want the very best decisions to be made for America. As a 
member of the House National Security Committee, I hlly appreciate that decisions regarding 
our military force structure must be made as f?ee of politics as possible. 

My testimony is. however. to help assure you that if you should decide to follow the 
Secretary of Defense's recommendations, the Martin County site of the Crane Naval Surface 
Wari'are Center is ready, available, and in good condition, to be the receiving location. I also 
want to assure you that the local communities are fully capable of implementing the Secretary's 
recommendations, and that the facility has ample capacity to absorb the consolidated missions. 

Crane Site Physical Dimensions: 

The Crane site in Martin County, Indiana, is a unique national asset. To truly appreciate 
this base a person really needs to visit there. The base's physical statistics are amazing and 
sound more like the description of a National Park than a military base. It contains over 62,000 
rolling acres, which translates to 97 square rniies and inciudes over 50,000 acres of beautihl 



forest. In fact, the United States Navy has recently informed me that its Crane, Indiana, site is 
among its ten largest facilities in the worid. 

w 
The size oithe base has provea to be an iaeai iocation for the storage of munitions. For 

that reason, the Martin County site is also home to the United States Army's Crane Army 
Ammunition Activity, a tenant of the Navy. Because of the facility's size, munitions can be 
safely stored and all security needs easily met. 

Crane Site Infrastructure: 

The base's infiastructure reflects its physical dimensions. It has approximately 75 miles 
of perimeter fence, 185 miles of paved streets and highways, 226 miles of unpaved roads, and 
170 miles of railway. It also has a large variety of facilities, ranging fiom ammunition storage 
bunkers to state of the art technology centers supporting the well over 2500 current Crane 
engineers, scientists, and technicians. 

Since 1987, there has been approximareiy 334.4 miilion in new construction completed at 
the site, resulting in state of the art product support facilities. Approximately $12.06 
million in new construction is currently underway, including a $7.9 million Electro-optics 
Center. 

Given its physical size and up-to-date infrastructure, it is my view that the Crane, 
Indiana Site would, if called upon, meet the needs of the Navy for the foreseeable future as a 
premier product engineering and industrial activity. 

The Southwesten Indiana Community: 

The people of Southwestern Indiana are by nature patriotic Midwesterners. We 
wholeheartedly support the work of Navy at Crane and, if the Secretary of Defense's 
recommendations are followed, we are ready to do our part. 

According to an Indiana University study requested by the South Central Indiana 
Coalition immediately prior to the last BRAC round, the local communities surroundiig Crane 
are hlly capable of absorbing even a 100% expansion in the Crane workforce. There exists 
ample housing, schools, transportation, and utilities to handle the projected influx. I believe that 
this conclusion continues to be valid. I also believe that this area has a trained worHorce with an 
excellent work ethic. 

I would be remiss if I did not add that Southwestern Indiana is a great place to live. The 
cost of living in the area is low, as is crime. In addition, there exists a choice between living in a 
relatively remote rural area or in a sophisticated urban environment. 



Conclusion: 

I klly support the concept of the Midwest Navy. I think that the history of the 
Indianapolis, Louisville, and Crane, Indiana sites have shown the value of these lMidwest 
facilities. 1 thank vou for your work on the difficult task vou face in determining the region's 
hture force structure. 



Statement by 
Congressman Ron Lewis 

BRACC Congressional Hearings 
June 12, 1995 

I want to thank you Chairman Dixon and the other members of 

the commission for this opportunity to testify today and to express 

my strong support for the Naval Surface Warfare Center in 

Louisville, Kentucky. 

Mr. Chairman, my first priority here today is to support the 

Naval Surface Warfare Center as a viable, important part of our 

Navy's success. 

Although the station is not in my district directly, I do 

represent the southern portion of Louisville. I represent over 400 

of the engineers, planners and technicians at the Station. These 

are hard working, dedicated folks. These people are the heart and 

sole of that facility and they know its true capabilities. They 

are the reason that Naval Ordnance has achieved a reputation of 

excellence in the quality of its work. They are the reason for the 

Center's innovative success over the years. 

The record clearly shows the unique capabilities and vital 

importance of Naval Ordinance to our national defense. I am sure 

that we all can agree that our nation's commitment to readiness is 

the driving force that keeps our military forces the best in the 

world. The support services of our military have proven their 

worth time after time when the security of our nation and its 

w 



future were in jeopardy. Naval Ordinance is an important link in 

w maintaining that readiness edge. 

As you know, Naval Ordnance has been there when called to 

duty. It responded swiftly and accurately during The Gulf War to 

develop solutions and execute swift repairs of equipment. It is 

the only Close-in Weapon System Depot available to the Navy. It is 

also the only remaining Major Caliber Gun Barrel manufacturing 

facility of its kind. Naval Ordnance posses a full spectrum of 

capability, from development and design, to production, to 

maintenance of technology and equipment for the Navy. 

It clearly has unique and vital capabilities. 

Of course in these times of growing federal budget deficits, 

we must find ways to curb spending in all sectors of the federal 

budget. The Base Closure Commission has an important job to do in 

finding ways to reduce excess military facilities while at the same 

time, maintaining our military excellence. I commend you and the 

other Commissioners for the task you are undertaking. 

In that light, the idea of moving towards cross servicing has 

been discussed as the possible direction for military readiness 

efforts in the future. It certainly has merits from a budgetary 

point of view and is an idea that previous BRAC Commissions have 

supported. Mr. Chairman, Naval Ordnance can be a key player in 

this effort. Naval Ordnance has joint service capabilities in 



place that are operating today. ~ u t  if we dismantle that 

w capability, that opportunity will be lost. 

As I stated before, my priority in this effort to keep Naval 

Ordnance open and continue its unique, qualified role in the 

readiness efforts of our military machine. Some have suggested 

that privatization is the direction that We should go; as this is 

an idea that has some merit. But I am not ready to give up on 

maintaining the status quo at Naval Ordnance. And this  omm mission 

shouldn't1 give up on that goal either. In my judgement, 

maintaining the Naval Surface Warfare Center is the best thing for 

our national defense. 

Again, I commend you and the members of the Commission for the 

'Iqyl 
fine job you are doing and the important task before you. The Navy 

has been well served by the Naval Surface Warfare Center in 

Louisville. It is the last operation of its kind due to its 

complete services ability and its workforce who's dedication can't 

be matched. It is a key ingredient for the continued, superiority 

of our Nation's military readiness. 

Thank you again for opportunity to testify. 



Statement of Congressman Mike Ward 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment ~ornmission 

Congressional Hearing, 345 Cannon House Office Building 
Monday, June 12, 1995 

Mr. Chairman and Commissioners: 

First, let me thank you for the opportunity to testify today 
on behalf of the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division, 
Louisville, Kentucky -- the facility which we know as the Naval 
Ordnance Station. 

Thank you, too, for the site visit in Louisville on April 6 
by Senator Dixon, ~omrnissioner Kling and Commissioner Cornella, 
and for the Commission's attention to our community presentation 
in Chicago on April 12. In addition, the BRAC staff has 
diligently responded to our serious concerns about the handling 
of "data callH information regarding Naval Ordnance. 

I am here today, along with my colleagues, to talk with you 
about two approaches which might be used to preserve the core gun 
system capabilities at Naval Ordnance, capabilities essential for 
defense readiness. 

As I sketch these two alternatives, I want to emphasize that 
the process of developing these proposals began immediately after 
the BRAC '93 process concluded. We come to you as a community. 
Every level of government -- represented by the Kentucky/Indiana 
Congressional delegation, the Governor and Lieutenant Governor of 
Kentucky, the Mayor of Louisville and the County Judge/Executive 
of Jefferson County -- worked together, in a bipartisan manner, 
to develop our proposals. Here with us today is my predecessor, 
Congressman Ron Mazzoli, a veteran of these wars who has stayed 
in the field and chairs our Community Naval Ordnance Task Force. 

THE BEST AND PREFERRED OPTION: A GUN SYSTEMS DEPOT OF EXCELLENCE 

Mr. Chairman, I urge the Commission to seriously examine 
providing future gun systems capability by keeping Naval Ordnance 
Station open as a Department of the Navy facility, performing 
Navy work and cross-services work presently being evaluated by 
the Commission. Frankly, I believe this would be the best option 
for the taxpayers and for our national defense. 

As the Commissioners who visited Louisville saw firsthand, 
Naval Ordnance is a unique repository o f  engineering, mechanical, 
e l e c t r o n i c s  and i n d u s t r i a l  knowledge of gun sys t ems .  NO other 
facility provides the Department of the Navy and the Department 
of Defense with the full spectrum of gun systems e x p e r t i s e  -- 
research, development, design, manufacture, upgrade, and overhaul -- provided at Naval Ordnance. 



The important and unique assets at Naval Ordnance Station 
include : 

W v  o a state-of-the-art, environmentally compliant plating 
shop, with the only vertical gun barrel plating 
capability within the Department of Defense; 

o the only remaining Major Caliber Gun Barrel 
manufacturing facility within the Department of the 
Navy ; 

o the only Phalanx Close-In Weapon System (CIWS) depot, 
public or private; 

The real l1gold minet1 at Naval Ordnance are the synergies 
created by the co-location of engineers and ordnance workers. 
This co-location of engineers and workers has made invaluable 
contributions to gun systems technology and must not be lost. 

Closure of the Naval Ordnance Station, the last remaining 
facility, public or private, providing full-spectrum engineering 
and industrial life cycle support for Naval gun weapons systems, 
would be analogous to closure of the last public-sector shipyard, 
and would clearly be neatina our seed corn." as commissioner 
Davis put it, in reference to another facility, at your hearing 
on May 10. For this reason, I urge the commission to remove the 
Naval Ordnance Station from the list of facilities to be closed. 

A CREATIVE OPTION TO SAVE MONEY AND PRESERVE UNIOUE CAPABILITIES: - TURN NAVAL ORDNANCE INTO A PRIVATE GUN CENTER OF EXCELLENCE: 

If the commission does not overturn the Department of 
Defense recommendation to close the Naval Ordnance Station, the 
Commission can retain the critical 'skills at ~ouisville by 
altering the Navy recommendation language to assure imple- 
mentation of the community proposal to privatize the work at 
Louisville under Department of the Navy supervision. 

The Department of the Navy strongly supports the communityrs 
privatization initiative, which would maintain at Naval Ordnance 
-- and potentially expand -- the gun systems capabilities which 
reside at Louisville. 

The communityts privatization initiative offers the best 
alternative to outright closure. The uLouisville Planu would 
serve the best interests of the Department of the Navy, the 
Department of Defense, the Louisville, Kentucky and Southern 
Indiana communities, and two important defense contractors who 
have signed memorandums of understanding with the City of 
~ouisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky. 

The privatization plan would: 

. allow the Navy to reduce its infrastructure by removing 



a large facility from its ownership; 

. support maintaining the private defense industrial base 
by enabling two defense contractors to gain access to 
overhaul and upgrade work; 

. facilitate dual use of technologies and facilities 
which have m-ili tary and commercial applications, such 
as our state-of-the-art plating shop; 

. avoid unnecessary, wasteful costs to relocate equipment 
and capabilities at Naval Ordnance that are provided in 
a cost-effective and efficient manner by experienced 
Naval Ordnance employees; 

. assure uninterrupted ability to meet Fleet readiness 
requirements by retaining the experienced, highly- 
skilled employees at Naval Ordnance for Phalanx 
overhaul and Naval gun systems work. 

Mr. Chairman, I want to take just a moment to respond to a 
memorandum which the Commission received from consultants hired 
by supporters of the Norfolk Navy Shipyard. That memorandum 
states, correctly, that the Commission may not consider "advance 
conversion planningt1 in closure recommendations. However, the 
consultants' conclusion that this prevents the Commission from 
recommending privatization of NSWC Louisville is incorrect and 
unjustified. 

"411 I urge you to recommend that the Naval Ordnance Station 
remain open as a Department of the Navy facility. If that is not 
possible, your recommendation should, at least, assure that the 
core gun systems work at Louisville is privatized in place and 
that the nation retains the co-location of Department of the Navy 
engineering capability alongside the depot overhaul capabilities 
at the Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville. 

Finally, let me express my gratitude for the continuing work 
which you, and the BRAC staff, are doing to make the difficult 
judgements necessary to reduce our defense infrastructure while 
preserving a strong national defense. 
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OLYMPIA J. SNOWE 
WAlNE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-1903 
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SMALL BUSINESS 

STATEMENT OF U.S. SENATOR OLYMPIA J. SNOWE (MAINE) 
BEFORE THE CONGRESSIONAL HEARING 

O F  THE BASE CLOSURE iLM) RE&IGNMENT COMMISSION 
345 Cannon House Building, Washington, DC 

MondQy, June 12, 1995, 3:17p.m. 

On behalf of the Maine and New Hampshire Delegations, let me first thank all eight 
Commissioners for visiting Portsmouth Naval Shipyard ten days ago. 

We are confident that what you saw and heard confirms what we and the Navy already know 
to be the case: that America's submarine future and America's Naval strength truly "runs deep", and 
its home base IS Portsmouth. That's the bottom line. 

Those responsible for our national security made a military judgement in recommending the 
retention of Portsmouth. 

And it was based on their professional assessment of the threats confronting this nation in the 
next century and the force structure required to deal with them. 

And, furthennore, in a report required by law, the GAO suvvorted the Navy's view that 
"Portsmouth should not be closed because of uncertainties in the future of the SSN-21 program (the 
Seawolf) and the nature of the evolving (Russian) submarine threat." Clearly, this was a military 
decision - no more, and no less. 

Admiral Boorda, Admiral DeMars, and Vice Admiral Sterner - all emphatically spoke on 
behalf of Portsmouth's military value. They said closing Portsmouth was "an unacceptable risk" and 
that they "needed Portsmouth on the Navy team". They said Portsmouth "is a critical asset for the 
future" and that America has an "obligation to retain the shipyards needed to support the fleet". They 
said closing Portsmouth would put us in an "unacceptable margin for performing nuclear submarine 
work." 

As you can tell, they don't exactly mince words when it comes to Portsmouth. And for good 
reason. 

So why $ Portsmouth so vital to the Navy? Because when it comes to submarines, they 
know from experience that there is no more modem shipyard than Portsmouth -- the & shipyard in 
the nation, public or private, that can perform the full range of repair and maintenance fhctions on 
the 688-class submarine. 

- - - - - - - - 
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And it & the 688 that will make-up virtually 98% of the attack submarine force by the end of 
the decade. It yiJ be the backbone of our submarine fleet well into the 21st century, at least until the 
year 2020. 

Because only one shipyard -- Portsmouth -- currently supports ALL 688 requirements, the 
Navy determined that it should be removed from consideration for closure because of - and I quote - 
"its unique role as the center of excellence for the SSN 688-class submarines." Again, the Navy's 
words. 

In arriving at its determination to retain Portsmouth, the Navy had to consider not just the 
amount of nuclear shipyard work it had to perform, but the type as well. 

The Navy knows that 58% of its nuclear workload will be on submarines in 2001. 

The Navy knows that, even more significantly, it already has complex shipyard work planned 
for the 688 through the year 2018. 

In addition, a NAVSEA report stated that over the next ten years, the Navy's submarine 
refueling complexes will be 93% utilized. And NAVSEA stated that the loss of just one of the 
nation's nuclear shipyards would render its depot maintenance program - quote - "inexecutable without 
creating additional facilities at another location." 

And that's why, at the Boston hearing, Admiral Sterner told the Commission that the loss of 
Portsmouth would pose an "unacceptable risk" to his ability to support the fleet, as well as to our 
national security. Those aren't idle words ... that's our nation's military leadership, our anned forces, 
speaking out for Portsmouth. 

To put this in context, the Navy has aggressively used the base closure process to reduce its 
shore-based infrastructure. Since the '91 round, the Navy has recommended closure of four of eight 
shipyards ... a 50% reduction. Admiral Sterner said - and I quote - "the difference is that we no longer 
have any surplus", and he added, "I don't have a Mare Island to go to". 

You see, the Navy knows Portsmouth's experience with the 688 is unrivalled. 

The Navy knows Portsmouth was the first Naval shipyard to overhaul a 688. 

The Navy knows Portsmouth was also the first Naval shipyard to perform a 688 refueling 
overhaul. 

The Navy knows Portsmouth is also the first in overall nuclear submarine overhaul experience 
- it has completed more major submarine overhauls than other shipyard. 

Furthermore, Admiral Sterner described a submarine refbeling overhaul as "probably the most 
complex industrial undertaking known to man". But this is what Portsmouth does best, and they are 
getting even more efficient: its first refueling took 141 work days; the second, 133 work days; and 
the third is projected to take just 102 work days. 



The Navy knows that its crown jeweI for submarine overhauls is Portsmouth's covered Dry 
Dock #2 - the & dry dock in the entire counhy currently configured to perform the complex 
nuclear refueling of a 688. 

-v 
Its unique, singular features are a permanent part of that Dry Dock. They are not portable. 

They are not interchangeable with any other dry dock - anvwhere. 

So, knowing just these facts, why would anyone want to attempt to replicate a facility that has 
always been the first and the best at what it does? 

The point is, the goal here should not be to close one base the Navy requires for the sake of 
moving it somewhere else. In the case of Portsmouth, it simply cannot be done. We just can't afford 
to play a military "shell-game" with a superlative, one-of-a-kind shipyard like Portsmouth. 

In conclusion, I must point out that, never before in this process have so many in the Navy 
said so much in defense of a base that is g critical to the defense of our country. Never. And if I 
could just recall just one moment in this process that said it all, it is this: when the Chief of Naval 
Operations - Admiral Boorda, in his o& site visit to a base in this round - stood before all of you at 
the ~ortsmouth yard and said the Navy not only wants Portsmou th... they need Portsmouth. 

And - I would add - so does America. 

Thank you. 
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w CONGRESSMAN JOHN E . BALDACCI 

EXTENDED REMARKS BEFORE THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND 

REALIGNMENT COMMISSION, JUNE 12, 1995 

MR. CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. I AM HONORED TO BE BEFORE YOU 

TODAY TO SPEAK ABOUT THE PEOPLE OF PORTSMOUTH AND THE 

VALUABLE EXPERIENCE THEY BRING TO THE NAVY. PORTSMOUTH 

NAVAL SHIPYARD'S MISSION IS TO PROVIDE OUALITY 

OVERHAUL, REPAIR, REFUELING AND MODERNIZATION OF 

NUCLEAR SUBMARINES AND RELATED SERVICES IN A SAFE, 

wlv TIMELY, AND COST-EFFECTIVE MANNER. 

THE EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS ACQUIRED AND HANDED DOWN 

SINCE 1914 HAVE MADE PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD THE LEAD 

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FACILITY IN THE COUNTRY. THESE 

EXPERIENCED MEN AND WOMEN HAVE BECOME EXPERTS IN THEIR 

FIELD AND HAVE DEVELOPED EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES OVER THE 

YEARS. MR. CHAIRMAN, PORTSMOUTH IS SECOND TO NONE. 

PORTSMOUTH IS THE NAVY'S FOREMOST NUCLEAR SUBMARINE 

SHIPYARD, SUCCESSFULLY AND EFFICIENTLY DOING ITS JOB 



FOR OVER 80 YEARS. THIS EXPERTISE IS ABSOLUTELY w 
ESSENTIAL TO THE CONTINUED STRENGTH OF THE UNITED 

STATES' NAVAL INFWSTRUCTUREAND THE NATIONAL SECURITY 

INTERESTS OF OUR NATION. THE WORKING MEN AND WOMEN OF 

THE SHIPYARD ARE PROUD OF THIS TRADITION AND THEIR 

"YANKEE WORK-ETHIC" WILL SEE THAT THE NAVY AND THE 

COUNTRY ARE NOT DISAPPOINTED. THIS EXPERTISE CANNOT BE 

RECALLED OVERNIGHT. FACT, CANNOT EVER. 

PORTSMOUTH HAS COMPLETED MORE SUBMARINE MAJOR 

AVAILABILITIES THAN ANY OTHER SHIPYARD. THIS INCLUDES 8 

DEPOT MAINTENANCE PERIODS, 32 NON-REFUELING OVERHAULS, w 
AND 24 OF THE HIGHLY TECHNICAL AND COMPLEX REFWELING 

OVERHAULS TO DATE. THIS INCLUDES A SSN 688 REFUELING 

OVERHAUL. A SECOND ONE IS UNDERWAY. 

PORTSMOUTH CONTINUES WITH ITS PROUD TRADITION OF BEING 

ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF SUBMARINE TECHNOLOGY. IT HAS 

PRODUCED AND WORKED ON UNIQUE SUBMARINES LIKE THE SSN 

"NAUTILUS, " "SEAWOLF, "TULLIBEE, "JACK, " AND THE SS 

"ALBACORS." IN ADDITION, PORTSMOUTH IS DEVELOPING THE 

ADVANCED SEAL DELIVERY SYSTEM WHICH IS THE NAVY'S 



u NEWEST SUBMERSIBLE SUPPORTING THE SPECIAL WARFARE 
FORCES. 

FURTHERMORE, PORTSMOUTH IS THE IS THE PLANNING YARD AND 

NAVSEA PROGRAM MANAGER REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE NAVY'S 

DEEP SUBMERGENCE SYSTEMS. THESE ARE SPECIAL DEEP-DIVING 

SUBMERSIBLES INVOLVED IN NAVAL RESEARCH. THIS PROGRAM 

INCLUDES DEEP SUBMERGENCE VEHICLES (DSVs ) ; THE DOLPHIN, 

THE NAVY'S DEEPEST DIVING SUBMARINE AND RESEARCH 

PLATFORM WHICH WAS DESIGNED AND BUILT AT PORTSMOUTH; 

AND SUBMARINE RESCUE CHAMBERS, WHICH HAVE EMERGENCY 

FLY-AWAY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE U.S. NAVY AS WELL AS , 

AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES. 

SOME EAULY PORTSMOUTH FIRSTS ARE AS FOLLOWS : 

FY 56 FIRST NUCLEAR ATTACK SUBMARINE BUILT IN A YARD. 

FY 58 FIRST AND ONLY SHIPYARD TO DESIGN AND BUILD DEEP 

SUBMERGENCE NUCLEAR SUBMARINES. 

FY 59 FIRST SHIPYARD TO PERFORM A REFUELING OVERHAUL 

OF A NUCLEAR SUBMARINE. 

FY 62 FIRST SHIPYARD TO PERFCRM A NON-REFUELING 
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w FY 63 DELIVERED THE ONLY NUCLEAR ATTACK SUBMARINE WITH 
COAXIAL COUNTER-ROTATING PROPELLERS. 

FY 73 FIRST SHIPYARD TO PERFORM A STURGEON CLASS NON- 

REFUELING OVERHAUL IN LESS THAN 12 MONTHS. 

FY 76 RECORD FOR COMFLETING SEVEN STURGEON CLASS NON- 

REFUELING OVERHAULS IN LESS THAN 26 MONTHS. 

FY.81 FIRST SHIPYARD TO CONVERT A NUCLEAR BALLISTIC 

MI SS ILE SUBMARINE (DURING OVERHAUL) TO CARRY 

TRIDENT C-4 MISSILES. 

PORTSMOUTH IS THE ONLY REMAINING SHIPYARD WITH SSN 688 

CLASS SUBMARINE REFUELING EXPERIENCE. THESE SUBMARINES 

ARE THE BACKBONE OF OUR FLEET. IN ADDITION TO 

PERFORMING THIS CRUCIAL TASK, PORTSMOUTH HAS THE 

BREADTH OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE TO PERFORM WORK ON 

SURFACE SHIPS AS WELL, INCLUDING WORK ON DESTROYERS, 

FRIGATES, CRUISERS, AND COAST GUARD CUTTERS. THE 

WORKERS AT PORTSMOUTH HAVE BECOME THE NAVY'S EXPERTS IN 

PERFORMING COMPONENT REPAIRS SUCH AS PROPULSION SHAFTS 

AND MOTOR GENERATOR SETS. PORTSMOLTH HAS CC)NTINUALLY 

PROVEN THAT IT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE NUCLEAR YARD IN 



THE COUNTRY, BY NOT ONLY PROVIDING THIS ESSENTIAL 
v 

SERVICE TO THE NAVY'S NUCLEAR SUBMARINES BUT ALSO BY 

PROVIDINGA WIDE ARRAY OF FLEET SUPPORT. THE PRESENT 

AND FUTURE OF THE NAVAL FLEET IS NUCLEAR SUBMARINES, 

ESPECIALLY SSN 688 LOS ANGELES CLASS SUBS. 

ON AVERAGE, PORTSMOUTH IS THE MOST RELIABLE, EFFICIENT 

ANT) COST-EFFECTIVE YARD IN THE COUNTRY FOR OVERHAULS, 

DEPOT MAINTENANCE PER-IODS AND REFUELINGS OF SSN 688 

CLASS SUBMARINES. THIS RECORD SERVES AS A BENCHMARK FOR 

OTHER SHIPYARDS. 

THE WORK PERFORMED AT PORTSMOUTH IS THE RESULT OF THE 

HARD WORK AND BREADTH OF EXPERIENCE OF THE WORKING 

PEOPLE OF MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE. I AM PROUD TO 

SPEAK TO YOU TODAY ABOUT THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE MADE 

PORTSMOUTH A FACILITY THAT IS INDISPENSABLE TO THE 

NAVY. THEIRS IS A TRADITION OF QUALITY WORK, "YANKEE 

INGENUITY," AND MORE IMPORTANTLY, NATIONAL SECURITY. 

THESE PEOPLE HAVE PROVEN THEIR WORTH THROUGH THEIR 

UNPARALLELED SKILL AND EXPERIENCE. THE NAVY HAS 

CONTINUALLY STRESSED THE ABSOLUTE IMPORTANCE OF 
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mS' PORTSMOUTH'S UNIQUE EXPERIENCE TO THE UNITED STATE'S 
NAVAL FLEET. THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND TOP NAVAL 

OFFICIALS ALL REALIZE THE UNEQUIVOCAL NECESSITY OF 

MAINTAINING THIS YARD AND THE EXPERIENCE AND 

PROFICIENCY THAT HAS BEEN ACQUIRED OVER THE LAST 80 

YEARS. THERE IS NO OTHER PUBLIC OR PRIVATE YARD IN THE 

COUNTRY THAT BETTER PREPARED, EQUIPPED TRAINED 

THAN PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD TO OVERHAUL THESE 

SUBMARINES. I URGE YOU TO KEEP THIS NATIONAL ASSET 

OPEN. 
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STATEMENT OF U.S. SENATOR JUDO GREGG 
w BEFORE THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE & REALIGNMENT 

COMMISSION 

JUNE 12, 7995 

Just over a week ago, you visited Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and conducted a 
hearing in Boston, Massachusetts. During your visit and at the regional hearing, you 
had the opportunity to hear the case for retaining the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and to 
meet the workers who make it the outstanding facility it is today. Between the 
Shipyard community and workers, the Navy, our State officials and the joint effort of our 
Congressional delegation, this Commission has heard the best case that can be made 
to keep our yard open. By now you should know the facts. You should be keenly 
aware of Portsmouth's inherent military value, the cumulative economic impact closing 
would have on the community, and the strong support for keeping it open from the Navy 
and from the citizens of New Hampshire. 

f- Therefore, today I want to stress just one last point which I believe may be the 
- most important message you will consider: Portsmouth Naval Shipvard is an 

irre~laceable asset. It is highly doubtful, if not impossible, to overcome the seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles of cost, time, environmental regulations, and nuclear 
licensing to build another facility someday to replicate Portsmouth's known capabilities. 
It is uncertain whether this highly efficient yard and its top notch workforce could ever 
be reconstituted to fulfill the mission and needs of our national defense as flawlessly as 
it already operates. 

Since 1991, the Navy has closed three of its eight shipyards. A fourth, Long 
Beach, is on the current DoD list.. Of the four, Long Beach and Philadelphia were 
conventional yards, while Mare Island and Charleston were nuclear-certified. The four 
remaining shipyards: Pearl Harbor, Puget Sound, Norfolk, and Portsmouth are all 
nuclear-certified. By the end of BRAC 95, if the Department's recommendations are 
accepted, the Navy will have closed half of its public shipyards. 

Shipyards are not like any other kind of military installation in that they are nct 
easily replaceable. Building an industrial facility on the water similar tc P~rtsmouth 
would be next to impossible. Among the issues that would have to be overcome are. 

* Cost - Acquiring the land to build such an industrial facility like Portsmouth 
would be prohibitive. 



* Time - Building such a facility would not only be costly, but time-consuming. 

Ww As the Commission saw during its base visit, much of the equipment at 
Portsmouth is custom built and could not be easily re-created or moved. 

*Environment - Current laws which severely limit any kind of development 
on or near water. The last naval shipyard was built more than 75 years ago 
prior to the stringent environmental regulations that now exist. Attempting to 
locate a nuclear shipyard, or any type of nuclear facility, along the water 
would be next to impossible. 

*Nuclear License - Reconstituting a nuclear shipyard such as Portsmouth 
would be made even more difficult by the fact that acquiring a nuclear license 
would present many difficulties. The Seabrook nuclear power plant and the 
years it took to come on-line present a vivid example of the difficulties inherent 
in building a nuclear facility. 

'~brkforce - An aspect that often goes overlooked is the well-trained 
workforce. Like other shipyards, Portsmouth has a long tradition of expertise 
in complex nuclear work. Close the yard and those workers will either leave 
the area or go to other jobs and that expertise is lost. Even if the Navy were 
able to overcome all the other hurdles in reconstituting Portsmouth or another - 

\ . yard, finding nuclear-certified welders and other highly specialized skilled 

'CI 
workers is not like finding someone to flip burgers at your local blcDonaIds. 

*Private Sector - As you heard during the base visit and the regional hearing, 
some observers have suggested that Portsmouth's workload simply be shifted 
to the private sector. As ADM DeMars pointed out, facilitizing a private yard 
costs money up front for construction and the high cost to train workers cannot 
be accurately calculated. Plus, why would you want to go to the expense of 
trying to recreate a capability that you already have, and that performs in a 
highly efficient manner? 

*Reaional Maintenance - Retention of Portsmouth would not have a high cost to 
the American taxpayer. Consolidation of industrial functions through initiatives 
such as Regional Maintenance eliminate redundancy and save money. This 
also represents affordable insurance against future needs and allows for the 
retention of shipyards that cannot be reconstituted. 

It makes good military and economic sense to base critical indcstr~al fac!iiiy 
decisions on the ability to reconstitute them when the need arises. Sh~pyards are 
unique industrial facilities and once they are gone, they are gone forever. The world is 
a very uncertain and dangerous place, closure decisions must be based on today's 

w needs as well as those in the future. 
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Portsmouth is highly efficient, its workers are top notch, and it has a mission and 
-porkload which the Navy plans to continue for the foreseeable future. Portsmouth 

provides the Navy with the flexibility needed to meet today's and future requirements. 
Closing this facility would certainly be a severe blow for the Seacoast region of both 
New Hampshire and Maine, but more importantly, it would negatively impact the Navy's 
ability to provide for the national defense. 



REMARKS OF SENATOR BOB SMITH 
BEFORE THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D, C *  
June 12, 1995 

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, GOOD AFTERNOON. 1: 
W A N T  TO THANK YOU FOR LISTENING TO OUR INPUT TODAY ON PORTSMOUTH 
NAVAL SHIPYARD. I ALSO WANT TO THANK EACH OF YOU FOR YOUR VISIT 
TO THE SHIPYARD ON JUNE 2. YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE SITE VISIT 
DEMONSTRATED BEYOND A SHADOW OF DOUBT THAT YOU ARE COMMITTED TO 
THE PROCESS, AND TO MAKING A FAIR, INFORJYED DECISION. 

TODAY I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS WITH YOU THE CURRENT 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ENVIRONMENT AND THE ROLE OF SUBMARINES IN 
OUR NATIONAL DEFENSE. AS A MEMBER OF THE ARMED 3ERVICES 
COMMITTEE, I HAVE SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME ANALYZING NATIONAL 
SECURITY ISSUES, AND I CAN TELL YOU WITHOUT HESITATION THAT 
SUBMARINE THREATS TO 'THE UNITED STATES ARE REAL AND THEY ARE 
GROWING. 

FOR INSTANCE, RUSSIA IS C O N T I N U I N G  TO AGGRESSIVELY MODERNIZE 
ITS NUCLEAR ATTACK SUBMARINE FORCE AND IS PLACING ENORMOUS 
EMPHASIS ON ACOUSTIC AND MAGNETIC QULETXNC PROGRAMS. TODAY, 
RUSSIA'S FRONT-LINE SUBMARINES ARE AS QUIET OR QUIETER IN SOME 
RESPECTS THAN AMERICA'S BEST. BY THE YEAR 2000, THE OFFICE OF w NAVAL INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATES THAT 20 PERCENT OF RUSSIA'S NUCLEAR 
POWERED ATTACK SUBMARINES WILL BE QUIETER THAN THE U.S. NAVY'S 
FRONTLINE IMPROVED LOS ANGELES CLASS SUBMARINES. 

IN ADDITION, RUSSIA IS EXPORTING HIGHLY CAPABLE KILO CLASS 
SUBMARINES TO IRAN AND CHINA. THESE DIESEL SUBMARINES WILL 
FUNDAMENTALLY SHIFT THE RALANCE OF POWER IN SOUTHWEST ASIA, AND 
ALLOW IRAN TO THREATEN T H E  SEALANES WITHIN, AND SURROUNDING, THE 
PERSIAN GULF. IN CHINA, THESE SUBMARINES WILL SUBSTANTIALLY 
ENHANCE CHINESE POWER PROJECTION CAPABILITIES, AND PROVIDE THE 
MUSCLE TO BACK CHINA'S RECENTLY ASSERTED EXPANSION OF ITS 
TERRITORIAL WATERS IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA. 

THE OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE HAS RELEASED AN ANALYSTS OF 
WORLDWIDE SUBMARINE PROLIFERATION THAT IS CONCISE AND COMPELLING. 
FOR YOUR REVIEW, I HAVE PROVIDED EACH OF YOU WITH A COPY OF THIS 
DOCUMENT. IN PARTICULAR, 1 WANT '1'0 HIGHLIGHT A QUOTE FROM 
RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTER PAVEL GRACHEV FROM JUNE 8 ,  1993 IN WHICH 
GENERAL GRACHEV STATES, AND I QUOTE, " A  NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FLEET 
IS THE FUTURE OF THE ARMED FORCES. THE NUMBER OF TANKS ANI3 GUNS 
WILL BE REDUCED, AS WELL AS THE INFANTRY, BUT A MODERN NAVY IS A 
TOTALLY DIFFERENT THING. THE GOVERNMENTS OF ALL DEVFLOPED 
COUNTRIES UNDERSTAND T H I S  VERY WELL." UNQUOTE. 

-MORE - 
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY AND THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY HAVE 
STUDIED THIS THREAT VERY CAREFULLY. THEY HAVE CONCLUDED THAT THE 
UNITED STATES MUST MAINTAIN A ROBUST, MODERN SUBMARINE FLEET TO 
COUNTER THE GLOBAL SUBMARINE THREAT, AS WELL AS THE NUCLEAR 
MAINTENANCE INFRASTRUCTURE TO SERVICE AND MAINTAIN OUR SUBMARINE 
FLEET. THIS IS PRECISELY WHERE PORTSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD FITS 
IN. 

BEFORE I ADDRESS THE MILITARY VALUE OF PORTSMOUTH, I WANT TO 
EMPHASIZE THE FLUID STATE OF OUR SUBMARINE PROGRAM. NUMEROUS 
FLAG OFFICERS HAVE AnVTSFn ME THAT WE NEED MORE SUBMARINES T H A N  
ARE CURRENTLY PROGRAMMED IN THE BOTTOM UP REVIEW. IN FACT, I 
HAVE BEEN TOLD WE WILL NEED TO RETAIN SOME 60-65 ATTACK 
SUBMARINES VERSUS THE 4 5 - 5 5  THAT ARE FUNDED IN THE CURRENT 
ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM. 

THE ONLY WAY WE CAN REACH THESE LEVELS IS TO REFUEL 
ADDITIONAL LOS ANGELES CLASS SUBMARINES. AGAIN, THIS IS 
PRECISELY WHERE PORTSMOrJ'I'H NAVAL SHTPYARD FITS IN. PORTSMOUTH IS 
THE ONLY SHIPYARD THAT HAS PERFORMED AND IS CURRENTLY PERFORMING 
REFUELING OVERHAULS ON THESE SUBMARINES. IT IS A TRUE NATIONAL 
ASSET. 

w I WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT THERE IS A BIG, BIG DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN A DE-FUELING OR XNACTIVATION OF A SUBMARINE, AND A 
REFUELING OVERHAUL WHICH EXTENDS ITS SERVICE L I F E .  DE-FUELINGS 
ARE RELATIVELY SMALL, RELATIVELY UNCOMPLICATED WORK PACKAGES. 
REFUELING OVERHAULS ENTAIL ROUGHLY 7 TIMES AS MANY MANDAYS AS A 
DE-FUELING, AND ARE EXTREMELY COMPLEX. THEY ARE SPECIALIZED 
PROJECTS THAT REQUIRE STATE OF THE ART FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND 

SYNERGY WITHIN THE WORKFORCE, NO ONE DOES IT BETTER THAN 
PORTSMOUTH. NO ONE HAS MORE EXPERIENCE. 

LET ME SUMMARIZE AND CONCLUDE MY PRESENTATION TO YOU WITH 
SOME RRJFF OBSERVATIONS. 

**SUBMARINE THREATS TO OUR NATION ARE REAL THEY ARE 
C3ROWINO. 

**THE SIZE AND NATURE OF OUR FUTURE SUBMARINE FLEET I S  
INDEFINITE, AND IS VERY LIKELY TO INCREASE ABOVE THE LEVELS 
FUNDED IN THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION BUDGET. 

**PORTSMOUTH IS THE ONLY NAVAL SHIPYARD THAT PERFORMS ALL 
LOS ANGELES CLASS REQUIREMENTS, INCLWING LEAD ENGINEERING. 

**THE CLOSURE OF PORTSMOUTH WOULD RESULT IN THE CUMULATIVE 
LOSS O F  50 PERCENT OF NAVY'S NUCLEAR CAPABLE SHIPYARDS, 73 

-MORE - 
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PERCENT O F  NAVAL SHIP DEPOT MAINTENANCE A C T I V I T I E S ,  AND REDUCE 
TOTAL SHIPYARD EXCESS CAPACITY TO AN UNACCEPTABLE LEVEL OF ONLY 1 
PERCENT. IT WOULD LEAVE THE ATLANTIC FLEET WITH ONLY A SINCLE 
NAVAL SHIPYARD PROVIDING DEDICATED SUPPORT TO I T S  ASSETS. 

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, IN TODAY'S SECURITY ENVIRONMENT, 
UNCERTAINTY TRANSLATES INTO R I S K .  THE NAVY HAS DETERMINED 
THAT THE CLOSURE OF PORTSMOUTH WOULD POSE UNACCEPTABLE R I S K  T O  
OUR NATIONAL SECURITY. THEY WANT TO RETAIN PORTSMOUTH. THEY 
NEED TO R E T A I N  PORTSMOUTH. I URGE YOU T O  CONSIDER THEIR I N P U T  
W R Y  CAREFULLY. 

I F  DOWN THE ROAD WE DETERMINE THAT PORTSMOUTH I S  NO LONGER 
NECESSARY, FUTURE BASE CLjOSURE COMMISSIONS CAN REVISIT THE I S S U E .  
BUT I F  YOU VOTE TO CLOSE PORTSMOUTH NOW, AND WE F I N D  I N  THE 
COMING WEEKS, OR MONTHS, OR YEARS, THAT WE REALLY NEED T H I S  B A S E ,  
I T  W I L L  BE TOO LATE. THE SHIPYARD WILL BE GONE; I T S  F A C I L I T I E S ,  
ITS WORKERS, AND I T S  NUCLEAR LICENSE WILL BE LOST. THAT I S  A 
RISK THE N A W  I S  NOT PREPARED TO T A K E .  T H A T  IS A RISK OUR N A T T n N  
MUST NOT ASSUME. 

I URGE YOU TO VOTE IN FAVOR OF RETAINING PORTBMOUTH NAVAL 
SHIPYARD. THANK YOU. 
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MARYLAND 

I. DoD RECOMMENDAT- 

ARMY: 

Army Bio-Medical Research Lab, Ft. Iletrick Redirect 
Army Publications Distribution Center, Baltimore Close 
Concepts Analysis Agency Close 
Ft. Meade (Kimbrough Hospital) Realign 
Ft. Ritchie Close 

NA VY: 

Naval Medical Resarch Inst. Bethesda Close 
NS WC Det Annapolis Close 
NSWC Det White Oak Close 

DEFENSE INVESTIGA TIVE SERVICE: 

IC&AD, Ft. Holabird Relocate 

wv 
11. COMMISSION ADDS FOR CONSIDERATION: 

ARMY: 

Ft. Holabird Close 
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Closing Fort Ritchie Would Make a Mockery of the BRAC Process 

Statement by Representative Roscoe Bartlett 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Washington, D.C. 

June 12, 1995 

The Army and the Department of Defense @OD) have substantially 

deviated from compliance with a number of the base closure selection criteria, in all 

three of BRAC's *or categories: (1) military value, (2) return on investment, and (3) 

impacts. 

The Fort Ritchie Military Affairs Committee (FORMAC), the community- 

based group reviewing the Fort Ritchie issue, has uncovered a multitude of data errors, 

omissions and faulty rationale in the ArmyIDoD BRAC submissions. To make a decision to 

close Fort Ritchie, Maryland based on those errors would make a mockery of the BRAC 

process. Notwithstanding the fact they have been shown the specific errors and 

omissions by FORMAC, the Army continues to submit completely invalid data. 

I will provide the BRAC Commission with some major examples in a few 

moments and submit a statement: for the record. 

FORMAC has documented all of their findings and has shared those findings 

along with detailed back-up data, with representatives from the Army, the BRAC 

Commission staff and five of the BRAC Commissioners (both at Fort Ritchie on March 24 

and in Baltimore on May 4). 
w 
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In every meeting with the Army, FORMAC has reiterated errors and 

w omissions which continue to refute the Army's claim that Fort Ritchie should close and its 

tenants be disbursed. There are 18 specific areas in the Cost Of Base Realignment Action 

Model (COBRA) which the ArmyIDoD failed to address or for which they submitted 

completely erroneous data. 

For example: 

Claiming credit for Fort Ritchie support personnel savings a full two years 

before the people receiving that support would vacate Fort Ritchie. This is 

completely premature, and thereby, unsubstantiated. 

Stating in their original submission to the BRAC Commission that there are 

(quote) "No known environmental impediments at the closing or receiving 

installation" (unquote), and then refusing to pursue the issue after FORMAC 

demonstrated unequivocally that there was potentially a very serious 

environmental issue at the receiving site, Fort Huachuca, Arizona concerning 

the San Pedro Basin water supply. 

Including a Fiscal Year 1993 $2 million one-time family housing capital 

investment as a continuing recumng expenditure. This error alone translates 

into approximately a $12 million overstatement by the Army of the "net 

present value" and approximately $28 million in constant dollars relative to 

Fort Ritchie for the 20-year period. 

Changing the number of family housing units required at Fort Detrick, 

Maryland from 354 units in their original submission to 57 units in their most 

recent proposal. There is no explanation given by the ArmyIDoD for this 

change in strategy. It certainly smacks of data manipulation simply to 

reflect the lowest initial investment cost. There is no rationale from 

ArmyIDoD to support the shift from military family housing to "variable 

housing allowance" (off-post subsidized housing). This capricious action 

results in a comparative advantage in the ArmyIDoD analysis by deferring 

expenditures into out-years with reduced net present value. 



FORMAC has also identified a "lost opportunity." There is approximately 

'IYY)' 
$9 million that can be saved simply by consolidating geographically dispersed staff elements 

of Headquarters, Defense Information Systems Agency - Western Hemisphere (DISA- 

WESTHEM) at Fort Ritchie. The up-front cost of relocating the DISA-WESTHEM Denver 

staff is approximately $2.3 million, which would be amortized over only three years. There 

would also be an additional intangible benefit through improved operational efficiency. 

A careful review of General Shalikashvili's April 17, 1995 to Chairman 

Dixon reveals serious shortfalls. For instance, General Shalikashvili's letter says that Site 

R is serviced by a fire suppression system. In fact, the Halon fire protection system covers 

only 10% of the Site R operating space. FORMAC will raise this and several other 

operational issues raised in General Shalikashvili's letter with senior members of the BRAC 

staff on June 16, 1995. 

In summary, it is imperative that the BRAC Commission reject the 

ArmyIDOD recommendations to close Fort Ritchie due to deviation from final selection 

criteria 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Furthermore, it is my recommendation that DoD be 

directed as soon as possible to relocate the DISA-WESTHEM Denver staff from leased space 

to Fort Ritchie. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter., 



STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL S. SARBANES 
BEFORE THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

JUNE 12, 1995 
CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 345 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, thank you for this opportunity to testify 
once again on behalf of the military installations in Maryland. 

As you know, Maryland was impacted heavily by the DoD's 1995 Base Closure and 
Realignment Recommendations. Over the past three months, our Congressional Delegation has 
worked closely together and with the affected communities to analyze the Department's 
justifications and, in our judgment, these justifications contain some serious flaws. We outlined 
many of our concerns to you at the May 4th Regional Hearing in Baltimore, and you will be 
hearing shortly from each member of our Delegation who will provide more detailed arguments 
for the facilities in their congressional districts. I want to use my time to highlight, with respect 
to each installation, some of the principal areas where we believe the Department deviated 
substantially from the Commission's Base Closure and Realignment Criteria. 

NSWC - Anna~olis 

Two years ago the 1993 BRAC unanimously rejected the Department's recommendation 
to disestablish the Annapolis Detachment of the Naval Surface Warfare Center. In our view, 
nothing has changed to warrant reconsidering this decision. In fact, in light of the Detachment's 
growing workload in such critical and time-sensitive areas as non-CFC Research and 
Development, the rationale for keeping it open is even stronger. There is simply no excess 
capacity at Annapolis! I want to underscore the following points: 

First, the Navy cannot move over $300 million worth of machinery and personnel for the 
same $25 million cost that it planned to move just personnel in 1993. Even the Base Structure 
Evaluation Committee (BSEC) has acknowledged that its estimates are faulty and that it was 
using the wrong base operating data. Our own review of the certified data, which we provided 
to the Commission in April, indicates that the figure is at least $58 million too low. 

Second, by closing NSWC Annapolis we would lose not only critical military facilities 
such as the Deep Ocean Pressure and Submarine Fluid Dynamics facilities -- considered in just 
the past two years to be vital to the Navy's future mission -- but perhaps more importantly, a 
dedicated team of scientists, engineers and technicians, and their corporate memory which would 
reduce the Navy's Machinery R & D capability to an unacceptable level and take many years to 
reconstitute. Even though Annapolis accounts for less than 10% of the personnel within the 
Carderock Division of NSWC, it consistently generates more than 50% of the patents. 



Third, we have a real opportunity to achieve some savings and efficiencies by 
consolidating Joint Spectrum Center activities currently in leased space in the area to NSWC 

-' Annapolis. 

We urge the Commission to, once again, reject DoD's proposal and maintain the highly 
integrated, proven team and research facilities at Annapolis. 

NSWC - White Oak 

The 1993 BRAC also recommended that the Headquarters of the Naval Sea Systems 
Command move from high-cost leased space in Crystal City to the Navy's White Oak facility. 
Here again, we see no reason that this decision should be reopened and NAVSEA redirected to 
the Navy Yard. 

No less an official than the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has testified that White 
Oak's hypervelocity wind tunnel is a "unique national capability" which must be retained. 
Similarly, the Defense Nuclear Agency has identified a critical need to retain the phoenix-casino 
nuclear effects simulators at White Oak. The fact that DoD failed to adequately consider the 
military value of these critical facilities is beyond dispute and the cost of moving or replication 
the facilities -- valued at over $185 million -- is clearly prohibitive. 

The Navy concedes that it will cost $3 million more to relocate NAVSEA to the 
Washington Navy Yard versus moving to White Oak, but even these figures are flawed. Based 

J on a detailed engineering study and new information provided by the Department of the Navy, 
over $60 million in savings can be achieved by moving NAVSEA to White Oak. 

I strongly urge you to uphold the BRAC 93 decision to relocate NAVSEA to White Oak, 
where the 4,000 NAVSEA employees can easily be accommodated and are welcomed by the 
community. This decision would also provide a receiving site for SPAWAR Headquarters in the 
National Capital Region. 

Fort Ritchie 

Fort Ritchie's critical support of Site R and the proximity of its tenants namely the 
Information Systems Engineering Command-Continental U.S., the Technology Applications 
Office, and Defense Information Systems Agency-Western Hemisphere (DISA-WESTHEM) to 
its predominantly East coast-based customers are essential to the Army's readiness and 
responsiveness. 

Fort Ritchie's synergies, including a link which allows for Information Services designed 
by Disa-Western Hemisphere to be largely engineered by the Information Systems Engineering 
Command-Continental U.S., Not only upgrade efficiency, but also significantly cut costs. 

DoD originally identified $712 million in savings over 20 years for closing the Fort. As 
you know from our regional hearing, the Fort Ritchie Military Affairs Committee identified 
significant errors in the Army's COBRA analysis of Fort Ritchie. The Army's new cost savings 



estimate for closing Fort Ritchie is 60% lower than the cost savings stated in DoD's original 

w recommendation. 

The fact that the Army's cost savings analysis has been so severely flawed to this point 
should not only cast doubt on its assessment of Ritchie's military value and critical synergies, but 
also on its entire rationale for closing Fort Ritchie. 

Armv Publications Distribution Center, Baltimore 

The proposal to close PDC-Baltimore is flawed in a number of areas, namely because it 
fails to recognize the opportunity for significantly higher savings and increased efficiencies that 
could be achieved if PDC-Baltimore and its fully automated capabilities were to be utilized to 
cany out part of a consolidated DoD-wide PDC mission. 

It is clear that in making this recommendation DoD failed to fully explore PDC- 
Baltimore's remarkable track record of quick response, its demonstrated flexibility in handling 
a wide variety of publications and forms, and the superior efficiency of its fully-automated 
warehouse capabilities. 

Contrary to DoD's assertions, PDC-Baltimore is not a manual operation, but a highly 
automated warehouse with a high tech warehouse computer control system as your staff who 
visited and toured the center can attest. 

PDC-Baltimore is an award-winning installation -- it recently won Vice President A1 0 Gore's 1994 National Performance Hammer Award. When compared to the other services this 
facility is truly second to none. During Desert Shield Desert Storm, Baltimore distributed 1581 
of the Army's 1873 total tons shipped for 75% of the Army's total cost. During this period, the 
Baltimore Center filled the majority of its orders in two days time. 

With its broad authority, the Commission has the opportunity to request that Baltimore 
be removed from the list so that a fair and independent study of DoD-wide consolidation can be 
conducted. 

Fort Meade - Kirnbrou~h Hos~ital 

Maintaining Kimbrough at full hospital status is essential to providing adequate medical 
services to the National Capital Region. Kimbrough provides both cost-effective and top quality 
patient care to the Fort Meade area which continues to grow. Downsizing Kimbrough will not 
save money as the Army originally asserted, but according to a recent cost analysis performed - 
by the Army Medical Command will actually cost approximately $3 million per year. 

We contend that maintaining Kimbrough at full hospital status is the most expeditious way 
to provide timely and quality service to the active duty and retired military personnel and their 
families in the National Capital Region. 



Naval Medical Research Institute - Bethesda 

Findly, we fully support the relocation of the Infectious Diseases, Combat Casualty Care 
and Operational Medicine Programs to the new Walter Reed Army Institute for Research in 
Forest Glen, Maryland. However, we disagree with the proposed relocation of the "manned 
diving" research component to Panama City, Florida. 

This would disrupt a highly integrated research program and abandon unique research 
facilities such as the Hydrogen Gas Research and Diving Tanks. This view is also supported by 
the Head of the Deep Submergence Branch for the Navy, who raises concerns regarding the 
adequacy of existing facilities, staffing, and operation and maintenance funding at Panama City 
to support the additional requirements of the "manned diving" research. 

In conclusion, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today and hope that you will not 
hesitate to let me know if I can provide any further information to you on any of these issues. 
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BEFORE THE BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE COMMISSION 

JUNE 12, 1995 

CHAIRMAN DIXON AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, I WOULD LIKE 

TO THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY IN OPPOSITION TO THE 

PROPOSAL TO CLOSE THE NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER, CARDEROCK 

DIVISION, ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT. AS YOU WILL RECALL, I WAS HERE 

UNDER VERY SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES JUST TWO YEARS AGO WHEN THE 

COMMISSION, IN ITS WISDOM, DETERMINED THAT A SIMILAR PROPOSAL 

Wv WOULD NOT ACHIEVE THE SAVINGS BENEFITS ORIGINALLY PROJECTED. IN 

1993 THE COMMISSION CONClLUDED THAT $25 MILLION WAS NOT ENOUGH 

MONEY TO MOVE THE PERSONNEL OF THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT TO THE 

PHILADELPHIA SHIPYARD. I FIND IT DIFFICULT TO COMPREHEND HOW THE 

NAVY WOULD NOW HOPE TO MOVE BOTH THE PERSONNEL AND EIGHT 

FACILITIES FROM ANNAPOLIS TO PHILADELPHIA WITH ONLY $25 MILLION. 

I AM SURE YOU WILL AGREE THAT THESE COST ESTIMATES ARE 

UNREALISTIC. EXHIBIT A OUTLINES THE DISCREPENCY BETWEEN THE COBRA 

RESULTS BASED ON BSEC DATA AND THOSE BASED ON ALL CERTIFIED NAVY 

DATA NOT USED BY BSEC. USING CERTIFIED NAVY DATA THE TOTAL COST 

OF THE BSEC RECOMMENDATION IS OVER $83 MILLION, MORE THAN THREE 

TIMES THE BSEC'S ESTIMATE. SIMILAR DISCREPANCIES EXIST BETWEEN 

THE ESTIMATES FOR ANNUAIJ SAVINGS. THE COBRA RESULTS USING NAVY 

DATA SHOW AN ANNUAL SAVINGS WHICH IS JUST OVER A THIRD OF THOSE 

FIGURES CALCULATED USING THE BSEC DATA. PLEASE REVIEW CAREFULLY 

- 



THESE FIGURES PRESENTED TO YOU IN WRITING WHEN MAKING YOUR 

DECISION. 

AS YOU KNOW, THE WORK CONDUCTED AT THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT 

IS EXCLUSIVELY FOCUSED ON MACHINERY R&D. THE COMMISSION HAS 

RECOGNIZED THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF THE TESTING CONDUCTED IN 

MANY OF THE CENTER'S UNIQUE LABORATORIES AND HAS PROPOSED THAT 

THIS EXPERIMENTATION CONTINUE IN EIGHT RELOCATED FACILITIES IN 

PHILADELPHIA AND IN A REPLICATED MAGNETICS FACILITY AT CARDEROCK. 

HOWEVER, THE BSEC HAS RECOMMENDED THAT TWO IRREPLACABLE 

FACILITIES COMPLETELY CLOSE WITHOUT PROPOSING HOW OR WHERE THEIR 

FUNCTIONS WILL BE FULFILLED IN THE FUTURE. BY ABANDONING THE 

DEEP OCEAN SIMULATION FACILITY AND THE SUBMARINE FLUID DYNAMICS 

FACILITY THE NAVY LOSES THESE CAPABILITIES ALTOGETHER. THESE TWO 

FACILITIES ARE PRESENTLY BUSY AND SELF-SUSTAINING. TO CLOSE THEM 

WOULD COMPROMISE THE RELIABILITY OF EQUIPMENT AND THE SAFETY OF 

PERSONNEL ON THE NAVAL FLEET. SMALL SHORT TERM SAVINGS WILL 

RESULT FROM THE INITIAL ELIMINATION OF THESE LABORATORIES. 

HOWEVER, THE NEED FOR THESE TESTS WILL NOT DISAPPEAR AND THE BSEC 

HAS NOT INCLUDED IN ITS COST PROJECTIONS THE EXPENSE OF REPLACING 

THESE FUNCTIONS ELSEWHERE. TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THIS 

COMPARISON: THE TESTS RUN ON THE LAST 24 ITEMS TESTED IN THE 

DEEP OCEAN PRESSURE SIMULATION FACILITY COST $600,000 IF THE 

FACILITY WERE CLOSED ANT) THE TESTS WERE TO BE CONDUCTED AT SEA, 

HUMAN LIVES WOULD BE RISKED, AND THE TESTS WOULD COST MORE THAN 

$5 MILLION. I DON'T THINK ANYONE PRESENT WOULD CONCLUDE THAT 



THESE FIGURES REFLECT ANY REAL SAVINGS. 

-- 

THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT PRESENTLY CONDUCTS A UNIQUE 

RESEARCH PROGRAM DEDICATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF NON-CFC 

REFRIGERATION AND COOLING. BSEC'S PROPOSAL TO MOVE THE PROGRAM 

TO PHILADELPHIA DOES NOT INCLUDE THE RELOCATION OF THE 

EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM - -  

PERSONNEL WHO HAVE COLLECTED 13 PATENTS IN THIS AREA, MORE THAN 

SIX TIMES THE NUMBER FOR THE ENTIRE PHILADELPHIA FACILITY. THE 

TIME AND COST OF TRAINING REPLACEMENTS IN PHILADELPHIA WILL 

INEVITABLY INTERRUPT THE PROGRESS OF THE CFC PROGRAM AND THUS 

w DELAY THE DEPLOYMENT OF SHIPS WITH NON-CFC COOLING SYSTEMS. SUCH 

A DELAY IS BENEFICIAL TO NO ONE AND THE IMPACT OF IT CANCELS OUT 

ANY POTENTIAL SAVINGS PROJECTED IN BSEC'S PROPOSAL. 

THE TALENTED PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN NON-CFC RESEARCH ARE NOT 

THE ONLY ONES WHOSE JOBS ARE AT STAKE. MANY MEN AND WOMEN WHO 

ARE DEDICATED TO THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO 

FOLLOW THEIR FORMER POSITIONS TO PHILADELPHIA. AS A RESULT THE 

NAVY RISKS LOSING MANY OF ITS MOST EXPERIENCED SCIENTISTS AND 

ENGINEERS. OF THE OVER 300 SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS WHO MAKE UP 

THE MACHINERY R&D IN ANNAPOLIS, 43% HAVE MORE THAN 20 YEARS OF 

EXPERIENCE. THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS THESE MEN AND WOMEN HAVE ACHIEVED 

ARE REMARKABLE. IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT 

HAS RECEIVED 71 PATENTS, WHILE PHILADELPHIA RECEIVED ONLY ONE. 

THE KIND OF SUCCESS, KNCIWLEDGE, AND EXPERIENCE EMBODIED BY THE 

- 



ANNAPOLIS PERSONNEL CANNOT BE ISSUED A PRICE TAG AND CAN NOT BE 

-- COMPENSATED FOR BY TRAINING REPLACEMENTS IN A FEW MONTHS TIME. 

THE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT SHOULD 

ALSO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN YOUR DECISION. IT IS LOCATED 

ON 80 ACRES ON THE SEVERN RIVER ACROSS FROM THE UNITED STATES 

NAVAL ACADEMY AND IS COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY THE ANNAPOLIS NAVAL 

STATION. FOR THESE REASONS IT IS UNLIKELY THAT THE LAND AND THE 

ABANDONED FACILIIES WILL BE CONVERTED TO PRIVATE USE. CURRENTLY 

THE PERSONNEL OF THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT TAKES ADVANTAGE OF ITS 

LOCATION AND ENJOY HIGH VALUE INTERACTION WITH THE STAFF AND 

w STUDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY. TO CLOSE THE 

FACILITIES WILL ELIMINATE THIS BENEFICIAL EXCHANGE OF IDEAS. 

COMMISSIONERS, I ASK YOU TO SERIOUSLY CONSIDER THE ARGUMENTS 

PRESENTED TO YOU AND TO ASK YOURSELVES IF THE NAVY CAN AFFORD TO 

SACRIFICE THE UNIQUE AND SELF-SUSTAINING R&D CAPABILITIES 

CURRENTLY FUNCTIONING SUCCESSFULLY AT ANNAPOLIS. THE TALENT, 

EXPERIENCE, AND SYNERGY OF THE ANNAPOLIS DETACHMENT CANNOT BE 

REPLICATED ELSEWHERE. THE COMMISSION PREVIOUSLY REFJECTED A 

PROPOSAL TO MOVE ONLY THE PERSONNEL FROM ANNAPOLIS AT A COST OF 

$25 MILLION. I URGE YOU TO CONSIDER HOW THE FACILIITIES AND 

PERSONNEL CAN BE RELOCATED AT THE SAME ESTIMATE OF $25 MILLION. 

AS IN 1993, THE COSTS OF THE BSEC'S PROPOSAL HAVE BEEN 

II/ UNDERESTIMATED AND THE SAVINGS OVERESTIMATED. I ASK YOU TO ONCE 

AGAIN REJECT A PROPOSAL WHICH JEOPARDIZES THE FUTURE OF NAVAL 



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND AS A RESULT JEOPARDIZES THE 

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EQUIPMENT AND THE SAFETY OF THE LIVES WE 

SEND OUT TO SEA. 
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Econclnlic Analysis of BRAC'95 Impact on NSWCWnnapoiis 

The Navy, as part of DOD's BRAC'95 recommendations, has recommcndcd the clos\rre of 
NSWC\Annapolis. The following is a compilation of the cost Jatri uscd by the Base Structure 
Evaluation Cotnmittcc (BSEC) and certified Navy cost data not used by the BSEC. 

Cost Data Sumnlclry 
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w E~wnomic Analysis of DIiAC'95 Impact 011 NSWC\Annapolis 

The Navy has iccomrncndcd thu closurc of NSWC\Annapviis in nccordancc with Navy 
Scenario 3-20-0 198-35A, as rnodificd. Scenario 35A specifies l l ~ c  following capability 
disposition: 

To NSWC\lhihdelohia 
Advanced Shipboard Auxiliary Machinery Facility 
Electric Power Technology Facility 
Advanced Electric Proptllsion Development Facility 
Pulsed Power Facility 
Advmccd Propulsion Machinery Facility 
Machinery Acoustics Silcncing Facility 

, 261 civilian personnel 
# 

To NSWC\White Oak 
Magnetics Fields Laboratory 
17 civilian personnel 

'Ja NSWC\Cardcr& 
2 civilian personnel 

Abandon; at  NSW(J,Annapolis 
Deep Ocean Pressure Facility 

I B Submarine Fluid Dynamics Facility 
138 civilian personnel eliminated 

Scenario 35A was modified by direction of the Navy as follows: 

+ add the CFC Elimination capability to the NSWC\Philadelphia migr~tion 
build a new magnetics capabilty at NSWC\Carderock, abandon the NSWC\White Oak facility 
transfer 5 civilians to Naval Station\Annapolis to operate the  water trcatmcnt plant 

The following analysis lists costs used by the Base Structure Evaluatiotl Committee (BSEC) md 
certified Navy costs not used by the BSEC. 

One-timc costs 
- Unique 65 13K 
- Military Construction 8000K 
- Moving 6854K 
- Overhead 2905 K 
- Personnel "xdx 

Total 25036K 
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* Recurring Savings 
)I - Personnel 

- Ovcrhcad 
Total 

Personnel 
- Transferred 
- Eliminated 

Total 

DOD's COBRA (Cost nf Rase Realignment Actions) model is uscd to then calculate the 
cconotnic benefits of the closure; 

Net Present Value - $175M 

w . . Bddltlo.arr.Ccrtifiedavv Cost Data Not U s e d v  the BSEC 

Onetime costs 
- Unique l6719K (Contract termination costs) - Military Construction OK 
- Moving 42161K (Movement of facilities) 
- Overhead -4 1 8K 
- Pcrsonncl 3 

Total 58458K 

Recurring Costs - Personnel 
- Overhead 

Total 

3993K (More personnel being retained/relwated) 
4857K (Increased travel costs, lase casts, higher 

operating costs at Philadelphia, lower 
operating savings at Arrnapotis) 
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320 (includes the addition of 40 for the CFC work) 
- iiliminatd 65 (includes the subtraction of 40 for the CFC work, 5 for 

the water treatment plant operation and 28 rcquircd 
new hires from Philadelphia excess personnel) 

- Retained at Annapolis 5 (water treatment plant operators) 
- Ncw hires at Philadelphia 2 (from excess at PhiIadelphia) 

Total 418 

Total one-time costs - $83.SM 
Recurring Savings - % 5.7M 
Rreakeven 
Net Present Value (minus (-)) $5.5M 
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Point Paper 

b e  Overstatement of claimed recurring savings through "elimination" of 
personnel at Annapolis. 

Point: The elimination of Annapolis people whose work will continue a b r  - 
relocation by substituting people at Philadelphia does not represent a 
recurring "savings" in thi-BRAC process. IF the substitut~d people at 

. Philadelphia are without other work, then these positions could (should) be 
eliminated independent of BRAC action. If no excess people are available in 
Philadelphia, then new hires must be secured resulting in no net recumng 
savings attributable to BRAC action. 

This point is specifically applicable to the 28 excess Philadelphia 
personnel to be substituted for Annapolis people as stated in Scenario 
3-20-198-035A, the 40 Annapolis personnel noted in DJD-021 as working in 
the non-CFC program which was specifically designated to be moved to 
Philadelphia without those personnel by the BSEC, and the 5 water plant 
operators designated to move to the Annapolis Naval Station. 

"Efficiency" issues are not applicable in these cases since all these 
positions require full-time, dedicated personnel with the requisite R&D 
training and experience (or, in the case of the water plant, mandated to 
move). 

wlv specifics: 

A total of 138 positions are claimed to be eliminated at h a p o l i s  if the DoD 
B U C  95 closure recommendation is sustained by the Commission, Of 
these, 5 (as stated in DJD 011, page 2): have been designated to move to the 
Annapolis Naval Station to continue water plant operations, per E A T  
memo PR 0492-F9, page 4. Another 28 positions were specifically 
designated to be substituted for at Philadelphia by "excess capacity" at that 
site as certified in Scenario 3-20-198-035& page 1-2R. Another 40 were 
identified as required for conduct of the non-CFC work as certified in 
response DJD-021, This capability was specifically designated by the BSBC 
to be relocated to Philadelphia but without the personnel per BSAT memo 
RP 0492-F9, page 4. 

In the case of the 5 water plant operators, the annual savings should 
clearly be reduced by the appropriate amount 

Consider the case of the 28 personnel eliminated at Annapolis to be 
replaced by 28 excess peaple at Philadelphia. Clearly, the programs now 
funding those people in Annapolis will continue to fund the  substitute^'^ in 
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Philadelphia. It is a !so clear that the eliminated Amapalis researchers, by 
virtue of education, experience and background would be the preferred ones 
to accomplish thc R&L) work being moved. If the Philadelphia personnel 
are "excess" there is no justification to retain then1 in lieu of those in 
Annapolis. The one time moving costs avoided by this substitution would 
be more than balanced by cosb of training, program delays, and the costs of 
eliminating Annapolis people. Tha claimed recurring savings in this case 
could be achieved with no relocation of personnel by eliminating excess 
capacity a t  Philadelphia and therefore are not fairly attributable to the 
proposed BRAC action. 

Ln a similar vein, the BSEC and DoD recognized the in~yortance and 
schedule criticality of the non-CFC R&D program and related facilities -.-- - 
capabilities a t  Annapolis, and directed that this facility be moved, 
However, this direchon specifically excluded the moving of the 40 
experienced Annapolis RRcD personnel associated with this capability. One 
must conclude that either there are or will be 40 additional excess personnel 
at Philadelphia to be trained and substituted for those eliminated at 
Annapolis, or that the Navy must hire 40 additional personnel at 
Philadelphia ta do the non-CFC work. Due to its  importance to the Navy, 
the program funding will continue to accomplish the non-CFC work. In 
either case, the claimed savings due to the "elimination" of 40 Annapolis 
people associated with the non-CFC work is not attributable to .BRAC 
action, In the first case, the Annapolis eliminations are substituted for what 
would have been necessary downsizing at Philadelphia. In the swond, new 
hires at Philadelphia negate the recurring savings claimed by eliminating 
people in Annapolis. 

Claims of savings associated with the elimination of the remaining 65 
technical and support positions at Annapolis may be similarly overstated. 
The technical R&D programs then~selves are expected to continue as 
evidenced by anticipated funding increases in the future by Annapolis. 
Someone will have to accomplish this work In the absence of the 
experienced Annapolis people, the cost of doing so will very likely increase, 
and at any rate, resu.lt in simply substituting personnel in Philadelphia or 
elsewhere for the Annapolis people. 

Likewise, a significant fraction of the eliminated support personnel 
provide direct (non-overhead) services to the technical programs such as 
contracting support, industrial shop support and test operating mechanics. 
While one can argue that some efficiencies may accrue in combining base 
operating support fro111 two sites to one, the direct technical support is 
linearly related to workload and not amenable to efficiencies due to 
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combining work forces. In addition, the BRAC 91 action at Annapolis 
specifically targeted the n~ajority of support functions to be moved to 
Cardcrock and/or Philadelphia, and thus most of the efficiencies due to such 
action have been already taken. 
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April 3 9 ,  1995 

Comimsionmr Rebsccca Cox 
Pefensr Base Closure and Realignment Comm$saion 
1700 N o r t h  Moore Street Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 

b a t  Camissionax Cox: 
I 

Tt was good to be paxt of y a w  visit; t o  the Naval Surface 
Canter's Annapolis Detachment on March 2 3 ,  1995. r h ~ p e  you got 
an appra~iation~for the importance and aamplexity of the 
Machinery R&0 facilities a t  this site and the dedication and 
co p t e n c e  of khe staff. i"' 
AS/ a member of M e  BRAC 1993 commission, you were a party ta ma 
unpnimous rejection of the Navy's 1993 groposal ta disestablish 
thp Annapolis Detachment. There were several reasons for the 
rcr$rct;fon: ths Detachment is an encTava within the Annapolis 
Naval Station - Naval Academy Complex, and much inefficient 
bcpvel would ba required in implementing the recommendation. Tha 

v mopt signifiaant BRhc c o n c l u s i ~ ,  hwwa warn that aosts weze 
gr atly unclerotated and savings oxaggarataa. r 
~ l b u g h  the 1995 recornendation is different in aone respects 

t&at.of  2993, the same flawa are inczeasingly evident. To 
the Navy proposed to move people only in 1993, 

prwoipally to ~hiladelphia, and retain faci l i t ise  operational. in 
Anfraplia, aL1 for a onr-time cast o f  $24.7M. For 1995,  they a r m  
re~aamsnding moving prople and the preponderance of Chesrr Largo 
and cot~pLox facil it ies,  yet t h e  costs are e t i l l  claimad at only 

Thb errors in the Navyr§ economic reasoning are easier t a  uncover 
and 8valuafe +hie year because uf the nopenn8ssn policy 
e8tablSelred by BRAC 1995  omission. As summarized in t h e  

ached, real costs assaciated with the reuommended olosure and 
ocation axcad $80M w i n g  the N a y ' s  ovn "certifiedn data. 

Sipilarly, the taal savings are less than $6M gar year, again 
uatng only Navy certified data. When thesa costs and savings are 
evpluated by the COBRA model, the time to break even is eLmast 2 9  
years rather tnan the advertised one year. 

I 
Additional costa beyond thesa already osttifiad will assuredly be 
idantitied as the planning process proaeade, further bareas ing  
thc cantor and reduclng the eavinge - eignifiaant new military 
construction requirements at the ~hiladelphia arid Cardorock 
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raceiving sites, and cost% to transfer support functions to the 
uSNA, to name a f e w .  

Clearly the 1995 prop~sa l  far Annapails deserves rajectian a6 a 
aignifiaantly bad invrrtolent far the taxpayers. Itts a bad deal 
for the Navy too,  when wa further consider the inevitable--lent 
loss, the  disruption to vi ta l  research, crucial programs, and the, 
to ta l  loss of Deep Submergence and Submarine F l u i d  Dynanlcs 
capabilities. A closure would alao preclude consolidation of the 
crosa-service Joint Spectrum Centw at th i s  site, and eliminate a 
long-standing synergistic relationship between Ula U . S .  Naval 
Acpdemy and the laboratory RCD community. 

AS/ the currant Commission expert on tho Annapolis Datauhment, and 
thp only one with t h e  1993 perspective, p l e a ~ e  help uo again 
avpid a deciaion which would be bath costly and damaging to an 
ae entAal capability. r 

I 
Wayne T. ~ilch~sst 
Me ber of Congress r 
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Poin t  Paper an Comerclal Capabilities of NSWC Annapolis 

The purpose of t.his paper i s  t o  provide additional 

informat ion  with rcgard t o  the proposed closure of the Annapolis 

site of t h e  Carderock Dtv i  ...:ion of the  Naval Surface Warfa,re 

Center ,  

While the Annapolis s i t e  has h i s t o r i c a l l y  bccil w e l l  funded 

by Navy cust.otners, arld .f ut .ure Program ElemenL. budyc L.s are  r i s i n g ,  

i t  i s  important t o  point  out  t h a t  they a180 have a history of 

working for, iind b c i r ~ y  paid, by, industrial oour:c:e::: a:.: wc1.J . 
Wh.i.3.e i.n t h e  p a s t  t h e  s : i gn i . f i c an t  dual use potential a~soc:i.atsd 

w i t . h  Machincry R&D kias I:>ct?ri poirlted out, i t  ha:; rir.)t. 1)cen 

~ u f  f i c i e n t  ly demonst rattad t h a t  Annapolis has a h i s t o r y  of doing 

work f o r  i . r -~duatry ,  t h a t  they know t h e  process, and t h a t  t h e y e  j.s 

p o t e n t i a l  t o  expand such  e f fo r t s  in t h e  f u t u r e  wl i i c l i  can help to 

'(V reduce t h e  coo t  o f  ownership of t h e  Annapolis f a c j  1 i l i e u ,  should 

the N a v y  K&U decl ine  in future years. 

Ovcr tlic past five years, Annapolis has been pa id  by 

indust.z.y I.(:) perform over A0 t.aaks f o r  a total. v a . 1 . u ~  of O V ~ . T  $3M. 

The ~ n n a p o l i s  p o l i c y  has been t o  focus efforts f i r s t  on Navy 

custon1c:r r i e ~ d s ,  arld t.o do commercial work o n l y  wlicrr  Navy workload 

permi.tf::. T f  f u t u ~ - e  Navy b~ .~dge t s  were to decline i n  t h e  area  of 

Machinery H&D, a n  c f fo r t  t o  cxpand the commercial b u s i r i e s s  base 

.in asean w h e r e  the unique Annapolis capabilities are u s e f u l ,  in 

c.:orl;juxict. i c . , r l  wi t.h l..t~e i r. ::; igrii f .i.c:ant: dua l  use pc~t~er>.!. i . u l ,  cro1.1ld 

incrcasc incomc s u b s t m t i n l l y .  

The n a t u r e  of t-he work done fo r  i ndil:: t. ,:by i r ~ c : : J  uclcs 

design support and full scale hardware  evaluation^ f o r :  
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(1.) ;i(:ou~ct i c performanc!e of tnachinery components ; ( 2 )  system 

w performance of undersea v e l ~ i c l e s  and components; ( 3 )  composite. 

(6) Marine Spill R e s p o n ~ e ;  (7) hydraulics; ( 8 )  el.er::t*n:i.caJ.. power 
- 

systomu; ( 9 )  cryogenics;  and ( 1 0 )  magnetic s i g n a t u r e  reduct ion .  

 he majority of these examples are d i r e c t  work i.n which 

Annapolis performs the work and is paid fo r  their servi.ces 
-.- - - 

througir a Lormal agrcerncnt and statement of w o r k .  Their value 

ranges f m l n  $5000 f a r  evaluation of machinery components in $he 

Annapolis facilities, t o  $1,400,000 f r o m  S.R.I. I n t e r n a t i o n a l  for 

deei.gn and development. o f  an electricaL powers uyol.ern for an 

active sonar system. 

Tht: at)c:)vc? fac!l.::: cJetnc,noL.rate t h a t  the Anrla.pol j.::: r:i te is f'ul ly 

capable of doing work f o r  industry, that t h e r e  ix a market for 

'YIII 
t h e i r  se.cv:i.ces, ant3 t h a t  t.he potential exists Lo irlcrhoasa t h a t  

market. s h o ~ l l d  Navy funded work decline i n  f u t u r e  years ,  

Argurnerit .~ tl~v't.3 been prenen.t.ed over the past several  months 

against cloving t h c  Annapolis site. These arguments center on 

ttze ; r e a l  c.!r)$:t:s to 1r1c:)ve Ar.iriapolis, loss of critical c a p a b i l i t i e s ,  

the lack ot excess capacity, as well as many deviations from the  

C'ommir,r=:~i.on'c: cr i ter ia .  The  fac ts  presented here acid to those 

arguments hy allowing for reducing t h e  coat of o w n e r s h i p  of t h e  

Af l r lapol i s  f a c i l i t i e s  should t h a t  be necessary. 
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Issue Paper 

Issue: Privatization of NSWC/Carderock, Annapolis Detachment 

Background; At BRAC hearings, the issue of "privatization" of some Navy 
- facilities was discussed. An inquiry was made, during a commission 

visit to Annapolis, as to whether privatization had been considered 
for this site. 

Adyais: In the case of some Navy installations which are industrially 
oriented, e.g., providing short run manufacturing, repair, 
warehousing, maintenance, etc.; privatization as a GOCO or other 
arrangements may be appropriate. Their basic products do not 
necessarily involve decision making, selection of alternatives, or 
other inherently governmental activities which must be approached 
in a completely unbiased manner with no parochial self interests 
and complete objectivity. Conversely, Navy laboratories, such 
as that at Annapolis, are a key element in the overall organization 
in providing the inherently governmental functions as follows; 

(1) A "Smart Buyer" capability by providing the RDT&E necessary 
to transform Navy requirements into technical/ procurement 
specifications (military and commercial), certification criteria and 
validation of designs for integrated naval machinery systems and 
components for the fleet; (2) Rapid response to operational problems 
including in times of military crisis (technical analysis and fitness 
for purpose of assessment of vital/critical ship systems); (3) Ensure 
technological superiority and avoid technological surprise by 
translating new technologies and rapidly changing threat to system 
change; and (4) Objective/unbiased direction, evaluation, and 
monitoring of contractors. 

The 1991 Federal Advisory Commission on DaD Laboratory Mission 
and Functions defined the mission as "Provide the technical expertise 
to enable the services to be smart buyers and users" and as "an 
essential part of the acquisition process." It also listed the following 
functions: 

(1) Infuse the art of the possible into military planning. 
(2) Act as principal agents in maintaining the technical base. 
(3) Avoid t~hnoiogical surprise, ensure technical innovation. 
(4) Support the acquisi tian process. 
(5) Provide special purpose facilities impractical for private 

sector. 
(6) Respond rapidly in time of urgent n w d  or national crisis. 
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(7) Be a constructive advisor for department directions and 
programs based on technical expertise. 

(8) Support the user in application of emerging technology 
and introduction of new systems. 

(9) Translate user needs into technical requirements for 
industry. 

(10) Serve as Science and Technology training ground for 
civilian and military acquisition personnel. 

The Annapolis Detachment in the area af shipboard machinery and 
electrical systems, includhyj acoustic and magnetic signature controi 
and environmental compliance R&D, f u U  aL1 these needs for the U.S. 
Navy. 

Conclusion: Based on accepted criteria as to the role of Navy laborataries 
providing inherently governmental functions, "privatization" of the 
Annapolis Laboratory would be inadvisable, and contrary to the 
purpose for the existence of such laboratories. One possible alternative 
would be to convert this laboratory to a Federally Funded Research 
and Development Center, which might allow the tetention of its 
mission as well as the unbiased objectivity required. However, no 
immediate payoff to such a conversion is apparent, except for the 
additional flexibility allowed by the absence or decrease in the 
regulations which limit personnel and management practices in 
government labs, 
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TESTIMONY OF 
CONGRESSMAN GERRY E. STUDDS 

BEFORE THE 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, DC 
JUNE 12, 1995 

I want to  thank the Commission for this opportunity t o  discuss the Navy's decision 
t o  recommend NAS South Weyrnouth for closure. I also want t o  thank 
Commissioners Kling and Davis for their recent visit t o  South Weymouth and 
Commissioner Robles for his visit in April. As you know, I have been working 
closely wi th  the local community to  evaluate the merits of the Navy's 
recommendations and I believe that we have a very compelling case for keeping 
the Weymouth facility open. We applaud the Commission's decision to  consider 
NAS Atlanta as an alternative to  the closure of NAS South Weymouth. 

Two years ago, this panel unanimously rejected a similar Navy proposal t o  close 
the Weymouth facility. In doing so, the Commission found that the Navy had 
inaccurately -- and misleadingly -- portrayed South Weymouth's capacity and 
capabilities. We strongly believe that the Navy has done so again. As far as we 
can determine, the Navy's case to close NAS South Weymouth is based on 
anecdotal information that is not supported by its own  empirical analysis and data. 

Furthermore, w e  are deeply disturbed that the Navy has not presented the 

1 Commission with COBRA (cost of base realignment) scenarios which would keep 
NAS South Weymouth open and take advantage of the facility's operational 
potential. In response to a Commission request to  develop alternatives which 
would result in the closure of NAS Atlanta, the Navy chose not to  consider South 
Weymouth as a receiver site for Atlanta's units. In fact, the Navy's COBRA 
analysis assumed the closure of both Atlanta and South Weymouth. While the 
Commission may be exploring this as an option, it was our understanding that 
Atlanta is also under consideration by the Commission as an alternative t o  the 
closure of South Weymouth. 

We submitted detailed proposals to the Commission several weeks ago (a copy of 
which is attached) in which NAS South Weymouth would remain open and receive 
new aviation squadrons. Units of the same variety have successfully been 
stationed at Weymouth as recently as two  years ago. We believe that these 
alternatives will reflect a cost savings and increased efficiency for the Navy and 
will also preserve a Naval Air Reserve capability at Atlanta by  moving some of its 
existing units over to Dobbins ARB. To our knowledge, the Navy has not  provided 
Commission wi th  these COBRAS. I strongly urge the Commission t o  fully examine 
all potential scenarios with regard to  South Weymouth. 

We are extremely concerned with the process that the Navy used t o  recommend 
NAS South Weymouth for closure. In fact, we have found much of the Navy's 

J rationale undocumented and in direct contradiction with i ts o w n  analysis. 



Specifically, the Navy ignored its o w n  evaluation which ranks NAS South 
Weymouth higher in military value than t w o  other Air Reserve facilities -- NAS Fort 

W Worth and NAS Atlanta. In fact, we  have identified errors in the Navy's military 
value calculations which -- if corrected -- would rank NAS South Weymouth even 
higher. We submitted this information more than a month ago and t o  our 
knowledge the Navy has no t  responded. I would urge the Commission t o  give full 
consideration t o  these modifications. 

Additionally, NAS South Weymouth is ranked first in demographics and NAS 
Atlanta is ranked last. However, after all its empirical data pointed t o  Atlanta as 
the overwhelmingly logical candidate for closure, the Navy decided t o  spare the 
facility, claiming that  the area was "demographically rich." This conclusion is also 
unsupported by  i ts o w n  analysis. While the Navy claims that  Atlanta's l ow  score is 
an "aberration," evidence seems to  indicate that  the facility's demographic 
problems are historic, no t  temporary. 

The Navy also decided t o  give greater weight t o  the unrecorded "operational 
recommendations" o f  the Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet (CINCLANT) than the 
rest of its certified data. The CINCLANTfs request t o  retain the most capable base 
north of Norfolk resulted in  a "trade-off" between NAS South Weymouth and NAS 
Brunswick -- an operational facility. These recommendations were made during 
deliberations between the Navy's Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) and 
CINCLANT. I have requested the records of these discussions so that  w e  -- and 
the Commission -- can examine the assumptions, justifications, and merits o f  the 
"policy imperatives" developed during these meetings. I have not  received this 
information and -- after this and numerous other attempts -- can n o w  only assume 
that  it does not exist. 

This obviously raises serious concerns about the integrity o f  the Navy's 
recommendations. The complete documentation of all information used in  
formulating recommendations, including relevant deliberations, is one of  the 
foundations of  the base closure process. However, it would appear that  the 
factor which led t o  the Navy's decision to close NAS South Weymouth is both 
uncertified and undocument&. 

The CINCLANT's recommendation resulted in a comparison between an operational 
and a reserve base. This decision -- which may violate Defense Department 
directives -- suggests that  the Navy disregarded i ts o w n  analysis that  distinguishes 
between reserve and active duty  missions and capabilities. The data calls for 
reserve and operational facilities are not  compatible. Similar questions are 
weighted differently and, in  some cases, entire subcategories are omitted. In fact, 
following the Navy's logic, a comparison of the military value scores for the four 
Naval Air facilities nor th  of Norfolk (NAS South Weymouth, NAS Washington, NAS 
Wil low Grove, and NAS Brunswick) would reveal that  NAS Brunswick ranks last. 
In short, the Navy has compared apples wi th oranges. 

".111 In its report t o  the Commission, the Navy indicates that  it will move Naval Air 



Reserve units from Weymouth to NAS Brunswick. I asked the Navy to  provide me 
wi th  information which supports its claim that NAS Brunswick could 

w demographically accommodate these units. Assistant Secretary Pirie responded 
that  the Navy has "no demographic information (certified or otherwise) concerning 
this move." Instead, the Navy Base Structure Analysis Committee (BSEC) staff 
was "advised" by  the Comrnander of the Naval Air Reserve (COMNAVAIRRESFOR) 
that  there were sufficient demographics available at Brunswick. 

Not  only has the Navy given insufficient consideration to the demographic 
ramifications of this decision, i t  has downplayed the attrition that these units will 
suffer as a result of  this move. We believe that the Navy is making a tremendous 
"leap o f  faith" in assuming that reservists f rom southern New England will travel 
great distances in harsh winter weather conditions to  drill in Maine. Evidence 
indicates that many of these reservists will not move with their units -- in fact by 
the Navy's own admission these units may lose over a third of their personnel. 
Replacements will have to be drawn from a smaller, less qualified pool of potential 
reservists in northern New Eingland. As a result, many of these units may have to 
be decommissioned. 

In closing, I want to  address an issue that was raised at the regional hearing last 
week in Georgia wi th  regard to  NAS Atlanta's ability to  accommodate an F-18 
squadron from Florida. It  is my understanding that in response to  a question from 
Commissioner Robles, the Comn~ander at NAS Atlanta stated that his facility did 
no t  have an encroachment problem. However, the Air Force -- which owns and 
operates the airfield at Atlanta -- has declared the facility's infrastructure unsuitable 
for fighter missions of any kind. Dobbins ARB has scored extremely low in the 
categories of airfield capabilities, fighter training effectiveness, and fighter training 
areas. Its runway, taxiway, and aprons were rated as poor and incapable of 
accommodating fighter missions. The base was also given the lowest rating for 
tactical aircraft employment and air combat maneuvering instrumentation. 
Furthermore, the Navy's own data identifies severe encroachment problems at 
Atlanta. I have attached copies of this information. 

This unit could readily be accommodated at  South Weymouth, which does not 
have a significant encroachment problem, is close t o  training ranges, and has 
effectively stationed tactical aircraft in the past. 

I have tremendous confidence in the Commission's ability to  thoroughly and fairly 
review the merits of the Pentagon's recommendations. We believe that the Navy 
substantially deviated from its selection criteria in recommending NAS South 
Weymouth for closure. We look forward t o  working with you to rectify this 
oversight. 

Thank you. 



MEMORANDUM 

w TO: Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

FROM: Committee to Save NAS South Weymou th 

DA'IE June 6,1995 

SUBjECE Scenario for COBRA Analysis 

During the recent visit of Commissioners Khg and Davis to NAS South Weymouth, 
members of this Committee expressed their disappointment with the three recent 
COBRA scenarios produced following the addition of NAS Atlanta to the potentid 
closure list. The disappointment resulted from the fact that NAS South Weymouth was 
not considered in any of the three scenarios as a receiving site for Atlanta's aircraft. At 
this time, the Committee would like to propose the following scenario for BRAC 
consideration: 

Lead Majo~ Claimant - RESFOR 

Relocate C-9 squadron (VR-46) and E-2 squadron (VAW-77) to Dobbins ARB. 

'1Y, Alternatively, the E-2 squadron could be relocqted to NAS Jacksonville. 

Relocate H-1 squadron (HMLA-773) to NAS South Weymouth, 

Change proposed BRAC-95 redirect so as to locate two reserve F/A-18 squadrons 
MA-203 and VMFA-142) at NAS South Weymouth rather than at NAS Atlanta. 

Relocate VP-92 from NAS Soulh Weymouth to NAS Brunswick. 

NAS South Weymouth remains open with current C-130 squadron (VR-62) 
remaining there, to be joined by the three squadrons (HMU-773, VFA-203, and 
VMFA-142) relocated/ redirected from Atlanta. 

Tl~e scenario proposed above offers numerous advantages: 

Substantial cost savings can be achieved by closing NAS Atlanta, the reserve base 
with the lowest military value, by far. 

The Naval Reserve presence can be maintained in the Atlanta area by relocating up 
to two of Atlanta's aviation squadrons (VR-46 and VAW-77) across to the other side 

Scenario for COBRA Analvsis 



South Weymouth while keeping VR-62 in place will eliminate any excess capadty 
at South Weymouth. 

(3) Relocating VP-92 from South Weymouth to Brunswick will address the excess 
capadty situation at Brunnuidc. 

(4) Milcon required for all of these proposals will be minimal. South Weymouth can 
accommodate the three new squadrons in existing facilities as can Bmnswidc 
accommodate W-92 in existing facilities there. It is known' that VR-46 can be 
accommodated in existing faalities at Dobbins. It is likely that VAW-77 can also 
be accommodated. 

Scenario far COBRA AnaIvsis 



of the airfield at Dobbins ARB. (It is assumed that the Naval Air Reserve Center wiU 
also rdocate to Dobbii.) 

Keeping VR-46 and its C-9s at. Dobbins will allow other Atlanta-area Naval and 
Marine Air Reservists to be airlifted to other drilling units located at such bases as 
NAS South Weymouth,, NAS Fort Worth, and NAS New Orleans. 

* Redirecting \he two F/A-18 squadrons to NAS South Wqrmouth rather than to NAS 
Atlanta will allow these two units easy access to numerous over-thcacean 
wuning/training areas. Similar over-theocean areas, which are essential for the 
proper training of Navd and Marine aviators and whlch are most representative of 
the environment in which these aviators will most likely be required to operate in 
times of crisis, require a flight of over 250 miles in each direction from Atlanta. Tlte 
relocation of HMLA-773 from Atlanta to South Weymouth will provide similar 
benefits to that squadron. NAS South Weyrnouth is the owner of a unique 64Oaae 
island located off the Massachusetts coast which would be available for use as a 
target range by all three of these squadrons. 

Keeping VAW-77 and its E-2s at Dobbins (or, alternatively, relocating this unit to 
Jacksonville) pennits these aircraft to be used in the southeastern United States for 
drug interdiction purposes. Note: If VAW-77 is relocated to NAS Jacksonville, i t  
might be possible to then relocate one of Jacksonville's activeduty P-3 squadrons to 
NAS Brunswick, thus helping to alleviate the excess capacity situation at the latter 
base.) 

Relocating the two F/A-18 squadrons to NAS South Weymouth will also permit 
these units to work directly with VMGR-452, a Marine Air Reserve KC-130 squadron 
stationed at Stewart International Airport in eastern New York. This unit can supply 
reheling practice to these F/A-18 squadrons. 

Relocating the P-3Cs of VP-92 from NAS South Weymouth to NAS Brunswidc will 
satisfy the Navy's desire to co-locate this reserve unit with its active-duty 
counterparts at Brunswick. It also serves to alleviate the excess capacity situation at 
Brunswick. (Note: This suggested relocation is being proposed reluctantly by this 
Committee due to our continuing concern with the recruiting/manning 
demographics for reserve units at Brunswick.) 

In summary, the Committee to Save NAS South Weymouth believes this proposed 
scenario has considerable merit, since it: 

(1) Closes the reserve base with the lowest military value while still maintaining a 
smaller reserve presence in the Atlanta area through the use of facilities at Dobbins 
ARB, all resulting in substantial cost savings to the Navy. 

(2) Permits NAS South Weymouth, a reserve base with a considerably higher military 
value than NAS Atlanta, to remain open. Relocating up to three new squadrons to 

Scenario for COBRA Analvsls n,,- 4 . c - 
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Us? ot PIomrt3 

t i g u r m  4 -8 Dobbin8 ATCUZ ovrrlry on 
tho trad Us. Xas of CObb County 



This study i a  an amendment t o  the Dobbins ARB Air Inreallation cosrprtble 
Wac Zone (AXCDZ) Study. The uwnbrunt presentr and docuwnts  cha chraq.0 
t o  t h e  AtCUZ fog the period oC 1984 t o  1991. It rerffizms A i r  t o r t e  policy 
of prameeing public  herl tb ,  s a f a t y  and genarrl velfrxe i n  .rear mtmmdinq 
Dobbins ARB. rhr mndmant pre*enrr chmgae in t l l g h t  operatiens rim the 
last atudy and gravider  current noise contours .nd comprttblo use 
guideline8 for land areas surrounding tho bare. X t  i a  h o p d  this 
informaclan viLL arsF8t the l oca l  coarrunitiea eM aerve ra a tool far 
future planning and zoning ac t iv i t i e s .  

Th4 chmgcs in t h e  AICVZ ate attributed tot The conversion og the 116th 
Tac t t ca l  lighter Wing, Georgia Alr National Curd, from C-4 rireralt to F- 
15 aircraft i n  1986, and transition of tha VA-205 Squadron, Naval A F r  
Sta t ion  Atlanta, tcom A-7 a i r e t a i t  t o  A-6 r i r cz r f r  fn 1990. 

PURPOSG W D  n t n  

As s t a t e d  i n  t h e  pr8vioua Dobbins AR8 AICUZ study, the purpose of the AICUZ 
program i r  t o  p t o m t e  compatible land developneat in r r a r s  aubfect  to 
a i r c r a f t  noise and 8 ~ c i d e n t - ~ o t e n t i r l .  Caannanity cooprratien regarding . 
recammendations sadd in the o u l i e r  A l C U f  Study have b8en outstandfaq. Cobb 
County and t h e  C i t y  of Hariasta have recently pubAirbd eomprahenmlve plane 
which include policy 8 ta te~mnte  eneourrgiaq airport coap8tLble land us08 i n  
t h e  v i c i n i t y  of Dobbins -1. 

Air torce AICUZ Land Ute Guidelines rcfZact land us8 recommendation# for  elerr 
toner, accidenr potentid zonas I and I T  and four noism tanas .  These 
quidelinor have been established on t h e  b r s i r  of studits prepared and 
sponsored by several federal agencies, including the  Department of Housing and 
Urban Developmenr, Environmental Protection Agency, A i r  Force, and state and 
loco& rqeneies. The quidel ines raeocnmrnd land uses  vhich rr8 coapatible w i t h  
a i r f i e l d  operations vhLle rllowing mrxlmum banef1cl.L us8 of adjacent 
proper t ies .  The A l t  Force has no desire t o  recowasnd land use tegulr t iona 
which  gender proptry economicrlly uselerr. It doer, hawavor, have m 
o b l i g a t i o n  t o  rho inhabitants i n  the Dobbins MO environs and the c i t i zens  
o f  t h e  UnLtod .S ta te r  to p a i n t - o u t  ways t o  protect t h e  people i n  adjacent 
areas a r  veal  r r  t h e  public  inventmnt i n  the ins ta l l a t ion  itself. 

* 



The A t c u t  progrwn ur+r the 1 8 C 8 S t  t e c h n o f w  t o  definm no180 levels i n  
uram m a r  k h  ror ta  Lnr~ lAa t ions .  An analysis o i  Dobblnr m8.r flying 
o p r r t i o n r  war perto&, ineluding type* of u t c r a t t ,  t l i g h t  patter- 
u t l l i r e d ,  vrr i&clonr in  r l t i rudo,  pawar r e t t l aqs ,  number of o p r t r t t o a s ,  and 
hour8 of operation. Thir inf8ntmtion wr, u s 4  t o  develop the noir8 toner 
contained i n  t h i r  N C U Z  uwndmnt. The Day-night average sound lev81 
(LDN) l~rhodology wa8 ueod t a  detfno tho ao i re  goner for  bobbins ARB. 

Prepara t ion  and pnsen t r t ton  of t h i r  amnQwnt t o  Dobbins l a B e r n  AIC11Z 
report Ls part of the cotctlnuing Air Force part icipat ion fn t h e  Loeal 
planning grocers. I t  L# r0cogniz.d that, u local  aammunitier p t e p u a  land 
ume plan# and zoning ordinances, t h e  A i r  ?tarem ha* th* rerporuibLZlty to 
provide inputs  on rhei t  r c t i v i t l o r  relacing t o  the  community. rhir AICWZ 
mendmorrt i r  prerented i n  t h e  r p i z i t  of mutual cooper8tion md r s8 i s t anco  
by Dobbins MI to r i d  in t he  1oeaA land use planning process. It updares 
inlonnarfon on base f ly ing  r c t i v f t i e s  since 1984. Hoiro contours and AIcUt 
maps i n  t h i s  uaendment are based on current flying operation#. 

Alreratt operational. and minc;enante data v u  obtained t o  dorLv+ average 
d a i l y  operations, by runway and type o f  a i rc ra f t .  Data is supplemented by 
f l i g h t  t rack information (vhere they fly), f l i g h t  profile information (how . 
they fLy), and ground runup information. After ver i f i c r t fon . fo r  accuracy,- 
d a t a  was input fnca t h e  XOICWAP 8oCtwrte program.at t h e  A i r  Force 
tngtneering and Services Center, whoze it was convertad to average day- 
n igh t  (LDN)  noi re  concoutr. Contourm were plotted on m area asp and 
overlaid 4 t h  clear zone8 and accident potential  con. area#., The appendix 
of the AICUZ study which t h i a  rmcrndment updates contriaa d e ~ a l l e d  
information on t h e  devrlopmen+ of t h e  AICUZ program. 

SUPPLMENTAL INFORHATION TO ITM 34.a. 
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Dobbin8 ABb I@ located bmtween the eitier o f  ,Marietta and Saryrnr apptorfarcely 
I S  mi las northwest of tJw poplat ion  center of Atlratr, Qeo~gfa, &nd i 8  
eomplerely wi th in  the boundr of Cobb County (Figure 1). 

The Bare inc0rporrre.a ur web of r p p t o r h t e l y  1675 r c m  which includes an 
r i r f  irld, LndurrrLal atear, hour-, and racrrarion81 fati 1 it ies. B 8 u  
f a c f l i t i e r  include approximately 100 building. constructed rlnce 1943. The 
10,000' rrngle runway 58 shared with Lockhyd-A8ronautie.l Syattm. Coaaprny, 
which ha8 facflitier on the north and rauth ride8 of the  a i r f i e l d ,  and the 
Naval A i r  S ta t ion  ooutb o t  the  a is f ie ld .  

Today, the Dobbins Alt8 complex i r  a closely intwrated tomlponont of t h e  
Atlanta and cobb County metroplitul area. The Base has a working population 
of ibaut 2,000 militbry md civilian gersonnal. The m a 1  Bare population, 
LncLudLng civilian employees, Reservist8 and Guardmnen, is ovet 8, SO0 

p+aple * 

The Dobbin8 ALr Reserve bas3 complex is r unique Total Force tnstr l lat ion 
Suppor+ing flying cmp@nents of the kir  tore. Reaome, A i r  ~ i t i o n a l  Guard, ' 
Naval A i r  Reserve, Marine Air Reserva, Axmy Reserve urd Army National G u u d .  
The inscal lat ion also provides aer ia l  accmor to Lackheed Illranauricrl 
Syatema Company, one of t h e  nation's Irtgest a l l t ary  a i r c r a f t  contractors. 
The primary mission o f  the military u n i t s  i s  r o  recruit ,  orqmire urd train 
Departmenr of Defense Rsservtscs t o  bi prepred for active duty i n  titno of 
v a t ,  nationrl emergency or vhen otherufre required t o  malntain n a t i o n a l  
securl+y . 

SWPLWMAL INFORXATION TO ITM 3 4 .  a. 
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m e  Z P Y I I  

t ia.wi. l ly.  the Dobblnr 1l1 caplu contrihrrer ~IpoLiicrntly to  a 
1oc.L .coady* 

-m-' 
(U of 30 8ap 91) - a a m ! t Q  tbfRott 

r r c t i v 8  Duty [Icilit&q) 2SS S 7,4668118 
D o 8 0 ~ i s t ~  (Wilituy) 4322 248M8,089 
c f v ~  1 irnr. 1750 52,834,913 
other Cfvilirnr** ;Uf u M & a  

ineluder A i r  k o e m  TUhniCi8ns .ad c i v i l h a  - m a t  omployw. 
** lncludes It0~ppraptLat.d id, contract i i v i l i r n r o  rad p t i v a u  buminas8 

Other econoaic conttiburbar occur in t h e  putcham o f  goods'aad 
mervieem i n  thm local -a. ONE 2,000 10~81 buslnosr 2- rt. u r n  by 
D o S ~ L ~ .  ARl orgaaizatioaa to prowide tho w f r d  op9trtlons .ab mainto~un# 
it-. Annual u p e a d i t w e s  tor rY91 wtr $10,SS4,861. 

~nau.1 expcnditurea t o t  c w t r u k t ~ o n  projects ta  lrY91 -0 63,020,900. 
Total annual mrpraditurem ia ?Y 9% wore S660144,bU. 

Local rchoal dbtrictr also recalve signif icant mount8 of rederr1 , 

Impact mndr. A p p r o x ~ U L y  $37,6ST. of M i a  L a w  874 money war 
d18tribor.d t o  the b b b  County and lur&~tt. public 8Cbool 8y- La 1990-91 
t o  help defray tha coat of oducrtFag qorerameat -layea children 
conc8attated in tho- rehaof diatt icta.  

In rddLtioa t o  the- disact inputs to the u88 .co~~w. thue arm 
several spin-off benefits. tb. .or+ signtticrnt of them La the  etoatLoa of 
o f f - b a n  job*. It i s  mtlutcrd thrt aygrorlsrtmly 1,341 8ddltiorsrL jobs Fn 

, the local u e a  u e  rttrfbatabLe to tha pconarfc activity geaorrted by 
Dobbin8 ARB-related ergmi rrt ions.' 

I n  ruamuy, it era bo ran b&t the babbins Air k r m  Saue -1- 
play8 migaifiamt tolo Lrr rmgioar;X and local ~ n a P L c @ - - p t W i l y  
though  thr jobs, payroll, retail rrler, and tu ~eveauos it generates. 



tha conwerrton of th.8 116th Trctlcrl t l g b k r  W W q .  wtgir h i t  latioar1 
h a r d ,  frolr t -4  riseraft to  r-1s rkerrft in 19C1 rab tho 8ubmqu8nt 
tranri t ion of the VA-20s tbval Reser*.e LQurdrorr~ I a r r l  Alr tutbn Atknta, 
froa A-7 a i i c r r f t  ts A-4 ritcrrtt i n  1990, ruul- Ln r rlfgbt t.ductlon in 
a&acraft-g.aerrt.d notoe I t -  DobbLna ASU. 

The fellawing airctaft a m  amrignad to tlyiaq orwiat&osa at oobbm WI 
C-13OR, C o t ,  ?-IS, A96LI WolOI OV-10, QZ1-1, Cll2. 

Transients .ad othac r i t u a t t  using Dobbins' U 1  LacLudrr 

lrrR caPnaT1 .W . 
Pecagnizing its t e ~ p o n s i h i l i t i e s  to the quality of life and t h e  
protection o f  ptoprey i n  the rorroundfng capunitfro, DobbLns A i r  Rentre 
Base has established proeeduror for d n i m i t i a g  th. enrironaratrl h p u t  of 
its flying operations while r t i l l  r c s ~ U s b i n g  th. 8 L a s t ~  rqu-tr of 
it8 f lying ergrniratlonr. Dobbins A i r  R.Wv8 88- cagulatfons e I 8 u l y  ape11 
out the pr~caut lonr and pmCe3ur.r t o  k intorpantd Ln+o aorul flylag 
operations taking into  eoneideration both noise htmt md rafety. 

Aizcrrtt t r a f f i c  patterns for  Dsbbinr Ut -88- S a a  a m  e s p c h l l y  
design& to cosply with DO0 I l i gh t  srioty 8nd Y o i u  Aha- m t c m .  
For flights over populated areas which cannot k rroidd, ertabltahd 
procmdure~ u e  used t o  miniarise the inconrenionce to tbow l i w i a g  in  t& 
af fected areas. Central 
of ttrtfic by thr ?*rat Aqiation AddnisU8t lon rrd Oabbinr U.r m#m Bare 
A i r  ?raf f i e  Control i m  de8ign.d t o  rooid tha moat hurLLy -1at.d .mu. 
Tligbt prttmrnr cs tab l frhd  a t  Dabbin8,Alr Rerwm w u  m p d i c r t r d  on f l l g h t  
safety. l i gh t  ttav 'quiat houtrm Oar* establfshd to Curther minimize naLse 
impact . 
Approache* to DoBbins &RB08 Runvrys 29 and 11 are ow8r rrlatLvely flat 
terrain af fo td ing  qenorally safe and uncarplicated recr88 fat riteraft landing 
at Dobbins U U ,  8 nec8sr.q attribute fo r  the high t r a f f i c  -1- upuimed. 
Dobbins &RE flight tracks are illusttatud i n  Ifgut* 2. 
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operation o t  aircraft enginrr on the  ground during uintenmoa 5. 
aonductod i n  8pek1 8ouod 8upprarsfon and dottoetor f88illtie8 dor&gtnd to 
r i n i m h o  cAe releue of uad.rkab1m tmira. Rout* g m n d  op.ratioae of 
aircraft 81.0 require ofiqino *ma uw* to  bdjurt or ver i fy  propor thmst, 
tempecrturm and fuel coamqtion. This t y p  of o p r r t i o n  i m  urually 
eonductad a r  epoe i t i t  .turrupe locrttoar. Atteadaat noim w i l l  vary 
according t o  the direction of wind and to  Wur uu- konditianm. *~ukt 
ttoura* p0tl0d8 rro obsrrwd in plrrmhg cb.m 8ctL~&ti*#.  



The thr- srrjor oprrrtislul factor8 tbat 4 a Z l ~ o  M&Z land arm 
recmndatlona rtr b i q h t  r e s t t ~ ~ t l O n r ~  boiw eoatowr and rirotaft u c l d . n t  
potential r0a.r. 'Ihaughtful p l m l a g  La the80 t&ae m a r ,  gefloctod is 
land ume p o l i c i e s  and regulrtionr, ~ $ 1 1  m l n t i x o  t h e  uporurv o i  th. publgc to 
mire .ad 8rfoty hrmtdrr w i l l  provide rrfet r i taraft  oprationmf .ad wilt h i p  
protect t h e  a i r t i a l d  rab tho  public ? r o o u r n  it r:.o1.aontr frao enereactpeat by 
in-tlbla \ a d  dwelogpltnt. kab ure  cap8ttbilLry t r  datorrkud by 
c o q w i n g  propsred land uaor rgabrt height, nok.  and 8ecid.nt 3ofoati.1 
guLdeLLnar. hopoaed lrnd are8 m o t  be conriat8nt  with each faatot to  e m r e  
land use campatlbfl i ty.  Lazid ure c ~ ~ p a t L b L l i t y  guk lo l fmr  for  a t a n d u d  1-d 
u n a  uo psovided i n  tablo 1. Tho- g u l d e l i m r  hawe b a t  ertab1irh.a on t h e  
barir of r t u d i e r  phgued oz aponrond by warlour Iederrl 8genci8r. They 
r e p l a n  the g u l d r & b e 8  providad i n  tho I984 AICOZ kw. 

xe igh t  g e s t r i e t i o n a  r t o  necesrrry t o  ensure that buildings and s t ruc tu res  vill 
net impair ftight safety o r  d e c r ~ r r e  tho o p r ? t i o n a l  capability of the 
airfield. Federal Aviation RtgUl8tion ( F A R )  Parr 77, 'Objectm Atfocting 
Navigable Airepacrrw 16 the,baatr lor defining a retier, of Lauginary aurfrces 
euttounding e i v i i l r n  md military airfields. Any object  or  structure which 
w u l d  p e n e t r a t e  any of theom imaginary ourfacer i s  conriderid by t h e  Iadakrl 
Aviation a u t h o r i t y  (?M) t o  k an obotructlon to air navigation. Refer to  
Appendir C of t h e  1984 AICUZ Report f o r  detailed height and ob8tructian 
criteria. 

Hoight r e g u l i t l o n s  a t e  currently established local ly  by Cobb County and tha 
City oL Xarier ta .  

The Csbb County Zoning Ordinmee ee t rb l i shm an A i r p o r t  Ffrrard D i m t r i c t  
regulating t h e  uoe of p t o p t t y  Ln tho v ic in i ty  of  Dobbinr Ailfimld, nccollum 
Airpor t  and ocher a i r f i e lds  in  Cobb County by e re r t lng  Comp.tfble u r e t o n e o  and 
e s t a b l i s h i n g  the boundaries thereof. The W n d a t i o s  of the corspattblm us. 
zones are indicated on t h e  Colb County ZonLng clap. 

Tho City of  x a r i e t t a  ~omprehensiva Devolopent Code requires W u i e t t a  ?ire 
DepaRwnt rpptoval for buildinps in  excerm of t h ree  r to t i eo .  

h comprehensive review of rvigatipn e u e a e a t s  and PM a i r f i e l d  clearance 
criteria has ravaalcd nunatour Instances of height - r rs t r ic t ion  violr t iorw tn 
the c lou t  zone8 and aceidant potential zoa88 a t  both ends of tho Dobbins I V B  
ruaway. The obrtructionr include trees and man-srdo objec ts ,  ouch 88 ripno, 
pa le8  and building*. 
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SUPPLC~ENTAL INFORUTION TO ITEN 31.a. 



1. Sqgeated mrinorr drorit]r 1-2 dvellfry d t ~  per .ere,. p 8 s i b l y  bcrerseC 
under 8 ~lrzured nit P e r e l o p o ~ t  (Pm)) * e t a  suima l e t  cowatye ir less aan  
20 percent. 

2. Within each land use er te jo ry ,  We8 exist vhsrr further defiaition m y  be 
needed due t o  the variation of dcaritle# La people a d  atnretwes.  (See 
A p ~ e n d h  r) 
3 .  n e  placing of etruetoro, b u i l d u s ,  o t  8bove-stotmd u c i l i ~  lines la the 
clear zone i 8  subject t o  serare temtr~ctioar. In majority of  t h e  eltar 
tones,  these i taw are prohibited. See A R  19-9 for sptelfic guidmco. 

S .  F~etors  t o  be co~ idere4:  18b0t f o t ~ l t t ,  attrreturrl eoveragc, rxpl~sire 
ch8racteristicr, air pollution. 

6 .  tow-iotcarity offiee uses only. !Sectfag placu,  roditarimn, etc,, not 
recommended. 

7. Excludes chrpblr . , 

8. fac i l i t i e s  mast be lov htmit7. 

9 .  Clubhouar not t e e m e d .  

lo. Small ucu for people g a i n 4  g f a u r  ur mt r e c - d a b .  

11. 8 ,  ~Ithough lo& caditiom m y  require reridestid use, i t  i r  
dircoorased in Lda 6)-70 d 8 u u n g l ~  diseo~ngsd h Lbn 70-75. The abrurce 
of vlabla ilterartira dcrelopaat option8 a d d  ba drtudaeti and to 
evaltutioo indieat* tbt 8 dasrorrrmted e-mtd+I mIcd for su ident ia l  w e  
vould uoc be met i f  d-dsmait rete prohibited ln tbu* zorrts ahoulb be 
conducted prior t o  appmvals. 

b, mere the coarooaity drtefoLner the ruldential  MI, 8wt be Uoved,  
meanuro to achiers ootdoot to  ioaoo? E0i.e tevrl Psbuetfua (mS) of i t  least  
25 d~ (LQ 65-70) a d  30 M (Ldn 70-75) should be iaeorparated into building 
codas a d  be eormidered in iadiridtrrf approvals. EoaPrl eorutnaetion em be 
expected t o  provide r RLI ef 20 dB, thus tb. r$ductiaa rcquiremsnta are often 
etated as 3, 10, or 15 d$ over stmdard conrupction mad norarally asaxme 
mechroieal ventil8tion and closed vindov8 y t u  r o d .  Additioud 
eoasfderatioa should be given to  modifying RLB l e v a h  breed on peak noise 
l eve l s .  



e. lltP criteria w i l l  not eliminate outdoor mire problror. iiowevt:, 
buifdiag Ioeatien 8ad r i t e  pl.anir~, dasiga .nd use of bersr md barriers 
c.n help mitigate outdoor uporure prrtteolrrly from level  aourees. 
Meuurea that reduet m i r e  a t  8 site should be w e d  Jbenever ptaetttal in 
prefereuec to measurer vlaieh only protect Lncerior spaces. 

12. neamred t o  rehieve NL0 ~f 25 must be incorpo?ated into the desitn . 
and coqsrnactiua of pott iow .of thaw buildla(# vhcre the ?ublic i s  
received, office rreu,  noire senslcive area8 or vhere the noma1 noise 
leva1 is lev. 

13. &asurea t o  rehieve RLR of 30 m u r r  be. iaeorporattd I n to  the design 
md eoamtrustion o f  portiona o f  these buildings vhers the public  is 
received, office uers ,  aotre remifive areas or vhert t&e normal noise. 
leva1 is low. 

14. Measures to achieve NLB of 35 musr be lncotporrtsd into rhc design 
and corrjtractfoa of portions of t&ese buildfags ohere the public is 
retefred, o f f ice  a r e u ,  aoise sensici~e areas or vhere the aormal ooior 
level i s  low. . 
1s. If noise s e ~ i t i v c ~  US* hd ic l t td  HLR; i f  not, u8e is compatible. 

16. Ro build-s. 

17. L a d  use tompatible, provided special sound ~eln~orccmeat sy8te~ari  are 
iortrllad. 

8 .  Residential building8 require RtP o f  2s. 

19. Pesidentirl  buildings require r at of 30. 

20. Residential boildtngs not permftted. 

21. Land u j e  not recommended, built i f  conawmfty decider use i s  
neceBsary, herria protection dcvlces should be v o m  by personnel. 
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tioime oontaurr u o  grodoecba by r coaputerised Day-Right Avot.0. Souad -1 
(Dm) ~ h 0 d 0 1 ~  08lld # 0 $ * a p .  - f ~  to  wadh 8 of tho 1984 we 
f o r  r deteiled dercription of  th'ir aethodolegy. Tb. AICUt &pert aontrlam 
nolra contovrr plotted a t  &U?m@nt8 of 3 d) rraqtaq imam Ldn 65 to Lda 90. 
Dobbm A?D noime coatwtr u e  i l lu8tt i tod ia tigum 3- 

Acotdest poteatCal tone. u. dete&lned by hirtoricrl  aircraft accident data 
at ALr totoe b.0-r It8f.r t o  App.ndi. A of the 1984 AfCOt -port foc the & is  
Forte accident potential m d y .  Dobbins AM Cleu  20Mr and Accident Potential 
toner are i l lurt+rt .d Fn Pigut. 4. 

rho b i t  Post* coeo~mrndr certain types of land urea be prohibited in arras of 
aircraft overfiight, such &a: 

- user that would impri;*visibility (0.9. steam, duat, -ke, etc) .  

- usmu that produce direct or indirect l ight  source* or be- that would 
affect pilot vision. 

- urea that produce eleotronic emtrslonr that  could interfere with 
airctatt cowaunication ayateaa o t  navigational equipeat, 

- urem that ~ u l d  at'trrct birds (e,g. ranitary laadfflfr, renituy 
treatrnent plants, ponds, etc) . 
The Cobb County Zonlng Ordinance restrLct8 these land u8es in the compatible 
use 'zone* established within the ALrport Baurd Dbtriet.  

lLIR m T I O I  USB zam lOLP 

Thc Dobbins ARB -AICOZ map i a  illustrated La tiguro I. 
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The n o w  contour fwtptbt for Dobbin@ A N  lppprct* appror&te&y S t  1-1 1- 
area tkra the 1984 conteut*. TRir zM~C~LOR i 8  th. t.au1f of th cm.i .ba  
of the 116th irctlcar Pigbtu Squadron, awrgtr A i t  %attear1 mud, f~glr  p* 
a l e c r a f t  t o  T-15 akczalt la 1996, and tho t r ine i t ion  at  th. VA-30s 
Squadron, Haor1 A i r  station Atlmtb, SIOO k t  aIEct8ft to A-6 a i x a ~ a f t  in 
1990. 

&err of extenetva daorlopwnt a t s t  on a l l  rfder of OobbLnr IUU, vat& aeu 
construction or tedrfnlopseat occurring at  all timer. kiratoly  w e d  &and 
within th* Dobbin8 ARB AICUZ contain@ i o h  of U a W r  including lw, medium md 
high d e n s i t y  rmaLdantial dewlapm.nt, Induatrlal developerrt, -rei.al/rotail 
trade activity, md offlco p.ckr. DWelopubt on th8 *art and ot the AJCOt 18 
neath9 rrturatSon. Prodeminant u s e s  U e  eoar#rciaL/retail ttd. along 0s 
Highway 4; (Cobb Parbay), indus tr fa l  diatrlbution betma F r e W f n  an$ Dm&& 
Rordn, high density ceetduntlal along Cobb Paxiway, Terra11 n i l &  mad m n d  windy 
W i l t  Raad, and office parka along a11 mjor thorougbfarrs i n  tho oaet'approacb. 
Devrlogount oa the uert end of t h e  AICOZ includes L w ,  d f w n  and high dearity 
res ident ia l ,  including rmbille hame prfrsr eormwrct8l/ratail trade aloag atlane. 
Road, South Cobb Drive, Austell Road md Pwder Sprkngs mad, vLth so100 vaoaat 
land mnrlning. 

 he Dcbbtns ARE AICUZ impacne the c i t i e s  of Xarletta and Stnyrnr. and 
unincorporated portions of Cobb County. The cutrent noise contour footprint 
i s  within t h e  earr Central and Central Cobb County planning areas. Betuecn 
1980 and 1987, Lasr Central Cobb's populattoa increased 54 percant, with an 
additional SO pareent increase iorecrrrt by the year 1000. Emplopnt i a  
forecast to inc+erse 42 percmnt between 1990 and 2000. Central CobbD8 
population is foreerst to increase 35 prcent by the year 2000, while 
emplopant i s  foreeast to inereara 33 prrcent. 
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t b  c ~ b b  county and ctty ot mtt.+tr -$r.b+nai- ?law hrw idontiltod n o l ~  
and rrfoty i a  the rtafnity of Debbinr ar a iga i f icmt  plaanhq Famoo. f ha 
docrrnroats recoarvad t h . ~  local ga*.twwatr 6.~010p land uw farr r n a r  

w ispatad by air bases, uad oncaurrga pWgrrPu to tr&oco tho affecw of noise. 
A d ' t r t i d  i.ad U8a mudy LS -dd far th. rtai  9oamza~ly deflrua by tha 
6s tdn noiw contour. Changer ia lmd u.0 to  IW &nrity nonrerfUaati81 usor are 
ancautrgad. Ipeoi f f~r l ly ,  tho plans WOaarnd t)ut are88 LprUted by th. 
Dobbins NU AZCOI be rdealqnated 4s wXndurttirrl Cmprtible. r t . u  to 8- a8 
tranritionrl rrcur betmen amre intear* indurtrlrt urea (Dobbinr A W / U  t w c o  
plant no. r/m ~tllnta cocaplu) .nd &era i n w e  US*@. l ( .gionrl-reing 
eaploymunt u r a *  oonrirthg of light W u s t r t r l ,  ofifcejucurhouse, 
dtrtrtbution urd #upport taammrc&8t S.rvtCe US08 U e  enC0utag.d in TnQu8tri.l 
Caapat Lble uea8. 

Th. plans furthw recoamend rbvttting ttm Airport 88tud D f e t t f c t  toning 
Otdinanem w i n g  tM standard nod.% gu&d4llncrm Md AICUZ recoca~rndattonr Fa 
order to prevent land uae inCOmpltfbiIith8 in t h e  t u t u n ,  

rho -bins AScuZ overlay on the L.nd Use Hap 02 Cobb County is i l l u t t r a t d  
in Figure 6 .  6 
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The teUtrattoa of prw- 1.nd urn casprtlbility k t m n  psbbiae AIU urd 
t h e  rurfghboctng c-aity vtlt ba the ?.toit ot mopanttve efforrm rn tho 
part of both prefer. T& role of tb' A k  totem I8 to rinicLse tha im$8ot of 
airfield opsrationa- me tole oi tho n n l t y  k to protoet i t 8  c'l'urt 
from the negarfcn lm.pa-8 oLI Lneoeg.t&blm brP.lopmt. ZOgetbw Ddrbla* U 8  
urd i t s  aofghbe- muat contlnw to atrln far tho hummy that p m i d e ~  tha 
groatrat rwturl knrflt  to both. It ir .trengly r e e a u n d e d  that chi# 
effort k mnataed and apps6rchsb vlth nnrurd 4edfcrtioa to achiovaent. 

~ h o  A- torcr v i m  its reopoau ib i l l t i e r  in t b  JUCW~ process rr baing 
tuoiold. The f i c r t  of theme r e s p a a s i b i ~ i t i ~  l a  to larue that 81% 
paesibfe e tepr  have beon t U e n  to  roduce t h e  not80 a& rccldeat impact 
generated by a i t c t a f t  OIwr&tlonS* Th. Oecsact is to k an bctivo and w i l l h g  
participant in ur ongoing coop+rt ivr  pl8naLng procram through which 
compatible develOgcaent plmcr are genesated by the local eoarpunity. In 
t u l f i l h n t  of t h e  f i t s t  rerponefbil i ty,  Oobbini Illr kurve t a m  participrtea 
i n  tne noise  aBrtement pteg trrs  and t h e  A i r  m r c e  Safety program by 
continually evaluating i ts  &8t.tionrf procedure. t o  detemi nd i f  
f e a r ~ l e  .tap. have been takan to reduce the Lpaot ot Dobbiaa Alc R e r a m  
Base opetat ions tn adjacent land areas. In tul l i l lmuat  o f  tho reeond 
t e r p o n s i b i l i t y ,  Ira. oftlcir18 confer with com~trnfty official* on Und use 
mattera r tfmcting the Oobbinr MU envitonr. 

Throughout the varld, tho A l x  Force conductr cm extremely toraprchansiwe tlylng 
s a f o t y  pmgrua. Every aspset 02 f ly ing md aircraft maintenance i s  9o-rn.d by 
s a f e t y  considorrttonr t o  avo%d the 108s of l i f e  and pteperty. Eva- procaution 
i s  taken t o  insure  t h e  aicwrr)linesr of each attccrLt,  tha f ly ing  proflcimcy 
of.  t h e  r t rc rew ,  and s a f e  airborne operations. 

Well~intrfneci aiseraft and -1%-tr8ln.d 8Lrcteur do much t o  assure  thrt 
aircraft accidents  Arb avoided. Ravavu, deapite the Mst training of 
a i r c t m  and maintenance of a i i c r a f t ,  history mke8 Lt elear t h a t  accidents  
do occur. It i r  imprativo that fljpht* bo rautod over a p u a e l y  popr1at.d 
ue.8 a1 much as posa ib le  to reducm tho expsrure of Zires and pro-rty to a 
p o t e n t i a l  accident. As oivLl11n flight operations Lncreame, and airapace 
becomes more Lbited, the flight tracka for aircraft ur tv ing  and deparclng 
Dobbins A?# bat- lea8 t lexible.  It hrr bucam increaalngly difficult t o  
change a i r c r a f t  routing or altitude# t o  en t i r e ly  avoid urbanized areas. 

Thus the need for compatible land use planning becomes readi ly  appatent. 
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Moiae la gaaotrtod firas aLrcr.it bath La t b  .it md oa th. ground. A t  
Debblrra ARB op.tatLons u o  ovrluatad ooatbuouaLy to easut. noiaa lwols 
are minLSr8d, both oa and olf bas., in mu ruoR u tho$@ bowlopad 
fo+ bourtag ud duertLon. 

Prutico trlu-ofZ#/lmdbga and i n r t m n t  rgproacheo are conductad a t  
t b r a  when Lndlvldulr ur notopilly awake. Thew act iv i t i e s  am 9aneraly 
rn bt- 11100 m ~d 7800 AU. 

654 oi a l l  r yn -up t  t o t  1-15 aircraft  u r  coaduct.4 i n  r oound auppreeoot (hush 
houre) which muffles rad directs  m i r e  awry itoa senrltive arew. 

The touohQaM point for A-6 airorrft f i e l d  e u r h  landing practicoa ( -8)  

i a  at +h. canter of the nanuay to draw in flight wtb t h e i r  rrroclated 
n o f n  corrtourm. 

Notice of intens ive  FEYS or other ~~~~n akczrft activity is provfdd to . 
the locrL media lor public bi8seo@atioa. 

3.  P+stieinrtioq jg ?rocear . 
me prepuation rod ptarentbien of this m t  t9 t.tw ~ e b b i r u  A- 
muerne B a s e  AICOI   apart tefaoetr the eont inu lq  intereat of tha 
A i r  torce in local pluming procrsser. It i s  r.cognlted that as local 
c a m u n i t i e s  prepare Cholrr land use p l u s ,  th* A l r  tosee must b e  ready t o  
provide pertinent iaputr. 
The Air Porce i s  prepared t o  partic ipate  i n  any meting involving AICUt 
telated land use plrna. As the  AICm program will be an ongoing act iv i ty  
even af ter  eocppatible dovelopent  p l u s  are adopted and bplemented, the A i r  
Force is prepzed to participate i n  the contihulng dircrrssion of zoaing 
refinements, co~pmhmrivo plan., and o t h u  Land uso matter8 as they ~ u y  
af fect  Oobbiar A h  R e l e m  Base. 

The fol lwing reco~;aeadatLonr u e  rddr8rred t o  the cltiaonr of Cobb County and 
are based on the  noad t o  reinforeo the goals aad objwivea  set forth in tho 
1984 AIWZ Report. lhoee tecaanendationm u e  particularly eagerrt r t  th ia  time 
because of faproved prospect. f or  AIC'UZ iaplaaeatatioa in coajunctfon w i t h  the 
zecoarpendationr of tho  Cobb County and City o f  Marietta Co~rprohensivo Ptanr. 
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t a d  in the Debbias AR) emltona rhould bo o w b  fog activftier vhhb (1) do not 
involw reridmtial o t  trrarbnt-houskrg a n ,  (2) do JM wL4. 
l m a l t h  oum daldi l l~9,  rueh u bmpitalr, (S) u e  boc rdool-rmhted or o i  
car~pu.blo eduarttotul ruturn, (4) do not ~ a + o l * u  publie ar-ly, Urd ( 5 )  

urn not o t h e n l s o  bared on C0n~entrationm of popla for r * ~ i & n t i a t  
educationrI, i n r t i t ~ t l o n r l ,  recreat ional ,  emmarcia1 or  i n d u s t r i a l  pugorere 

Hunioiprl and aounty building coda# &auld ba amended to  ineerpora te  mound 
atteaurcion provirioar rr rrrrdatey deaiga rad conr t ruc t ien  features far a11 
huarn-habitation enclorures ptomod for cozutruction or modif ieatfoa with ln  
particular por t ions  o i  t h e  A t r p s r t  Hazard Dlrtritt a# r a t  torth in 
municipal  and county cynprehanrive plan* rsd roniag ordinaneer. A f f e c t e d  
a r e a s  should be delineated i n  conjunction wltb ehuqms to tha compr8)un.ivm 
plans and revirions o f  the Airport Razud Pf8trLcts .  

' 

3. RevlPlnanuniciPalam-m . 
Dobbins ARB should b. involved i n  t h e  de l ibera t ion8  and decimion procemus 
preparatory to tevioionr to municipal comprphenoive plans for thooe u o a s  
02 Harietta, Smyrnr and Cobb County i n  the v i c i n i t y  of  the inrtrllation. 

The Cobb County planning CaararissLan and the c i t i e s  o f  Xariet ta  and Smyrna 
should avail themselves of the rupport and assist~nce of Dobbins ARB i n  
t h e  development, preparation and promulgation of amended Airport B a r e d  
D i s t r i c t s  contained i n  1 ~ 1 1  zoning ordin+neer. Reight - resu ic t ion  
violations in the areas M L 8 t e l y  adjoiningthe and. of the Dobbins ARB 
runway c o n s t i t u t e s  a major threat t o  aafety-of-flight o p r a t i o n s  at t h e  
airfield. Dobbins hRB sheuld aesimt i n  the proparation of tha draft tex t  
and m a p  for the ALrpar t  Razard Dirtricts ourroundinq Dobbins lLRO and 
ptovide any other suppor t  requested by city 8nd county officials. 

SUPPLMENTAL INFORMATION TO ITM 3b.a. 
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Tho Cobb cooaty ?A~raing a a d r r t o n  md tb CLttar of MuLett. .nd r~yrar  
8bauld notify Dobbh. $Sit of di p r O p s d  vhieh M y  impact thm 
las+.llatLoa or ftr Lnrurotion dth t&a 8urcmnU%g oaarP13lty. 
Uotiffcatioa e h l d  Inoluda it- ot\ tb* a-r ot  mquluty wchdu1.a 
.ab rprcklly 4l.d f-1 oaa t rs laa  W L n g 8 ,  aity aourrall m t i a g a ,  
p u b U  h e u h g 8  and c-itt-/.ub-caarlt+w mti.ng8. DobbLacr W s h l d  
amtabiirb and Obmm fosml +.rpwr@ praccrdutu'usurgmd to aocoarodrd 
mwtcfjMa .ad munty cc\oau.ua. 
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a &ad use p l u ~ l l a g  and control is 8 dynamic, t a t h u  +bra ' r t r t io-  procoaa. 
Tha r p o c l f i c  a b u r c t e r i r t l c r  of  land ure d u a m l n a n t r  uU1 alway8 rotkct, 
t o  .oo, dogrm, t h e  chrnglng conditionr of thr 8tanmlcr woirl, and 
p h y ~ l c r l  envirorment of a cammanfty, r a  wll r a  changing public concern, 
Tha planning proeesa accauwdater thir f l u i d i t y  i n  t b t  deuimiona r n  
norrarlly not  bared on boundary liner but ra thot  oa more geaeza1iz.d u e r  
de8ignatlons. 

AfcVS baundariea and aofre contour. dercrlk tbo lapsat o f  8 a p e i f i c  
opetrtionrl environmoat, and aa meh, m mbjwt t o  chaa9e when r 
a l g a i f i t a n t  churgm i a  flying operation8 occur@ (fee . ,  m l ~ r t o a  and/or 
r l r c r a f t  changer, force rtruatun chmgm8r Ote. ) .  coas.quentty, iI the 
lw.8 e - u a L t  t h a t  make up the Dobbins AR8 aavlroru attoapt t o  uta 
thorm A I w Z  boundui.ea a* bounduy l i n e r  for roniag d i s t r i c t s ,  problmam laay 
rotult . 
The Air ?ore. recomaend8 t h a t  AICIJZ data be utilized w i t h  811 other 
coca~unity planning critrrla. Specif kc land use  control decision# should 
newer be based rolely on AXWZ boundarier. With thew thooghta i n  mind, 
Dobbins AY8 hereby amends the 1983 U C V Z  Study rad ptavider f l i g h t  track 
and noise contour BIpr In t6i8 -ndment which reflect currant aircraft  - 
operation#. 
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8 .  Do cumt crtim;rt# of ~ r t t o a  @wth Md t w d q x m t  or cavimnmola carsordncl 
pnuprab1errufm~rnplvlocdUCUZ~WQ.e.,~of~,~)? Aaa& 
a copy of my appUcab1e Wont of the air stldon AICUZ plrn a d  note my n y t  
~ c a t i i o n s .  

Yer, popuIation p w t h  aud drvdopmmt datc pe paeadrl problem. NAS A t l r w  
wtheMbhsARB. DabbhARBm~gestbeA1CUZprgnm. A~mortoftheclurmne 
b alrrrdy stu- with devdopmQlS d d m t  pokndal mnq (APQ will rrrmia out of 
0ompUu~e with AICUZ guidebe oytr the next Way pus. Ths a t  to purchase the 
~ x p r a d e d c l e v r o n e i ~ ~ m r t s d t o a ~ ~ m i l l i c n .  E f f o r t r t o c o n t m t ~ a p ~ w i n b c  

r l ~ .  ((sa u u ~ h e d  AICUZ npon ia wtas  it R-c BLO. &WI A ~ W  1992.) 

34.b. An thac my known pknr for a signiflcant hause of o m m u d . l  .Liinc in y m  
ma? If so, dscfax.  

Thm arc no horn plans for increase o f ' m m ~ d  ahline naflic. 

35.r h v e  t h n s  &m any ATC d a y s  (15 minutes m greater) benvetd inik t ake~f f  
and actual trkeoff during the put  Lhne years as a d t  of dvilha a c ?  lf so. p l a v  
.complete the following table. 

Table 33.1 Delays 

199 1 NONE I 
1 I 

1992 I NONE 

1993 NONE 
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Statement of Representative Sander M. Levin 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission Hearing 

June 12, 1995 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Base Closure Commission: 

I appreciate having the opportunity to address the Commission 
today about the Army's recommendation to close the Detroit Tank 
Plant. 

The Army announced its recommendation to close the Tank Plant on 
February 28. Since that time, I have been working to get the 
Army to answer three basic, threshold questions: Who's affected 
by this recommendation? How much will it cost? What are the 
implications for the tank program? I am here today because the 
Army's answers are unconvincing. 

Even at this late date -- with less than three weeks remaining 
before the Base Closure Commission must submit a final list of 
closures to the President -- the Commission still lacks the 
information necessary to make an informed judgement on the 
Detroit Tank Plant. 

From day one, it was clear that the recommendation to close the 
Tank Plant contained obvious flaws. For example, the Army 
claimed that closing the Tank Plant would Itnot affect any jobsu 
in the Detroit area. I asked the Army how this could possibly be 
true when over 250 workers are employed at the plant. 

The Army's reply to me was that the affected workers represent 
only ".0067 per cent of the labor force in the area." When even 
one worker loses his job, then, by definition, iobs have been 
affected. If the tank plant closes, real people will lose their 
jobs. 

All other issues aside, the most fundamental shortcoming of the 
Army's recommendation is the lack of a credible estimate of the 
cost of closing the Tank Plant. 

The Army's original claim was that closing the Tank Plant would 
result in a one-time cost of only $1.4 million. When I asked the 
Army how it arrived at this figure, the Army told me the estimate 
was based on a standard formula that sets building closing costs 
at $1.25 per square foot. 

A buck and a quarter per square foot isn't going to do the job. 
Unlike most Army installations, the Detroit Tank Plant is not a 
base that houses and trains troops. Neither is it an 
administrative office building. The Detroit Tank Plant is an 
industrial facility that has been manufacturing tanks for nearly 

r, 50 years. I sincerely doubt $1.4 million will be enough to close 
the facility and move the work to other locations. 



l(IY During her site visit to the Tank Plant last April, Commissioner 
Steele heard a broad range of testimony from myself and others 
that raised serious problems with the Army's original closing 
cost estimate. After hearing the evidence, Commissioner Steele 
asked the Army to prepare a revised cost estimate by mid-May. 

Well, here we are. It's mid-June and the Army still hasn't 
submitted a revised closing cost estimate for the Detroit Tank 
Plant. We do know that the Tank Automotive and Armaments Command 
(TACOM) in Warren, Michigan, requested and received detailed 
closing cost data from the contractor at the plant. This 
information was provided weeks ago. 

We also know that, using this data, TACOM prepared a revised 
closing cost estimate. This estimate was forwarded to Washington 
several weeks ago. I am informed that the Army rejected the new 
cost study and is sticking with its original estimate of $1.4 
million. 

While the Army is unwilling to accept new cost data from the 
people who actually run the plant, my office has received reports 
that the true closing costs are at least 25 times higher than the 
Army's original calculations. 

We simply cannot legislate in the dark like this. Members of 
Congress and the Base Closure  omm mission should have timely * access to the reliable information necessary to make informed 
judgements. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like the assurance of the Commission that 
it will take no action to close the Detroit Tank Plant without 
first reviewing the closing cost data prepared by General 
Dynamics Lands Systems and TACOM. 
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June 9, 1995 

and Realignment Commission 
FROM: Gina for Rep. Bruce F. Vento 

RE : 
Reserve Station 
Mr. Vento's statement on the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

As I informed the BRAC liaison staff on Thursday, June 8, 
Congressman Vento will be unable to testify at his scheduled time 
on Monday. Attached please find his written statement in support 
of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air Reserve Station and a letter of 
support from St. Paul Mayor Norm Coleman. Mr. Vento would like 
this letter to follow his statement in the record. 

I can be reached at the telephone number listed above. Thank you 
for your assistance. 



STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN BRUCE F. VENT0 

TO THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

REGARDING THE MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL AIR RESERVE STATION 

JUNE 12, 1995 

I am pleased to express my support for the Minneapolis-St. 

Paul Air Reserve Station and the work of the 934th Airlift Wing, 

the Air Resente unit that calls this base located on the north side 

of the Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport home. The 934th 

is both an effective and efficient military unit and a valuable 

community partner in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. I strongly 

support the continued operation of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air 

Reserve Station. 

The members of the 934th Airlift Wing have an excellent record 

of service to the Twin Cities and the United States. This combat- 

ready Air Reserve flying unit uses C-130 cargo aircraft to perform 

essential airlift services within the United States and throughout 

the world. The 934th participated in Operation Just Cause in 

Panama, Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm in Iraq, 

Operation Provide Promise in Bosnia, Operation Restore Hope in 

Somalia, and Operation Safe Haven in Cuba. The members of the 

934th have served with distinction during these humanitarian 

missions. 

The 934th also provides the residents of the 4th Congressional 

District and the rest of Minnesota with unique opportunities for 



service in our armed forces. There are no active duty Air Force 

bases in the state of Minnesota and the installation at the 

Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport is the only base in 

Minnesota out of which the Air Force flies aircraft. The nearest 

Air Reserve base is more than 300 miles away in Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. It is unlikely that members of the 934th, many of whom 

are natives of the Twin Cities area and hold full time jobs there, 

would be able to transfer to the Wisconsin unit. 

The 934th is not only an effective Air Reserve unit, it is 

also a highly efficient one. The 934th Air Reserve unit performs 

the same mission as an active duty unit of the same size at about 

half the cost. Today, when downsizing and streamlining of all 

government functions, including defense operations, is crucial, 

retaining cost-effective military units like the 934th makes a 

great deal of sense. Moreover, the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air 
I 

Reserve Base has the lowest annual operating budget of the six Air 

Reserve bases recently added to the BRAC list. Far from deserving 

closure, the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air Reserve station's exemplary 

performance could be held up as a model base that successfully 

meets our nation's current needs. 

Beyond its military contributions, the 934th Airlift Wing 

makes significant economic and social contributions to the Twin 

Cities community. The economic impact of the 934th in the Twin 

Cities is $70 million per year and 670 area vendors have conducted 

business with the 934th. The base provides jobs for over 1700 

reservists and Department of Defense personnel. About 260 of these 

people live in Ramsey, Dakota, and Washington Counties, areas I 

w' 



have represented in Congress. 

The 934th has taken advantage of its location at the 

../ Minneapolis - St. Paul International Airport by f oming partnerships 
with the Metropolitan Airports Commission. These partnerships save 

Minnesota taxpayers millions of dollars and improve the quality of 

life in our community. Currently, the 934th shares fire-fighting 

capabilities, runway access, and a control tower with the 

Metropolitan Airports Commission--all of which make maximum use of 

our airport facilities and save Federal and state taxpayer 

resources. These successful joint ventures are expected to 

continue as the airport expands. 

Finally, as residents of the Twin Cities, 934th Airlift Wing 

personnel have a stake in the community and have been active in 

educational and social programs that improve the lives of 

Minnesotans. I have learned first hand the role of the 934th, 

which has assisted the Minnesota Air National Guard's 133rd Airlift 

Wing with its STARBASE programs. These successful programs for 

young people from disadvantaged backgrounds promote careers in 

mathematics and the sciences, goal setting, drug abuse prevention, 

and character development. The 934th provides speakers and tours 

of the Air Reserve Station for children and teenagers participating 

in STARBASE. The participation of members of the 934th in positive 

programs like STARBASE is good for the Air Reserve and it is good 

for Minnesota. 

If the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air Reserve Station were to be 

closed, the Twin Cities would lose jobs and a valued community 

partner, the Department of Defense would lose an extremely 
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. effective, experienced and efficient reserve unit, and the people 

of the United States and the world would lose the humanitarian w 
services of the dedicated men and women who serve as members of the 

934th Airlift Wing. I hope the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission will recognize the outstanding qualities and 

merits of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Air Reserve Base and permit the 

934th Airlift Wing to continue its excellent work in Minnesota. 



Remarks of Congresswoman Eva M. Clayton 

w Congressional Testimony Before The 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Cannon Caucus Room - Washington, D.C. 

Monday, June 12, 1995 

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission, I want to again thank you 

for this further opportunity to present the case for 
wuvr 

relocating the Navy Wing from Cecil Field, Florida, to the 

Cherry Point Marine Air Station in Havelock, North 

Carolina. 

When my colleagues in the Congress, our Governor and I 

appeared before you on May 4th, in Maryland, I said at 

that time that I believe our case is compelling. 

w 1 



Now that the facts are unfolding, the case is even more 

* compelling ....... and the reasons are many. 

First, the very integrity of the base closure and 

realignment process is at issue. 

In 1993, a decision was made based upon sound factors --- 

cost savings, military value, land use, safety, 

environmental impacts and joint service training -- Cherry 

Point was selected. 

This decision was careful, thoughthl, dispassionate, 

disinterested, impartial and calculated on where best to 

relocate the F/A 18 jets. 

Less than 18 months later, that decision has changed. 



Second, the cost figures upon which the Navy relied in 

1993 differ by close to a half billion dollars in 1995. 

One must seriously question the accuracy of these figures. 

How can the Navy make a $385 million mistake? 

Faulty information and Mated figures seems to be driving 

the decision to switch from Cherry Point to the Oceana 

Naval Air Station. 
J 

Third, there are serious problems at the Oceana location 

that could affect operational readiness. 

For more than two decades, it has been documented that 

Oceana - -  which depends upon Virginia Beach for its 

water supply --- does not have sufficient water yields. 

"clrrS' 
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This is particularly true during periods of dry weather or 

drought. 

And, this will remain true, even if the Lake Gaston 

Pipeline Project is finally approved by Virginia and my 

state. 

The Virginia Beach area is counting on ninety-five million 

gallons of water a day from Lake Gaston. 

'cur/  

I live on Lake Gaston, on the North Carolina side. 

This matter has been at issue for more than ten years, and 

I can tell you that a resolution in favor of this additional 

water flowing into the Virginia Beach area is by no means 

certain.. . . . . .It is, in fact, in grave doubt. 



I am most disturbed, however, Mr. Chairman because the 

1* exaggerated estimates upon which the Navy has relied fwst 

surfaced in three letters to the Secretary of the Navy from 

Senator John Warner of Virginia --- himself, a former 

Secretary of the Navy --- and, our competitor! 

Surely, some reservations must be raised about estimates 

generated by those who have a direct interest in the 

outcome of the Commission's decision. 
@[I J 

Finally, it should not be overlooked that in reliance upon 

the first decision and in anticipation of the relocation to 

Cherry Point, the people of North Carolina, have 

expended considerable resources, money and energy in 

preparation for the move of the Navy Wing --- $40 million 

on housing and other upgrades alone has been spent. 



Millions more has been expended for extensive planning, 

qlu 
infrastructure improvements, bond issues, planned new 

schools, housing development, comprehensive water and 

sewer planning and transportation needs. 

Based upon the fwst decision to relocate to Cherry Point, 

the state of North Carolina has been looking forward to 

the move and making plans to insure that the Navy Wing 

was well accommodated ....... We have done our part. 

We have been making arrangements and getting ready for 

the nearly five thousand military and civilian personnel 

who will come with this move. 

To say that we have relied to our detriment on the 1993 

decision, puts the situation in the mildest of terms. 

6 



This change, if it prevails, will be felt throughout the state, 

will have a long term impact and will not soon be 

forgotten. 

One final point, Mr. Chairman. I would urge the 

Commission to make sure it takes a close look at the 

environmental impact that a move of the Navy Wing would 

have on the state of Virginia. 

w 
Indications that I am aware of suggest that there are 

significant, sensitive environmental concerns in the area of 

Virginia to which the change is proposed. 

I urge the Commission to reconsider the decision to 

relocate to Cherry Point, once again. 



Cherry Point was and remains a sound selection.. . . . . .the 

'I, rationale for changing appears to be rather shallow and 

based upon inaccurate information --- critical water 

supply issues are swerving around the Oceana location --- 
and, the people of North Carolina relied, in good faith, on 

the original decision. 

Moreover, the environmental concerns would seem to be 

paramount in Virginia, as opposed to Cherry Point. 
UP' 

The case continues to be compelling, Mr. Chairman. 

I believe reconsideration is obliged. At the very least, a 

fresh and closer look is warranted. Thank you. 



STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL D. WELLSTONE 

BEFORE THE: DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

ON THE FUTURE OF THE 934TH AIRLIFT WING 

JUNE 12, 1995 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, thank you for the 
opportunity to join Congressmen Sabo and Vento to briefly express 
our views on the Commissionls decision to review the 934th 
Airlift Wing, located at the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport, for 
possible realignment or closure. I know you have been here for 
many hours today, hearing from many members of Congress, and so I 
will keep my zomments short and submit my full statement for the 
record. 

I am proud to represent those who work at this base, and all 
Minnesotans who have an interest in its future, at this hearing. 
I believe that as you move forward with your deliberations and 
review, the extraordinary quality of this unit, its people, and 
the reasons for its retention will become clear to the 
Commission. 

Let me say at the outset that I come before you today 'as a firm 
proponent of post-Cold War defense downsizing. I have argued' 
throughout my tenure in the Senate that as a nation we continue 
to spend too much on breathtakingly sophisticated, expensive and 
sometimes redundant weapons systems, on maintaining large and 
expensive active duty forces scattered over the globe, and on the 
maintenance of a Cold War defense infrastructure that is in some 
ways obsolete, and in need of thorough restructuring. 

There are a number of places where I believe we can save billions 
in excessive defense spending, while preserving military 
readiness and improving the quality of life of Americans who 
serve in our Armed Forces. They include limiting procurement of 
C-17 cargo aircraft, delaying production of the F-22, terminating 
the Trident I1 backfit program, limiting procurement of Milstar 
I1 satellites, and many others. These four items alone would save 
taxpayers over $15 billion dollars over the next five years. 

In addition, I recognize that Reserve and Guard forces must bear 
their share of the burden of defense downsizing. And they have 
done so, thrclughout the current force restructuring of the last 
couple of yezrs, including the changes made by last year's off- 
site agreement. 

But having said that, I believe it would be a penny-wise and 
pound-foolish mistake to close the 934th, and thus lose the 
substantial investment which the U.S. military has made there 
over the last 45 years or so. 



Minnesota has no active duty military bases, and only a few major 
regional Guard or Reserve bases, including the National Guard 

*I training center at Camp Ripley, the 148th Tactical Fighter 
Squadron in Duluth, the 133rd Airlift Air National Guard unit, 
and the 934th Airlift Wing. A member of the Twin Cities 
community since 1949, the 934th Airlift Wing is consistently 
ranked as one of the finest flying units in the nation, and one 
of the most cost-effective Air Reserve units in the system. 

There are a number of factors which argue for a decision by the 
Commission to retain this unit, even when compared to other 
C-130 Air Reserve bases across the country. The unit's 
distinguished flying record; its prime location at a major 
aviation hub (the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport); its significant 
economic contr-ibutions to our state; its relationship to other 
key military t.enants of the base, including the Navy Reserve and 
a National Guard unit which shares some inventory, maintenance 
and other rescurces and facilities; and its ability to draw on 
skilled Minnesotans who work in our large and growing technical, 
aviation, and medical sectors to operate efficiently and cost- 
effectively al.1 argue for its retention. 

I understand t.hat originally only one Air Force Reserve 
C-130 airbase was slated nationally for review and possible 
closure, and t.hat the decision of the Commission to add the other 
C-130 airbases: to the review list was in part to enable you to 
validate large amounts of complicated data on these bases that 
was provided k)y the Air Force. I am hopeful that once that 
review is comgleted, you will decide to remove the 934th Airlift 
Wing from the list altogether. 

-. 
The basic mission of this Air Reserve unit is to support the 
active duty Air Force by providing seasoned, professional air 
crews and planes ready to perform tactical airlift and 
aeromedical elracuation worldwide as the need arises. The unit 
augments the active duty forces with over 1 0 0 0  well-trained 
support personnel. In recent years, because of their excellent 
record, reputation, and training, they have been called on to 
undertake humanitarian airlift or medical evacuation missions in 
Bosnia, Somalia, the Persian Gulf, Haiti, and elsewhere, where 
they have perf:ormed in award-winning fashion. They can either 
airdrop or act-ually land cargo and personnel into the midst of 
combat or other critical situations, or evacuate people out who 
are in need of medical attention, and have done so with 
extraordinary courage and skill over the years. 

While I know that active duty units are indispensable for certain 
roles and missions, I believe that a smaller active duty force, 
coupled with an increased reliance on usually much more cost- 
effective Reserve units would better meet our defense needs in 
the long run. The genius of this general approach is embodied by 
this unit; it reportedly costs only about 40 cents for this unit 

w to do what it would cost a dollar for a similar active duty Air 
Force unit to do. 



In addition to the general cost advantages of Reserve forces, 
this station :is particularly well-manaqed and is, I understand, 
among the least costly Air ~eserve bases in the country, in terms 
of operations and maintenance costs. Its location in a large 
metropolitan area and its close connections with a major hub 
airport in the Twin Cities provide substantial economic and 
military advantages. 

For example, the 934th has an excellent working relationship with 
the Metropolitan Airports Commission. This unusual arrangement 
allows the sharing of fire-fighting capabilities, snow removal 
equipment, anti runways, saving taxpayers well over $2 million 
annually. The Federal. Aviation Administration (FAA) operates the 
control tower for both civilian and military flights, thus 
producing further substantial savings. The station also owns 21 
joint-use facilities that are shared with other military - 

customers at :I large overall savings. 

There are other benefits to retaining this unit in Minnesota as 
well. Drawing on the vast technical, engineering and other 
skills of Minrlesotans who work in large Twin-Cities-based firms 
like Honeywell, Tonka, 3-MI Cray Computers, Ceridian, and others, 
over the years the unit has been staffed with technicians who are 
tops in their fields. In addition, Minnesota's position as 
international headquarters and a major hub for Northwest Airlines 
provides a lairge pool of skilled pilots, ground and maintenance 
crews from which recruiters can draw. Similarly, relying on 
Minnesota's vast network of excellent health-care facilities for 

w highly-skilled personn.el, the unit has consistently set a 
standard for readiness and performance of aeromedical evacuation 
for -Air Reserve units nationally. 

As I'm sure your site visit and regional hearing in Chicago 
earlier this rnonth revealed, the 934th is important to the 
economies of P4inneapolis, St. Paul, and the surrounding region. 
It is estimated that the 934th had an economic impact of around 
$70 million in the last fiscal year alone. About 500 full-time, 
and 1100 part-time active and reserve workers could lose their 
jobs if this base closed. In addition, the station provides base 
support for around 5,000 National Guard and Air Force Reserve 
personnel. 

The base employs a substantial number of Department of Defense 
civilian employees, an.d provides exchange and other ancillary 
services for over 12,000 military retirees and their families. 
In recent yeairs, the u.nit has conducted business with over 670 . 
small and medium-sized. businesses as vendors in the Minneapolis- 
St. Paul area. Thus the direct and indirect employment and other 
economic losses from closing this base would be substantial to 
the Twin Cities region,, to the state of Minnesota, and to the 
Upper Midwest. 

In addition to the economic issues which the Commission must 
w consider, the unit's military record is exemplary. Members of 



the unit have repeatedly shown their dedication to the nation and 
their ability to effec:tively carry out their missions. The 
retention rate for this unit is among the highest in the entire 
Air Force Reserve system. 

On top of their military accomplishments, unit members are active 
in the community, volunteering their time and energies for a 
variety of local programs and projects, including tours and 
visits for over 10,000 children and youth since 1988, helping to 
build a new shelter at the metropolitan zoo, painting houses for 
low-income persons in the Twin Cities area, and contributing a 
great deal of time and money to various other charity efforts. 
Thus the inta:ngible benefits from having this base located in the 
Minneapolis-S:. Paul area are many. 

Finally, clos.ing the 934th would pose serious geographic problems 
for those pemonnel currently working there. With the next 
closest unit currently located in Madison, Wisconsin, closing 
this station would make it very difficult for members of the unit 
to continue to serve i.n the Air Force Reserves. 

Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that when you and other members of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission examine all 
the facts, yo11 will conclude that the 934th Air Force Reserve 
Station locat~zd at the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport should remain 
open. I appreciate your taking the time to hear from me and 
other members of our delegation on this matter so important to 
Minnesotans. 

w 



Congressman Martin Olav Sabo (5th-MN) 

Remarks before the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

Fql)' on the 934th f i r  Force Reserve Airlift Wing 
based at RIinneapolis/St. Paul International Airport 

June 12, 1995 

Chairman Di xon, members of the Commission, I want to thank you for 

this opportunity to testify in support of the 934th Air Force Reserve Airlift 

Wing. We in Minnesota are rightfully proud of the 934th. And, I am 
f 

confident that the Base Closure and Realignment Commission in reviewing this 

installation will recognize tha,t the 934th Air Wing serves vital military and 

humanitarian roles that are particularly important to maintain in this time of 

restructuring our national defense operations. 

U v  Commissioner Cornella, who visited the base just two weeks ago, 

observed first-hand some of the major assets of the 934th Air Wing. The 

934th has proven itself as a consistent, capable, and efficient combat-ready 

support force for our ever-changing national defense needs. 

By providing vital airlift assistance, the 934th served effectively in the 

Persian Gulf War, and more recently in Haiti, Panama, and Somalia. In 

Bosnia alone, they have deployed 500 personnel during three rotations in 1992, 

1993, and 1994. ?'he 934th delivered over 2,000 tons of critical humanitarian 



assistance to the troubled area. 

w While its military record is solid, the 934th is also known for its cost- 

effectiveness. Of the six Air Force Reserve bases now under consideration by 

the commission, the 934th has the lowest operating budget, and ranks in the 

top third of all Air Force Reserve host bases for cost efficiency in operating 

and maintenance costs. 

t 

The 934th is a1 model of cooperation, working with other military and 

civilian air services. The unit shares 21 joint-use facilities on base with the 

Army, Navy, Marims and Air National Guard. Furthermore, the 934th 

cooperates and shares services with the MinneapolislSt. Paul International 

Airport. The 934th and the airport share runways, air traffic control and fire 

\V and emergency support services -- resulting in substantial savings to the 

American taxpayer. The shared fire fighting capabilities alone save taxpayers 

an estimated $2 million annually. 

Clearly, this base is important to the Twin Cities economy. The 934th 

directly employs 50C) full-time Defense Department personnel and more than 

1100 reservists. Experts estimate that the base, with an operating budget of 

$34.7 million, has a total economic impact of $70 million annually for the state 

of Minnesota. 



However, the base is more than just a source of defense dollars for 

- Minnesota; it serves as a strong military presence that attracts quality recruits. 
. -  

J ~ h e  nearest Air Force Reserve base is in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 337 miles 

from Minneapolis. The 934th puts forth a powerful image in the Twin Cities 

metropolitan area that brings recruits into the reserve service and keeps them at 

higher rates than the Reserve targets. The unit has re-enlistment rates hovering 

around 99%, well above the target 90% set for Air Force Reserve units. 

r 
The 934th Ainving serves vital military and domestic missions, and does 

so in an efficient and cost-effective manner. The 934th is in high demand, and 

its mission performance is a credit to the Air Force. It should also be noted 

that the 934th Airlift Wing has flown over 142,000 flying hours without a 

single major mishap, giving it the second-best flying safety record in the entire. 

'r) Air Force. 

Commissioner Cornella's fact-finding visit to the base, and your 

willingness to hear from those in Minnesota show the Commission's 

commitment to making well-informed decisions. I believe the 934th should 

continue its current mission, and I would be happy to provide further 

information as the Commission proceeds with its review. 
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Saint Paul 
Area Chamber 
of Cclmrnerce 

May 23, 1995 

TO: B.4SE REALIffNMIENT & CLOSING COMMISSION MIEMBERS 

On behalf of ths ~nembcrs of the Saint Paul Area Chnmber of Conunerce, I want to go on 
record in su port. o f  maintaining the 934th Airlift Wing at the Minne~polis/Sdnt Paul 
~nurnotionci .%on 

The base, its rcscrvis~ and civilian staff have a signiFcant positive impact on the economy 
of the Twin Cities metro litan m a  The full and part time jobs re resented on rhc base k account for more ,&an $ I million In annual pa roll. Ovcr 200 oft e reservists live and 1: E 
work in the metro east area. In addition to the as 's  impact on the local economy, the 
934th has assumed key roles in such missions as Desert Shield. Desert Storm, and the 
humanitarian airli:Fts to Bosnia aad Somalia. 

T am sure your chtugc and the related decisions we difficult, however, the positive impacts 
this base has had on our economy and evcnts wound the world warrant your vote of 
continued  upp port. 

Prcsiden t 
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